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Government planning in a small oil economy: 
factors limiting the industrial 
diversification efforts of Qatar 

Roben E. Looney• 

The oil reserves of Qalar are small compared lo lhose of some of its 
neigftbouring Slales in lhe Persian Gulf. The country bas estimated crude 
oil rc!'crvcs of 3,200 million barrels. or less than 1 per cent of the world 
lolal. This is cquivalenl lo aboul 30 years of oulpul al current levels, and 
represcnls a fraction of reserves in lhe Persian Gulf region. On the other 
hand, the country does have significant gas reserves, estimated at 
4,400 million cubic metres, or more than 4 per cent of the world total. 
Only the United Arab Emirates, the former Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR), the Islamic Republic of Iran and Abu Dhabi have 
larger gas reservl':; (1 ). 

Because of its limited natural wealth, Qatar was the first of the Arab 
States in the Persian Gulf region to commit itself firmly to industrial 
diversification. To this end, in 1972 the Government of Qatar com
missioned a detailed study of the country's development opportunities. 
The result was the creation in 1973 of a national plan providing 
development guidelines for the next two decades. 

The plan emphasized the need for acceleration in housing and paid 
special attention to the development of the capital city of Doha. It also 
encouraged the development of light and heavy industries and expansion 
of the fishing industry. The plan concentrated on infrastructure and 
diversification of the economy. 

The purpose of this paper is to assess industrialization efforts of 
Oatar to date. In doing so, questions such as the following will be raised: 
has the country made significant progress towards industrial 
diversification and in what sense; how has the industrial performance of 
Oatar compared with that of neighbouring Arab econ.1mies in the Persian 
Ciulf region; what particular problems will hinder industrial 
di\•crsification; and what arc the prospects for the future? 

"l'rok~Mlr or ,"l;;lfional Securily Arfa1rs, :"aval Pos11radui1IC School. Monlcrcy. 
Cahfor111a 
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A. Recent economic trends 

Crude oil accounted for just under 30 per cent of the gross domestic 
product (GDP) of Qatar in 1987. Between 1983 and 1987, it accounted 
for 91-94 per cent of export earnings. Since 1981, Qatar has, with the 
other States of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun
tries (OPEC), suffered from the impact of the world oil glut. Between 
1983 and 1987, the oil sector declined by 15 per cent, with the non-oil 
sectors increasing by only 0.3 per cent of the period as a whole. 

The manufacturing sector in Qatar accounted for 5 per cent of total 
GDP and 11 per cent of non-oil GDP 1980. There was a steady increase 
in manufacturing output in the 1980s. By 1987, manufacturing thus 
accounted for 9.9 per cent of total GDP, or 14.3 per cent of non-oil GDP. 
It is noteworthy that this increase in the share of manufarturing in GDP 
is overstated as a result of the decline of the oil sector. While the increase 
in the share of manufacturing in non-oil GDP is more suggestive of the 
success achieved by the country in industrial diversification, even here an 
inflated figure is obtained because of various subsidies, including low 
utility rates and low rents received by industry. 

B. Industrial efficiency 

One aim of industrial planning has been to encourag'! the 
establishment of industries that use the output of the heavy industries of 
Qatar as intermediate products. Industries producing tiles, precast 
concrete items, fine lime and plastic products fit this category rather well. 
Still, the combined demand for cement, !>lee! bars, lime, and polyethylene 
is only a fraction of the total output of the industries concerned. 

As might be expected, these four heavy manufacturing induMries 
accounted for the bulk of the ~ ross value of output and value added. 
Thus, the gross value of output in •he chemical and plastic products, non
metallic mineral products, an.' basic metal industries amounted to 
1,905.8 million Qatari riyals (QI()• in 1983. That was nearly 72 per cent 
of the total gross value of output in manufacturing industry. The 
combined value added i:1 these three industry categories also amounted to 
just under 78 per cent of total value added in the manufacturing sector in 
1983. 

In terms of value added, UNIDO 121 data provid\· another pic1ure 
of the dual economy of Qatar, as described below: 

0 Ra~cd on the following exchange: rate he tween 1tic t:n1ted Sr ares dollar (S) and !he 
Oat;lri riyal: t:ss " OR 3.65. 
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(a) The share of value added in gross output is highest in the 
manufacture of fabricated metal products (106.7 per cent), followed by 
jewellery (87.6 per cent), and fertilizers and pesticides (84.7 per cent); 

(b) The high share of value added in the gross output of most of the 
heavy industries partly re nects the technical progre~ that bas been 
injected into the productive process in this sector; 

(c) The somewhat low share of value added in the gross output 
(23.3 per cent) of the manufacture of food, beverages, and tobacco is a 
reflection of the high cost of imported !'aw materials and services in this 
sector. The country is almost totally dependent on imports for 
manufactured food items. 

The Central Statistical Organization, in its industrial survey of 
1983 (3), attempted lo measure productivity levels in manufacturing 
industries. That survey produced several interesting patterns: 

(a) In 1983, 15,558 persons worked in manufacturing industries, of 
which 4,058 worked in non-metallic mineral products and 2,557 in 
chemical and petroleum industries; 

(b) Value added per employee was the highest in petroleum 
refineries (OR 480,000), followed by industrial chemicals other than 
fertilizers (OR 360,000), and fertilizers and pesticides (OR 316,000); 

(c) Labour productivity was lowest in the manufacture of soap, 
cleaning preparations and perfumes (OR 10,000); 

(d) Many industries - slaughtering, preparing and preserving meat, 
and grain mill products - operate under economies of scale and thus have 
relatively high workin~ costs. 

As Whittingham (4) has noted, a key problem for Qatar is that a 
handful of small export-oriented factories, of the kind found in any oil· 
producing country, will never be competitive with those of larger 
production facilities. Also, the domestic market of Qatar ha·. a ; inirial 
need for heavy industrial products. This is another aspect of the country's 
dualistic industrial structure. The extent to which problems exist is 
clearly an empirical question. Yet it is one that should be addressed 
before any conclusions can be drawn aboul the future development of the 
manufacturing seclor. 

C. Comparative analysis 

In an effort to compare the development pattern of Qatar with that 
of other Arab countries, especially neighbouring oil ecr,nomics, a factor 
analysis was performed. Fartor analysis was chosen as the appropriate 
technique since it can identify a relatively small number of clements 
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representing relationships among sets of many interrdated \·ariables. For 
example, concepts such as sectoral di\·ersification may be expressed as a 
linear combination of factors that represent different aspects of this 
phenomenon. In the analysis below. these measures include the sectoral 
share in non-oil GDP and absorption (total expenditures). Each measure 
represents a different aspect of diversification. Combined into a single 
dimension. they provide a more complete measure of di\·ersification than 
docs any single measure alone (51. 

D. Methodology 

Factor analyses is also appropriate for dealing with the problem at 
hand since it can compute a relati\·e ranking index without resorting to an 
arbitrary weighing system (h). Thl' technique is also very amenable (sec 
annex) to the most recent database available, that pro\'idcd by the Arab 
Monet·uy Fund. This organization, representing the Arab countries of 
North Africa and Western Asia, recently compiled and refined the 
national income statistics of its memher countries. Because of its la1gcr 
sample size. this database now allows for more precise estimates of output 
and structural change over time than was possible from individual country 
data compiled by standard sources such as the International Monetary 
Fund (7). 

Factor analysis created an index representing each of the four main 
areas of sectoral output: manufacturing, distribution, services and 
construction. Each sectoral index contains two measures of output: share 
of non-oil gross domestic product; and absorption (total consumption and 
investment expenditures). Analysis focused on three years: 1974, al the 
beginning of the oil boom; J 9S I, at the end of the oil boom; and 1985. the 
last year for which the Arab Monetary Fund (81 provides data. The 
data set covers the 20 member countries of the Arab Monetary Fund in 
1985: Algeria. Bahrain. Democratic Yemen, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, 
Lebanon, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Mauritania. Morocco, Oman, ()atar, 
Saudi Arahia. Somalia, Sud;1n, Syrian Arah Republic, Tunisia, United 
Arab Emirates and Yemen. 

The factor analpi.-. included all 20 countrie~. However, to save 
space, tahle.-. I, 2 and J below include only the result' for ()atar and (as 
a frame of rderence) the other oil producers in the region: B;ihrain, 
Kuwait. Libyan Arah famahiriya. Oman, Saudi Ar;ihia and United Arab 
Emirates. 

The factor analysis idcn1ified four main sector': manufacturing. 
construction, distribution itnd service\. These arc the "secloral 
dimen,ion.,· prc,cnted in part (a) of the table\. The sectoral share .. of 
non·oil gro'' domestic product and ah,orption (defined as consumption 
and in\estment expenditure.-.) each represent one of the four main "l'Ctors. 
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Table 1. Qatar and the oil producers: factors arrecting relative 
industrial performance - linkage and shirt errects, 1975 

f,1ctor /: Factor:!: Factor 3: Factor 4: 
Coun~· m.m,._raauring consrru,·rion distribution 18\-ica 

(a) ScctNal dimension (factor scores) 

Qatar 0.27 1.82 1.84 0.13 

t.:nited Arab Emirates -1.15 2.00 1.88 -0.90 

Bahrain 2.74 0.35 0.91 -0.01 

Saudi Arabia 0.90 1.06 -1.00 0.65 

Oman - 1.53 1.10 -0.21 o.l.59 

Kuwait tl.05 -0.83 -0.50 2.08 

Libyan :\rah Jamahmya -0.'.'~ -0.98 -0.60 1.35 

(h) lmpa'1 of ml (factor scores) 

Qatar 0.18(=) I. 79( =) 1.90(=) 0.14(+) 

L'nited Arab Emirates -1.23(=) 1.66(-) 1.90(=) -1.00(=) 

Bahrain 2.'19( =) -0.38(=) 0.92(=) O.'l6( =) 

Saudi Arabia 0.98(=) 1.81(+) - l.09(=i 0.70(=) 

Oman -1.5<·( =) 1.03(=) -0.20(=) 0.50( =) 

Kuwait 0.21(+) 0.24(+) -0.90(-) 2.22(=) 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya -0.83(=) 0.57(-) -0.-10(+) 1.20(-) 

(Cl Impact of domestic linkage~ (factor scores) 

Qatar IJ.·H(+) 1.8<1(=) 1.64(-) 0.71(+) 

L'nited :\rah Emirates - l.3J(-) 1.81(-) 1.99(+) 0.14(+) 

Bahrain 2.51 (-) -0.31(=) 0.8S(=) 0.94(+) 

Saudi Aralna 0.97(=) 122(+) -0.99( =) -0.50(-) 

Oman -1..l2(+) 1.1.J(=) -0.0.J(+) - l..J9(-) 

Kuwait O.fiO( +) -0.25(+) -0.43(=) -2.29(-) 

l.1hyan :\rah Jamahmya -0.J:?( ... , 0.98(=) -0.58(=) 0.98(-) 

(ll) Impart of l>u1rh-d1.casc cffco:ts (fao:rnr scores) 

C)atar fl.I'!(·> 173(=) 1.25(-) 0.18(=) 

t:ni1ed :\rah l:miratcs -1.01(·) 2 25(+) 1.30(-) -0.01(-J 

Rahr.tin 2. 7.l( - ) 0.02(+) 0.65(-) -0.17(-) 

Saudi :\rabid 111-1(+) I. 70( +) - 1..J2(-) O.Jfi(·) 

Oman -171(·) 0.-111(•) 0.-11(+) 0.89(+) 

Kuwa11 11.07(+) 0.90( ... ) -'l.0-1(+) 1.93(-) 

l.1hydn :\rah Jam.1hir1~ a • O.'U1( ·) !U-1!·) 0.07(+) l."4( +) 

Sor1·· Sec annc\ lnr a dc,rnp11nn nf 1he fMtnr model and its u'IC 1n gencra11ng faclor 
"ores. hv;urc• 1n pMcnthcsc• <lcpocl lhe direrllnn 111 mo•cmcnt 1n ranking relative to 'ICCtor 
Lllmcn<1on fartor ,.-nrC\ '"""·1,tlCd "Ith ed<h \trurturdl phenomenon: lhe impact or Oil 
re•cnuc~. the impart of .ton1r•t1c hnkal(c. doll the 1mp.1ct or IJulch·d1<1ease factor~. The s1gn5 
(+ and ·) dcp1Ct the d1rc.-t111n nf 'cc1oral mrwcmenl aoo(latcd with each •rnpart. For 
hrcv1ty. only the 011 .-ountr\· rc\lilr. Mc reported here. 
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Table 2. Qatar and the oil producers: factors affecting relative 
industrial performance - linkage and shift effects, 1981 

Coumry 

Qatar 

t:nitcd Arab Emirates 

Bahrain 

Saudi Arabia 

Oman 

Ku wail 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 

Qatar 

t:nitcd Arab Em1ra1es 

Bahrain 

Saudi Arabia 

Oman 

Kuwait 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 

(a) 

Factor/: Factor.?: 
manufacturing consrruc'ion 

Sectoral dimension (factor scores) 

0.50 0.37 

0.59 1.22 

2.32 -0.31 

0.2-1 2.07 

-1.67 0.2-1 

-0.02 -0.33 

-0.22 l.S4 

(b) Impact of ml (fac1or score~) 

0.12(-) 0.92(+) 

O.-l5(-) 1.32( +) 

2.33(=) -0.38(=) 

0.06(-) 2.17(+) 

-1.85(-) 0.57(+) 

0.31(·) 0.17(+) 

-1.11(+1 1.28(.) 

Factor 3: 
distribution 

0.89 

1.26 

2.26 

-0.97 

1.3-1 

0.56 

-0.88 

1.26( +) 

I.JO(=) 

1.97(-) 

-0.66(+) 

U5(+) 

0.87(+) 

-0.91(=) 

(c) Impact of domestic linkages (factor scores) 

Qatar O.-l4(=) 0.-17(+) 1.05(+) 

t:nitcd Arab Em1ra1es 0.47(+) 1.24(=) 1.19(=) 

Bahrain 2.41(=) -0.5-1(·) 2.22(=) 

Saudi Arabia 0.15(+) 1.'J8(=) -0.85(=) 

Oman -1.75( +) 0.54( +) 1.32( =) 

Kuwait ·O.:?f1(+) 0.11(+) 0.65(=) 

l.ihyan Arah Jamah111ya ·1.21(·) 1.47(=) -0.R-I(=) 

(d) lmpac1 of Du1ch·d1scasc dfccu (factor ~«.res) 

Oalar 0.22(·) 0.2-1(-) 0.85(=) 

t:nitcd Arah Emir.;1cs 0.117(+) 1.18(=) 115(+) 

Bahrain 17R(·) -0.44(·) 2.34(=) 

Saudi Arah1a ·O 12( ·) I .RS(·) ·0.9f1( =) 

Oman 

Kuwa11 

l.1byan Arah Jamahiriya 

Nnt~: See note to rahlc I. 

• 1.37(+) 

-0.4°1(-) 

. I. 00( t) 

0.45(+) 

·0.23(+) 

1.62( "') 

l.2'1(=) 

0. 0111(=) 

·O.Rf1( =) 

Facwr.J: 
gn·rces 

1.64 

-0.58 

0.72 

0.21 

0 ;6 

1.36 

0.5-1 

1.99(+) 

-0.29(+) 

0.51(-) 

0.-16(+) 

O.M(+) 

1.64(+) 

0.33(·) 

1.69(+) 

·0.-13(-) 

0.55(·) 

0.2'J( =) 

058(+) 

l.f15(+) 

OjS(=) 

1.52(.) 

·0 . .12(+) 

0.-1 11(·) 

0.01(·) 

0.lfi(t) 

l..~2(+) 

o.~.(~1 
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Table 3. Qatar and the oil producus: factors affecting relative 
industrial performance - linkage and shirt effects, 1985 

Qatar 

Cnitcd ,\rail l'mirat.:s 

Rah rain 

SJU<li .\rall1a 

Oman 

Ku,.·J1t 

l.1h·an .\rail Jamahm:-a 

()a tar 

l·n1tcd .\rail J:mirar :~ 

Bahrain 

Saudi .-\rall1a 

Oman 

Kuwa11 

J.;llyan .\rah Jamahiriya 

(C) 

()a tar 

Ln1tcd .-\rah Lmiratcs 

Bahn1n 

Saudi Arah1a 

Oman 

Kuwait 

l.1hyan :\rah Jamahmya 

Faanr /: 
n1<1nufdt.·n1rin.t: 

Fa.-wr !: 
construction 

f u I St·r:taru/ dimt71Sion I factor scorrs) 

0.79 0.29 

1.37 L?3 

0.81> OAO 

·0. lt> lbO 

• 1.53 0.39 

·0.42 ·0.8"' 

·0.94 153 

till Impact of oil (factor scores) 

1.03(+) 0.20(=) 

fl.RR(·) 139(+) 

1.02( +) 0.30(=) 

·0.15(=) I.SJ(=) 

·I 7!( .. ) 0.SO(+) 

·0.fi2( .. ) 0.84( =) 

·0.77(+) I.J7(=) 

Factor 3: 
dlSITibutwn 

O.lb 

1.34 

1.% 

·ll.78 

1.11 

·0.22 

·0.83 

·0.09(.) 

1.63(+) 

1.63(+) 

·0.75(=) 

1.37(+) 

·0.01(+) 

-0.8S(=) 

Impact of domestic linkages (factor scores) 

0.51( -) 0.33(=) ·O. 12(-) 

US(~) 133(-i-) 1.54( +) 

0.80(:) 0.37(=) I. 70(-) 

0.02(+) I.SJ(=) -0.57(+) 

-1.52(=) 0.481 ~, 1.44(+) 

-0.14(+) -0.82(+) 0.24(+) 

-1.04(.) I.SI(=) -0.80(=) 

(d) lmpacr of l>u1ch-d111easc: effects (factor scores) 

Oa1ar O.R7(=) 0.4R( +) 0.06(·) 

Lnircd Arah Emirates 125(·) 1.23( =) 1.24(·) 

Bahrain O.RR( ~) 0.44(=) 1.8?(=) 

Saudi 1\rah1a ·O.l'i(·) l..'if>(=) -0.RS( =) 

Om;tn ·UR(=) 0 30(=) 1.14( =) 

Kuwa11 -0.70(·) ·0.?7(·) -0.2<.( =) 

l.ihyan Arah Jamahiriya ·O.RRI~) 1.411(=) ·0.7S( =) 

.Vmr: Sec note lo rahlc I 

Factor./: 
~-:Ct'J 

2.75 

·0.02 

0.59 

li.57 

0.23 

1.00 

1.04 

2.36(.) 

0.77(+) 

0.12(-) 

0.59(=) 

101(+) 

1.49(+) 

0.98(=) 

2.SI(·) 

0.34(+) 

0.37(·) 

0.(i7(+) 

0.(>l(+) 

1.33( +) 

I.OS(=) 

2.?I(+) 

0.02(=\ 

0.62(=</ 

0.54(=) 

0.14(·) 

0 84(·) 

1.02( =) 
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The resulting. factor score:- for each sector (again the sec111rJI dimension 
parl of !ables I. 2 and_,) lhadore repre;.enl the rdali\e ranking (in lerm;. 
of the de,clopmenl of eal·h sector) of each of the 211 .-\rah .:ountries. As 
noled ahm·e. for hre\·ity the presentation includes only the factor scores 
of Oatar and the other regional oil producers. 

In analysing the factor scores it i., noteworthy th;it thi:y ha\i: a mi:an 
of 11.:ro. In other words. the country with the highest positi\i: factor scori: 
for a particular sector possesses the largest share (r.:bti\·e to thi: other 
19 sample countries) of that sector in its economy. Simil;irly. the country 
with the low'-·st (ni:gati\c) factor score has the smallest _,hari: of th;11 _,eclor 
in its economy. The remainder ol the countries lie i11 hc1ween. 

An interesting extension of factor analysis in,olvcs I he <lei...· rm in al ion 
of the relative extent lo which developments in the rest of an economy 
affect (positi\·e or negatively) national industrial diversific;1tion. l'a\i:s ('>I 
notes the mechanism hy which exports could act as an "engine of growth" 
(or leading sector). In the classic situation of staples. l'Xport:-. contribute 
to economic growth directly (through direct cor.trihutions lo <iDP). ;ind 
indirectly through the medium of spread (or carry-owr) cffcch. 

As Mctwally and Tamaschkc (IOI show, this indirect rnntrihution 
lo growth emhr;ices Hirschman-type linkages. It is also a sc4uencc of 
muhiplicr-accclcralor mechanisms, by which incrcasi:s in non-oil (iDP 
augment demand for sectoral outputs (manufacturing. \en ici:;. and 
distribution). Theoretically, indirect contributions (or spn:ad effect:.) can 
continue to accrue long after some export stimulus h;1., occurred. The 
impact of an export stimulus on the economy ha~ many detl·rminants. 
such as technology and the propensity 10 irriport. 

Obviously, neither the timing pattern exhibited hy. nor 1he rdalive 
si1cs of, dirccl and indirect con1ribu1ions of exporls lo growlh nel·J lo he 
fixed. They could conceivably vary between suhperiod\, espcrially over 
long periods of econ<•mic devclopmenl. If the countr~ exploits the 
investment opportunilies generalc.d by the grow1h of ihe exporl sector, the 
model predict" that economic growth will he a proces' of di\er,ificalion 
about an export h;ise. 

For policy purposes, ii ic; of some inlereq tq identify the faclor-. 
responsihle for the.;e movcmenb. Were improvement<. in indu,lrial 
diversification largely the rcspon<.e lo spread cffert' - increa-.1.:s in 
indu .. trial demand created h:• an expanding non-oil sector of the 
economy? These first 1wo cffrcts arc slraighl fornard: Mikc-.dl j 11 I 
document-. lhem in several case sludie-. of primary product exporlers. 

A rhird effecl is the one rcl;1ted lo oil- financed governmcnl cxpen · 
ditures, 1he 'o·called '"Dutch di,ease" effect (I:!(. Thi' phl·nomcnon 
stem' from lhe overvaluation of the domestic exchangL' rail' following ;in 

oil revenul' hoom. Hl'rc. th1.: incrc;i.,e i~ domeslic inflalion, ari,inl! from 
stepped-up governmental expendilurcs, conn·nlratc" in tho,e 'rl"lors of 
the economy 1ha1 do not face foreign competition. 
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Because of the presence of foreign substitules for most manufactured 
!!Oods produced in Qatar, economic theory would predict a lower relative 
rate of price increase in the country's industrial sectors. Similarly, the 
resulting fall in the relative profitability of manufacturing (cheaper 
imports and price-cost squeeze) may cause a shift in resources to activities 
and products not traded in international markets. 

In Qatar, the resulting suppression of the industrial sector 
should depend in large part on the composition of industry, that is, 
1he relative amr.unts of internationally traded and non-traded goods 
pt oJuu.:.. ..;J ih.: .:xtenl l.> which tariffs prob.!Cl domestic producers of 
traded goods from foreign con!!letition. Cetaris paribus, the effect 
would be expected to occur in Qatar because of the dominance of the oil 
sector. aad because the country is largely open to world market 
forces and foreign competition. In addition, the Dutch disease effect 
occurs in two neighbouring countries, Kuwait ((13) and (14)) and 
Saudi Arabia ((121. 1151 and (16)). 

More specifically. it appear!> that, at least for Saudi Arabia and 
Kuw<1it. oil revenues work somewhat al cross purposes. On the 
expenditure side, oil revenues provide both effective demand and 
available credit, factors that would not otherwise be present. On the other 
hand. the competitive effects associated with exchange appreciation offset 
any cost·reducing effects arising from lower-cost imports of capital, 
intermediate goods and labour. Clearly Gov<!rnments burdened with an 
o\·enalued real exchange rate will find it increasingly difficult to attain 
diversification through expansion of the traded goods sector. 

E. Operational procedures 

The following methodology (sec annex) was used to measure the 
rel;1tin: extent of the above-mentioned effects in Qatar: 

(a) The f;ictor analysis employed, on a case-by-case basis, proxies 
for e;1ch of the three linkage effects. As no~cd earlier, thre~ dates were 
relevant here: 1975 - incorporating the initial effects of the oil price 
'hocks; 1981 - the end of the oil boom; and 1985 - the last year for which 
comparable data were available; 

(i'>) The first sets of factor analysis for each year were the sectoral 
dimension scores noted above. Each sectoral variable occurred twice, its 
'hare of non-oil (iDP and as its share of absorption (consumption plus 
invc,tment expenditures); 

(c) In the second 'cl of four factor exercises, the sectoral linkage 
cffcch aw1ciated with the development of the oil sector were examined. 
th:r..: the oil sector appears as a share of non-oil ODP and a share of 
;ih•.11rption. The imp;.ct of the oil sector was measured by its correlation 
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coefficients in each of the four sectors (for brevity, th:. tables present 
only the resulting factor scores); 

(d) Generalized linkage effects arose in the third set of factor 
exercises, with sector correlations for non-oil GDP measuring these 
linkages. Non-oil GDP occurred in the analysis as a share of absorption 
and total GDP. As with oil, the extent of these linkage effects depended 
on the correlation of non-oil GDP variables with each of the four sectors; 

(e) Finally, the Dutch disease, or sectoral shift factors, were 
introduced with the four sectoral variables. The shift factors are reflected 
in the change in inflation (from 1974 to the year examined) and in the 
appreciation of the real exchange rate (again from 1974 to the year 
examined). The assumption made is that inflationary periods will increase 
the profitability of non-tradables and reduce that of tradable5, with 
manufacturing considered an internationally tradable product. The same 
was true for appreciation of the real exchange rate. As with the previous 
tw:> linkage effects, shift effects were measured by the correlation of 
non-oil GDP variables with each of the four factors; 

(f) The factor scores were computed for each of the oil-producing 
countries (the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya was added for the basis of 
comparison) in each of the four exercises. The changes in factor scores 
(indicated in parentheses in tables 1, 2 and 3) depict linkage and shift 
effects associated with each of the three effects under examination. 
Specifically, each of the structural variables - oil domestic linkages and 
the Dutch disease - will load primarily on one or more of the sectoral 
dimensions (factors). A country with a high degree of attainment or 
development of that structural variable will have a proportionately large 
change in its factor score. Using these changes (relative to the base or 
sectoral dimension), it is possible to assess the differential impact by 
country and sector (especially manufacturing) produced by each structural 
condition. 

F. Results 

Based on the change in factor scores (tables 1, 2 and 3) associated 
with each structural condition, several interesting pat!crns have developed 
over time. Initially, 1975 (sec table 1) saw the following developments: 

(a) The oil sector had not had time to make much of an impact on 
Qatar and the other six oil producers in the region. As anticipated, this 
impact was generally positive. The.negative effects (as evidenced by the 
relative decline in factor scores from the base sectoral dimension with the 
inclusion of oil) for the United Arab Emirates and the Libyan Arab 
Jamahiriya were most likely the result of the simple fact that these 
countries began their construction boom shortly after the others and, as 
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a result, had a relative - but not absolute - decline in construction 
activity; 

(b) At the beginning of the period under consideration (table 1), and 
before its heavy industries existed, the manufacturing sector appeared 
integrated with the non-oil sectors of the economy. This linkage was 
positive in the sense of demand linkages with non-oil GDP; factor scores 
(over the sectoral dimension) increased for Qatar with the inclusion of 
domestic linkages. Al the same time, manufacturing in Qatar suffered 
through the negalive effects associated with the Dutch disease (as 
reflected in the decline in factor scores from 0.27 to 0.19). In essence, 
Dutch disease effects were reducing the manufacturing output of Qatar 
below that anticipated from the benchmark (sectoral dimension) results. 

By the end of the oil boom (1981), the situation was as follows: 

(a) In Qatar, as well as most of the other oil countries, the oil sector 
continued to dominate resource allocation. Most likely, this reflected the 
fact that direct government expenditure of oil revenues had gone to 
expand government services and construction. The expansion of these 
sectors, with distributional activities. drew resources that might otherwise 
have gone to industrial activities; 

(b) In terms of the creation of domestic linkages, Qatar was still not 
experiencing any positive effects, in contrast to the United Arab 
Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Oman and Kuwait. Each of these countries saw 
their industrial activities increase as a result of the growth of their non-oil 
economics; 

(c) The manufacturing sector in Qatar was still feeling some effects 
of the Dutch disease. This apparently resulted in a shift of resources to 
other activities. These shifts were not nearly as great as those experienced 
by Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. 

Finally, by 1985 the following conditions had emerged: 

(a) Manufacturing in Qatar was experiencing some positive linkages 
with the oil sector, which were still offset by negative linkages with the 
non-oil sector of the economy. In this regard, the Libyan Arab 
Jamahiriya was the only other country experiencing similar effects; 

(b) Perhaps because of relatively prudent monetary and fiscal 
policies. industrial output in Qatar was n•> longer affected by Dutch 
disease ef fccts. Again, this was in sharp contrast lo the situations in 
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. 

The finding'i presented above arc consistent with earlier ((171·(23)) 
studies of developments in oil· based economics, whose experiences have 
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generally differed from those of the staple- based economies. It appears 
that in oil economies such as that of Qatar, the general absence (until 
recently) of significant spread effects bas made the industrialization 
process much lesf predictable than in countries experiencing classic 
patterns of stable development ([15), and (24) and (25)). In this regard, 
the large role played by the Government of Qatar has resulted in the 
predominance of discretionary elements over market prices as the chief 
factor responsible for the allocation of resources. A similar set of public 
policies has created a comparable situation in Saudi Arabia ((12), (16), 
(26-29)) and Kuwait ((13) and (14)). 

In theory, Qatar should be a major beneficiary from the 
establishment of the Gulf Cooperation Council. In fact, a major factor 
behind the establishment of the Council in 1981 was the desire to create 
a regional marketplace to relieve the almost total dependence on oil 
revenues and the massive cost of imports to meet the needs of the fast
growing population, whether native or immigrant, in the Persian Gulf 
region. Unfortunately, the import statistics of Qatar 111 show that, in the 
first five years of the Council's existence, little changed. The following 
points arc noteworthy: 

(a) Slightly over 50 per cent of the imports of Qatar still came from 
Japan, United Kingdom, Germany, Federal Republic of and United Arab 
Emirates; 

(b) Imports from the neighbouring Arab States in the Persian Gulf 
region amounted to only 5 per cent of the country's foreign supplies; 

(c) More than QR 2,000 million of a total import bill of 
QR 3,046 million went to machinery, transport and semi-manufactured 
and manufactured goods. 

With the uncertainty surrounding the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait 
(August 1990) reducir;g private foreign investment in the region, the era 
of the rapid transformation and growth of Qatar's manufacturing industry 
seems to be over or at least in decline. The heavy industries arc now in 
place and must, more than ever, prove their worth. The current economic 
uncertainties together with the proliferation of competing light industries 
throughout the Persian Gulf region can only reduce, unfortunately, the 
incentives for private-sector industrial investment in Qatar. 

G. Conclusions 

The arrival of a viable and self-sufficient manufacturing industrial 
structure ha!'! long been the prime objective of the Government of Oatar. 
Industry appears as the key lo successrut economic diversification and a:; 
the main assurance of continued self -sustaining economic growth. Since 
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the large increases in oil revenues in the 1970s, the Government has 
riirected a substantial portion of its huge development outlays towards the 
creation of an adequate industrial infrastructure and the establishment of 
certain major State and joint public-private heavy industries. 

It is clear from the patterns described above, however, that industrial 
di,·ersification has proceeded at rates lower than anticipated, and that this 
has stemmed from the tacit of internal stimuli. This is particularly true 
for other sectors of the economy. Consequently, the process of 
indus1rialization has depended more on external rather than on internal 
dynamics. 

As al- Niajil (301 notes, for the countries of the Persian Gulf 
region as a whole, industriali7.ation has been an external rather than an 
internal process, thus resulting in a false understanding of the true 
meaning of industrialization. The theory of industriali1.ation in its 
broadest sense has been confused with the practical process of installing 
industrial plant through turnkey contracts with foreign construction and 
engineering companies. factories set up in Persian Gulf countries on this 
turnkey basis belong to the region in a geographical sense, but the 
existence and continued functioning of the factories is dependent on 
external factors. In 01her words, the process of industrialization in the 
Persian Gulf region has tended to be a geographical rather than a 
historical phenomenon. These effects appear to be magnified in Qatar. 

Annex 

METHODOLOGY 

The main s1atis1ical tool used in the analysis above was factor 
analysis, and in particular oblique rotation factor analysis.• As used 
here, this technique was appropriate because it made it possible to: 
examine the correlations of a large number of variables by clustering the 
variables into faclors such that variables within each factor are highly 
correlated; interpret each factor according to the variables belonging to 
it; and summarize many variables by a few factors. This factor analysis 
model expresses each variable as a function of factors common to several 
variables and a fac1or unique to the variable: 

., 
j 

where 

•tn add111on to f{ummcl (61. M:C James W. l'ranc and :l.fuy Ann 11111. Annnfottd Cnmp111tr 
0111p111 fnr Fae'"' 1fnn~1·m. a S11ppltmtnt w the Wmtup fnr Cnmputtr l'rngrommt BMT>P-IM. 
Tcchn1•al Report '\n. R (l.ns Angeles. :l.fRDP Statistical Software. l'>fl7). 
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the "jth" standardized uriable 
the number of factors common to all the nriables 
the faclor unique to variable ~ 
factor loadings 

The number of faclors, m, as well as the contributions of the uniqu~ 
factors, should be small. The indi.,·idual factor loadings a. for each 
variable should be either n~ry large or very small, so lhat each variable is 
associated with a minimal number of factors. 

Variables with high loadings on a factor tend to be highly correla1cd 
with each other, and variables lhal do not have the same loading panerns 
tend to be less highly correlated. Each factor is in1crprc1ed accordinb lo 
the magnitudes of lhc loadings associa1ed with it. The original .,·ariablcs 
can be replaced by lhe factors wilh linle !oss of information. 

Each case recci.,·es a score for each faclor; these factor scores are 
computed as: 

where b, are the factor score coerricicnts. 

Factor scores can be used in later analysis, replacing the original 
variables. These scores usually hu·c les.s error, and arc therefore more 
reliable measures, than the original variables. The scores express the 
degree to which each case possesses the quality of properly lhat the fac1or 
describes. The factor scores have a mean and standard deviation of I. As 
an example, in 1975 (sec table 1) Qatar and the United Arab Emiralcs had 
by far the highest shares of output devoted to construclion. At this time, 
construc1ion accounted for a relatively low proportion of lhe production 
of Kuwait. 

In summary, there arc four main steps in factor analysis. First, the 
correlation or covariance matrix is computed. Second, the factor loadings 
arc estimated (the initial factor cxtra~lion). Third, the fac1ors arc rotated 
to obtain a simple interpretation (making the loadings for each r~ctor 
eirhcr large or small, not in be1ween). Finally, faclor :oocorcs arc 
computed. 

A key aspect of factor analysis is the concept of ro1a1ion. Factors are 
rotated to ob1ain a 5imple in1erpre1a1ion; in olher words, 1hc goal is to 
make the l'ladings for each factor either large or small, not inlcrmediatc. 
The common rolations arc orlhogonal and oblique. In orthogonal 
rotations, lhe facrors arc uncorrclarcd. In oblique iOtalion lhc 5cores can 
be correlated. However. the advantage of this rolalion is 1ha1 lhcre is a 
greater rcndcncy for each variable to be associated with the single factor. 
That is, in oblique ro1ations factors arc formed that maximi1c the loadings 
of their componcnl variables. 
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Import shortages and the inflationary impact 
of devaluation in developing counbies 

Mehdi Sluifaeddin• 

The literature on the impact of devaluation on export earnings and 
on the supply of tradable goods is inconclusive al both the theoretical and 
the empirical level.•• At one extreme, de\·aluation is regarded as a 
universal stimulus, or as an l!ssential element in a range of incentives, for 
export expansion and di~·ersification into manufacturing production 
through export-oriented industrialization ((II, (21). At the other 
extreme, it is argued that de\·aluation is more likely to be an ineffective 
policy tool for the expansion of exports of manufactured goods even in 
developed countries, let alone developing countries ((31, (41). 
According to Kaldor, when inflation and disruption in the production of 
manufactured goods are caused by chronic shortages of foreign exchange, 
devaluation cannot resolve the problem easily, even though the exchange 
rate might be overvalued. In fact, instead of stimulating output, 
devaluation tends to add fuel to inflation, unless it is combined with the 
complete abolition of import restrictions and a deflationary policy 
sufficiently severe to make it possible to keep the exchange rate stable. 
In this case, however, indus1rial development through import substi~ution 
would have been sacrificed in the process, "and the scope for urban 
employment would have been partly diminished" ((41, p. 36). 

Some have also argued that in most developing countries 
manufactured goods are "home goods" becc:use they have not yet become 
exportable. Moreover, devaluation fails to stimulate domestic production 
of intermediate inputs on which exports of manufactured goods depend, 
but it will increase their prices and lead to inflation (SJ. 

In between the two extreme views, there are some who believe that 
devaluation may not be effective in the short run, mainly because of low 

•Sccrerarial of rhc t.:n11ed :'l:auons Conference 011 Trade and Dcvclopmcnr (l:!'liC.TAD}. 
The views expressed in rhis paper arc rhosc or rhc author and do not necessarily reflect rhosc 
of rhc t:nired :'l:arions. The author 1s grarcful ro John Cody. secrcrari•r or l:!'lilDO. ror his 
valuable commcnrs. 

••t:nlcss orherw1sc srared. rhc exchange rare is defined in rh" srudy 1n rcrms or t:n1rcd 
Srarcs dollars per unll of currrnq.-. and devaluarion is defined as rhc decline in rhc avcra&e 
annual value of currency 1n rerms o( dollars, covering borh aclivc dculua11on and rhe 
appreciar1on or !he dollar in rcla11on ro rho: foreign currenl'y (or basker or currencies) aga1nsr 
wh1rh rhe local (Urrency is peitgcd or defined. Ocvaluarions o( Ins rhan S per cenr are 
excluded. 

I? 
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short-run supply elasticities for the manufacturing sector in developing 
countries and the J-curve influence. Nevertheless, they maintain that the 
long-run supply elasticities are sufficiently high to allow a response of 
supply to devaluation. 

Much of the confusion in the literature on devaluation is related to 
different, and orten unrealistic, assumptions made about the nature and 
characteristics of developing countries by various scholars who follow 
traditional approaches to devaluation - the elasticity approach, the 
monetary approach and the absorption approach. One common w.-:alcness 
of such approaches is their laclc of differentiation between various 
developing countries in terms of their level of development, stage of 
industrializatior., and socio-economic and structural features. Another is 
the assumption of homogeneity and perfect substitutability of various 
goods. Thus they do not different;ate between intermediate, capita: cand 
final goods, and between importables and domestically produced goods 
including exrortables. As a result, the demand elasticities for imports and 
domestically produced goods are assumed to be equal; so are the supply 
elasticities for domestic production of intermediate, capital and final 
goods. The implication of that difrerentiation is recognized only in the 
"structuralist approach" to devaluation ((SJ, (61). 

It has been explained elsewhere (71 that the impact of devaluation 
on exports and production of manufactured goods depends on the 
following: 

(a) The extent to which devaluation of the nominal exchange rate 
can be translated into real changes; 

(b) The impact of real exchange rate devaluation on relative prices, 
costs and profitability of tradable and home goods in general and 
manufactured goods in particular; 

(c) Supply response, in terms of both exports and outpu~. to changes 
in relative prices caused by devaluation, through greater capacity 
utilization in the short run and through the expansion of productive 
capacity by reallocating resources to exportables in the long • un; 

(d) The exchange rate policy of the competing countries, that is, 
whether real devaluation leads to prir.e competitiveness vis-a-vis the 
competitor exports; 

(e) The '"terms·of-trade effects" of devaluation. 

On the basis of a iumple of 58 developing countries that undertook 
a nominal Jevaluation ..f greater than 5 per cent between 1980 and 1987, 
and for which data are readily available, an attempt was made in that 
article to litudy the relation between the level or development and the 
extent to which nominal devaluation can be translated into real 
devaluation over the shnrt and the long run. With per capita income being 
taken as a rough indicator or the level or development, the sample 
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countries were classified into the following four groups: countries with 
per capita income of greater than $1,500; those with bet ween $1,500 and 
$800; those with between $800 and $400; and those with less than s.ioo. 
The study led to the following conclusions. first, devaluation involved 
significant inflationary impact in most of the developing countries 
studied. for the first year following devaluation, the index of 
effectiveness of nominal devaluation• ranged from 30 to 74 for various 
per capita income groups, indicating that a nominal devaluation of 10 per 
cent leads to real devaluation of 3 to 7.4 per cent. As time passes, the 
effoctiveness of devaluation declines. In the long run (the period bet)'Veen 
the year before the first devaluation and the year of the last devaluation), 
the index of eHectiveness of devaluation declines, ranging from 30 !o 59 
for various per capita groups. 

Second, in the short term the higitest income group showed tt.e 
highest degree of effectiveness of devaluation, and the lowest income 
group took the second position. As time passed, however, the 
errectiveness of the nominal devaluation eroded faster in the lowest 
income group as compared with the highest one, but it increased for the 
two middle income groups. 

Third, in the long run, there appears an inverse association between 
the per capita income and the indices of i.:Hectiveness of devaluation for 
various income groups, excluding the third one. This group has shown 
the highest degree of effectiveness of devaluation both over time and in 
relation to other income groups in the long run. 

The present article is the continuation of the above- mentioned study. 
The same sample countries as in the previous study have thus been chosen 
and the same income groupings applied. The purposes of this study arc 
as follows: to argue that the assumption of homogeneity of goods, 
particularly imports and domestically produced goods, made in the 
traditional approaches to devaluation is very weak, particularly in the case 
of low-income countries (section A); to investigate, in the light of 
Kaldor's argument, referred to above, the impact of the shortage 
(availahility) of imports on in flat ion, and the inflationary effocts of 
devaluation, that is, the extent to which nominal devaluation can be 
translated into real devaluation (section 8); and to examine the direct 
contribution of devaluation to inflation, influenced by the degree of 
import dependence (section C). Throughout this study, developing 
countries will be differentiated in terms of their level of development. 

•This index, u~d by Edwards 181. 1s the percentage change m the real exrhange rate 
divided by the percenrage ch;ingc: 1n rhe nominal exchange rare mulr1phcd hy 100. The: index 
of 100 impliu thar the nominal exchange ratt is fully translated into the real exchange rate, 
and chat of lCro 1mphu char rhc nominal exchange rare hH nor hcen rranslarcd 11:10 a real 
one at all. 
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In particular, it will be investigated whether the exceptional performance 
of the third income group mentioned above, and its relative success in 
translating nominal into real exchange rates, can be explained by the 
availability of imports. 

The period studied is the same as in the previous study. It was 
chosen mainly because during this period a large number or developing 
countries repeatedly devalued their currencies, but many or them have 
refrained from doing so since 1987 because or the improvement in world 
demand conditions in 1988 and their disappointment with devaluation to 
promote exports. 

The consumer price index is used as an indicator of inflation. The 
<lata applied arc based on International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World 
Bank sources. Those related to lower-income countries, particularly data 
on the consumer price index, arc not in all cases reliable. Nevertheless, 
they provide certain indications which have proved useful in this study. 

A. Assumption of homogeneity of goods 

The assumption of homogeneity of domestically produced and 
imported goods made in tl>e traditional approaches to devaluation is a 
weak one, particularly for low· income countries. Imports and domestic 
products arc not often substitutable in these countries; imports of many 
input items arc complementary elements in the production process. In any 
country, some goods, for example certain natural resources, are "supply
dctcrmined"; their domestic production is limited by natural factors. For 
many developing countries, production of some other goods, such as 
capital and intermediate goods, is limited by technological factors. Hence 
they have to be imported lo a large extent. Production of a large number 
of wage gooJs, particularly foods, is also limited by structural, natural 
and institutional factors. Hence, a shortage of imports of these gnods 
would contribute to inrlation. Further shortages of capital and 
intermediate goods contribute to inflation through their negative impact 
on the production proces.'\, that is, on the utilization of existing capacity 
:rnd its expansion. In fact, as shown clsewnere (71, in many developing 
countries investment has licen negatively affected by the shortage of 
imports of capital goods from 1980 lo 1987. 

It is sometimes argued that devaluation is required to remedy 
overvaluations of the local currency caused by inflation, and to maintain 
competitiveness in the international market. If such a remedy i!'. also 
accompanied hy the removal of import restrictions, it is further claimed 
that inflationary pressure could he reduced.• By contrast, some scholars 

•sec l>•M ,\lqandro (SI. pp. IS-17. ford crii1cal d•~cu•sinn or lhc5C 1ssuc5 as well u 
rcla1cd rcrc.cn.·c•. 
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believe that when inflation is caused by the shortage of imports, 
devaluation would add fuel to inflation, as mentioned earlier [4). 
Inflation then requires new devaluation, and a devaluation-inflation spiral 
is set in motion. In fact, Kaldor claims that countries that were compelled 
to restrict imports for balance of payments reasons, as distinct from 
protectionist reasons, suffered from inrlation in the 1970s and early 1980s. 

B. The shortage of imports 

Table I pro\·ides data on consumer price indices, as an indicator of 
in flat ion. for the period 1980-1987, together with indicators of 
availability of imports for the group of sample countries. The countri-::.; 
included in the table are ranked according to their rate of inflation. The 
following three indicatcrs of availability of imports are used for the 
purpose of the analysis: average annual growth rate of the import volume 
from 1980 to 1987 (Mg); its changes as compared with that of the 1970s 
(Dmg); and the contribution of imports to the rate of growth of domestic 
supply (S), taking GDP as an indicator of domestic supply. The last 
indicator is the product of the rate of growth of import volume multiplied 
by the imports-to-GDP ratio. This indicator is added because the rate of 
growlh of imports alone is not sufficient fo:: the analysis. The degree of 
dependence on imports is also important. Given other factors, the higher 
such dependence, the higher the inflationary impact of the shortage of 
imports. The degree of dependence on imports is influenced by the 
average propensity to import, the ratio of imports to GDP, and the price 
elasticity of imports. The imports·to-GDP ratio deter:·1ines the impact 
of import shortages on total supply, and the price elasticity of impor<s is 
one of the most important factors determining the impact of supply 
shortages on prices. The price elasticity of imports depends on the type 
of imports (luxury items 1•is-il-1•is necessities and on the strategic 
importance of imports in terms of their final use or their use as an 
intermediate input. It also depends on the ability - natural and 
technical - of the country to develop substitutes for imports, or its ability 
to do without them. The level of development influences the technical 
ability to develop substitutes for imports. It is thus often assumed that the 
lower the level of development, the lower the price elasticities of demand 
for imports. The system of distribution. the degree of mark-up pricing 
and profiteering also affect the inflationary impact of supply shortages. 
In any case, these factors arc difficult to measure and mostly involve an 
indirect contribution of import shortages to inflation. Hence, only an 
index of lhe contribution of imporls lo supply availability is employed in 
the present analysis. 
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Table 1. Indicators of inflation and availability of imports in 
the group of sample countries or areas, 1980·1987 

Indicators of m·ailabilily of imports 

Coumry or ana and JWr Consumer pnu 
capita inc~ ln-d index g/ (1987) Mg!!_/ Dmg£/ s !!/ 

Greater than SI,500 

Brazil 77 258 ·6.2 ·12.9 ·0.58 

Argentina 43 970 ·6.5 ·12.6 ·0.65 

Mexico 4 625 • 1.8 • 11.9 ·0.22 

Yugoslavia 2880 ·0.17 ·6.3 ·0.04 

Uruguay I 836 ·2.3 ·7.2 ·0.21 

Costa Rica 500 • 1.5 ·6.7 ·0.65 

Venezuela 242 ·2.8 • 11.5 ·0.64 

Trinidad and Tcbago 214 -6.1 • 1.4 ·2.4 

Hong Kong 169 9.9 0.9 9.1 

Gabon 168 ·0.4 • 11.3 ·0.13 

Republic or Korea 149 9.8 -1.3 4 

Cyprus 143 2.8 • 1.7 1.8 

Fiji 140 ·3.4 ·5.4 • 1.8 

Malaysia 124 0.4 ·5.3 0.23 

Seychelles 125 5.4 ·6.2 0.31 

Malla 119 0.1 ·4.6 0.1 

Average 'S;/. fl ·0.17 ·6.2 +0.52 

Sl,500-SSOO 

Nicaragua 71 972 • 1.2 -7.5 ·0.46 

Peru 11 149 0.4 -4.6 0.09 

Turkey 955 9.3 I.I 1.52 

Ecuador 538 0.1 -8.3 0.02 

Colombia 402 ·2.8 ·5.1 ·0.43 

Chili 376 ·2.7 -8 • 1.13 

Paraguay 334 ·5.6 • 10.8 • l.36 

Dominican Republic 269 -0.5 3.2 ·0.15 

Jamaica 264 3.1 6.9 1.7 

Guarcmala 221 ·2.1 .. 7,9 ·0.5 

Ro15wana 203 1.6 • 13.6 1.2 

Congo 177 3.8 -4.6 2.63 

Maurillu5 1511 4.6 -2.4 0.25 

Cameroon 155 0.8 -5.2 -0.98 

conrinued 
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Table 1 (continued) 

/ndicatun of m•ai/abilily of impans 

Country or arra and per Consumer price 
capila incotM /~or/ inda g/ (1987) Mgj!/ Dmg$_/ s .!!/ 

Cote d'Ivoire 148 -2.4 -10.4 -0.22 

Thailand 133 2.6 -2.3 0.55 

Average~/ 0.6 -5.3 0.17 

$800-$400 

Ghana l 583 -1.2 0 -0.06 

Guyana 340 -4.8 -1.7 -3.8 

El Salvador 327 1.2 -1.4 0.38 

Nigeria 274 -13.7 -34.4 -0.31 

Philippines 263 -1.3 -3.8 -2.7 

Indonesia 184 0.9 -12.3 0.21 

Morocco 179 -0.4 -6.2 -0.14 

Senegal 178 1.5 -0.4 0.78 

Mauritania 177 3.3 -3.7 2.51 

Average£/ -1.6 -7.l -0.33 

uss than $400 

Sierra Leone 3 911 -14.2 -14.3 -4.8 

Zaire l 714 -1 S.6 -0.33 

United Republic of 
Tanzania 642 o.s -2.3 0.11 

Sudan S88 -6.S -8.7 -1.63 

Zambia S48 -S.7 -0.2 -2.34 

Gambia 364 0.3 -6.4 0.23 

Madagascar 328 -2.7 -3 -0.7 

Lcrotho 2S4 ·2.6 ·IS -3.S 

Sri Lanka 221 S.3 2.8 2.6 

Bangladesh 213 3 ·33.9 O.S8 

Kenya 20S ·3.2 -7.l ·I.I 

Nepal 204 6.9 · 1.9 1.32 

Central African 
Republic 199 ·3.5 ·3.7 • 1.3 

India 184 4.11 ·2.4 0.48 

Burundi 1(,6 3.8 ·I. 7 0.87 

Pakislan 153 2.2 · 1.4 O.SI 

continued 
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Table I (cnntm11t'J) 

lndicaton of tn'OiJ.obilily of impons 

C omwy "' arra and pn- Consumn- ptiu 
capita incomt' lei·d inda gJ 'JM7) Mg!?/ Dmgs_/ s !!/ 

Togo 144 -7 -20 -3.6 

C'iger 130 -0.S -13 -1.8 

Average~; -1. l -7.7 -0.8 

Sm1rc..s: CC' Cf AD Da1a Bank. which is based on l"f sources ror consumer price index 
dala and 1he World Bank for impor1s and GDP. 

!i Counlries in each income group arc ranked in descending order or their consumer 
price index. 

h' Average a:inual growth rate or import volume. 

£! Difference between the average annual growth ra1es or import volume (imports at 
constan1 I qgo prices) during lhc periods 1970-1980 (inclusive) and 1980-1987. 

!!: '.1.1g mulliplicd by lhe ra1io or imports 10 GDP. 

5/ Simple averages. 

fl Excluding tlong Kong. 

According to the table, first of all, the shortage of imports during the 
1980s is evident from all three indicators or availability or imports in 
almost all countries or the sample, particularly in relation to the 1970s. 
All countries and areas, with the exception or Jamaica, Hong Kong and 
Turkey, have been suffering from slower import growth (see values or 
Mg). Moreover, in most cases the average annual growth rate or imports 
was negative during the 1980s. 

Secondly, no significant econometric association between availability 
or imports and the consumer price index for the sample countries as a 
whole could be found, even though Mg showed a better coefficient of 
determination (R 1) than Dmg and S (see an nu table 5). Nevertheless, 
within various income groups the results are different. For the lowest 
income group (group IV) the association between the consumer price 
index and availability or imports is rather strong at the 99.5 per cent 
significance level (sec the values of R1 and1' in table 5). The first income 
group lakes the second pm;ition, although for this group the value or R2 

is meaningful only al 1hc 90 per cent significance level. For the other two 
groups little association was found between the variables concerned. 

The lack of association between availability or imports and inflation 
in some of the sample countries such as Cote d'Ivoire, fiji, Guatemala, 
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Kenya, Morocco and Togo is very likely lo be lhc result or lhe way lhc 
consumer price indices are conslructed in these countries_ In Indonesia, 
lhe achievemenl of low inrtation despite import shortages is lo a large 
extent due lo food impon substitution £acilitaled by substantial invcsl
ment in lhe agricullural sector in the 1970s ((7), (8))_ Nevertheless, 
there still remain a number or counlries where inrlation preuilcd despite 
a relatively high rate or import growth. This is not unexpected. since 
import shonages are not the only cause of inrlation_ In most cases, 
however, the inrlation rate is relatively low, and imports hne been more 
available, or less scarce. 

The sample leaves out a large number of countries and areas that did 
not devalue their currencies_ These countries and areas, such as the oil
exporting countries of Nonh A £rica and Western Asia, Singapore and 
Taiwan Province, also had more abundant, or less scarce, imports, and did • 
not experience a high rate of inflation_ It is very likely that most such 
countries arc among the first three income groups. As a result, the sample 
is not unbiased. Further research is however required on this particular 
point. What is clear from table I is that among the total number or 
36 countries where the consumer price index doubled over the period 
concerned, only 11 (30 per cent) showed positive import gr Nth rates, and 
7 (20 per cent) showed annt1al average import growth rates or more than 
1 per cent. The countries with positive import growrh rat..:s included none 
or the top 8 in the first income group, 5 of the top 11 in the second 
income group, 1 of the top 5 in the third income group, and 5 of the top 
12 in the last income group. 

Thirdly, the lowest income group has on average suUcred more from 
import shortages than the highest income group, and the second income 
group has been in the most favourable position compared with other 
groups, in terms of availability or imports. Hence, the relative shortage 
of imports in the lowest income group can be counted among the factors 
responsible for the ineUcctivcness of nominal devaluation explained at 
the beginning of this paper.• 

The translation of nominal devaluation into real exchange rate 
devaluation has been the most diHicult in the case of the lowest income 
groups. Countries in the last income group must have suffered Crom the 
inflationary impact or import shortages for yet another redSOn, namely 
their lower import price elasticities. As mentioned earlier, there is usually 
a direct relationship between the level of development and such 
clasticitiPs. 

Fourthly, the increase in the cHectivcness or nominal devaluation 
over lime in lhc lhird income group cannot be explained by the degree of 
availabilily of imports; lhe majority of countries in 1his group also 
suffered severely from import shorlagcs. II can be explained, however, 

•sec also Shafacdd1n 171 for details 



by the lack of association between imports and inflation, if the results of 
the presc:nt econometric analysis is correct. 

Finally, in all countries in which the nominal deval02tion has been 
more effective in the long run• (except Argentina, Ghana, Philippines, 
Zaire and Zambia), the growth of imports was positive from 1980 to 1987. 
In the case of Ghana, the Philippines and Zaire, although the import 
growth rate has been negative, the import constraint has not been as 
severe as in many other countries. In fact, Ghana has been enjoying 
considerable import expansion since 1984. The volume of imports 
increased by an a~·erage annual rate of over 10 per cent from 1984 to 
1987,•• in contrast to an annual decline of 16.4 per cent from 1980 to 
1983. 

In short, almost all countries of the sample suffered from import 
shortages in the 1980s as compared with the 1970s. Many of them also 
suffered from negative import growth rates in the 1980s. For the last 
income group, shortages of imports have severely affected the inflation 
rate and their ability to translate nominal devaluation into real exchange 
rate devaluation. For the first income group, the associaticn between 
import shortages and inflation is weaker; for other groups, it is 
insignificant. Further research is needed, including countries (mainly in 
the higher income groups) that enjoyed high import growth rates but were 
left out of the sample because they did not devalue their currencies. 

C. Direct contribution o~ dnalaation to inOation 

While the shortage of imports primarily contributed to inflation in 
many developing countries in the 1980s, devaluation likewise fuelled 
inflation. It ha." already been shown 1hat in the majority of developing 
countries that attempted devaluation in the 1980s, lhe first such attempt 
was followed by the acceleration of infblion (9f. The direct 
inflationary impact of devaluation during the period 1980-1987 will now 
be a.'iscssed. 

Assuming no change in import res1rictions for the time being, the 
direct contribution of devaluation to inflation depends on the rate of 
devaluation and the average propensity to import, thal is, the ratio of 
imports to GDP. Two indicators are employed for this purpose, as shown 
in table 2. D1 is the produc~ of the rate of d.:valuation and the ratio of 
imports to GDP. and represents 1he direct contribution of devaluation to 

"These countries arc as rollows: Argcn1111a. Cyprus. Malaysia. '.\hlr.1 and the Rcrubhc, 
of Korea in lhc first income group. Botswana, Colombia. Ecuador. Jamaica. ~auritiu1. 
Thailand and Turkey in the second income group: Ghana. Indonesia. '.\1gcria and rhihrpincs 
in lhc third income group: and Zam: .nd 7..amhia in lhc fourih income group (sec 
Sh1r11cddm (7). t11hlc 3. ror more details). 

••Based on the same sources iU table I. 



inflalion in absolute terms. c is lhe relati\"C contribution or devaluation 
to inflation, and is the product of 0 1 and the consumer price index. 
C = 100 implies that inflation was entirely caused by devaluation, and 
C = 0 means that devaluation played no role. For practical reasons 
deva!ualion in this section is defined as lhe increase in lhe value or 
currency per United Stales dollar. 

According lo table 2, for the various groups concerned, there is 01& 

average a positi\·e association between the level or income and D, (direct 
conlribulion or de\·alualion lo inflation), bul an inverse relationship 
between the level or income and c (lhe relative contribution or 
devaluation to inflation). In other words, the higher the level of income, 
the higher the absolute rale or increase in domeslic prices caused by 
devaluation. Dcspilc this, al lower levels of developmenl devaluation is 
responsible for a higher proportion or domestic in nation.. H counlries 
with hyperinrlation are excluded,•• the relationship between 0 1 and the 
level of income is modified slightly, and lhat between c and the level or 
income becomes unclear. However, since the countries concerned, 
particularly Argentina and Brazil, have surfered severely from import 
compression, there is little justification for ll?eir exclusion. 

0 1 for various income groups declines wilh the level or development 
not only because the average rate of devalualion so declines, bul also 
because the average propensity lo import so declines. The relationship 
between the level of development and the relative contribulion or 
devaluation to inflation is however more difficult to explain. One 
possible explanation for the lower C in the higher income group is that 
inthis group "other factors", including the indirect contribution or 
devaluation itself lo lhe rat~ or inflation, have played a more important 
role lhan its direct conlribution. It is very likely that the higher the level 
of development, the higher the indirect contribution or devaluation to 
inflalion. At a lower level or dcvclopmenl, lhe size or the modern sector 
is small, workers are not oflen organized, and lrade unions arc often 
lacking or weak. By conlrast, at a higher level or development 1he size of 
the indus1rial sector is relatively large, workers are more organi1.ed and 
pricing on a COS( mark-up basis prevails. In facl, in a number or Latin 
American coun1ries included in lhe highest income group, notably Brazil, 
lhcre cxisls a syslem of wage indexation. 

In measuring lhc dirccl con1ribu1ion or devalualion to inflation il has 
been so far assumed lhat lhere have been no changes in import rcslric-
1ions. Obviour.ly, even when such changes occur, lhe dirccl con1ribu1ion 
of dcvalualion per se a!> measured above, would not be changed since a 

•t1o•c:vcr. 1( l.c:101ho. where 1mporr (1guru 1ncludc: 11gn1(1can1 rc·oporl!I. and 1.ambia. 
whose con~umer pncc index dala seem very doub1(ul arc r•cludcd. rhc rc:lafr.-c con1r1bu11on 
o( dcvi1lua11nn lo 1nna1ion dcchn-:s s.gn1(icanrly for rhe lowcsr income group. 

•• J\rgcn•ma and Hra11I 1n 1hc (1rs1 income group. and :'\1.:arar,ua and Peru 1n rhc: 
second. 



T111ble 2. Contribution or devaluation to lnfl111tion In v11rious aroup111 or 111mple countrie11, 198().1987 

Pn rapi1a incomt A"""P' 
< iffQln 11tan SJ, 500 SI. S00.$800 l.1111han S-100 -

. ill ."1nlpl•· fa·c /u,11111: Bra: ii All samplt /"':luding Ptn1 All samplt /o:.f4.·/11dln1 lambia 
lltJu:.JhJI'< ll . COUlllJ'ltS and .'1'J."'nl111a tV ('OUfltritS and Ni'aragua tV Jlll)O.J./00 ('ounmrJ and /~so1ho 

l I l Rialc or de• .. lua11on b 722 I 128 SK l8S 771 Sll S69 

m lmponio-10-Gl>P ra1io ~ 36.9 41.8 34.6 lS.3 33.6 38.4 32.2 

t3) D1 ~· • (I x 2) • 100 709 203 l+D 72.8 98.1 79.6 4S.2 

(4) Rla1c of 1nl\a11on 10 076 90S s 371 210 316 46S 48S 

(S) C " relative co111nt>u1ion 
of de\ .. lua11on 10 inl\auon 26.4 lS.I 32.1 4S.6 39 47.S 36.8 

Soeirct. Anacx table 4. 

ti All 1ndK'a1on arc simple avcrascs of 1hc rclcwn1 wlues ror individual countries. 

l?f Countries wi1h hypennf\~uion. 

s.J Ave rqc for I he pc node 1980-1982. 

~ Direct con1ribu1ion of the increase 1n OYCrall pnccs due 10 devaluation. 
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decline in import restnct1ons acts onl~· as an oHsetting mc:cbanism. 
Nevertheless, since import liberalization and de\·aluation ban: often been 
undertaken jointly as clements of a policy package, it would be interesting 
to examine their impact. Such an examination, however, would require 
a major effort. Moreo\·er, comprehensive import price indices are 
unfortunately not available. lo table 3 the scanty data provided by a few 
countries on import price, domestic supply and consumer price indices for 
1987 are compared with those of 1980. Except for Peru and Sri Lanka, 
the indices of import prices arc shown lo have increased faster than both 
domestic supply and consumer prices, indicating that import price rises 
(measured in terms of domestic currency and caused partially by 
devaluation) bu·e contributed to domestic inflation more than 01 her 
factors. 

Table 3. Indices of various prices for a number of 
developin1 couatries ia 1917 

Coulll'J 

1\rgen1ina 

Peru 

Colombia 

Chile 

Venciuela 

Indonesia 

Sri l.anka 

( 1910 = 100) 

Domfili.c 
lmpom supp/in 

2; .&26 _!/ 18 811 .!?i 
"77l 8 198 

.$.$9 .&21 

.&47 433 

339 303 

218 200 

ISJ 187 

Conwmotr 
pnus 

"397 

II l.&9 

-102 

376 

2.&2 

Ill.$ 

.221 

.'fo11ru: l."n11cd ~acions \fon1hly S1a11s11cal Bulle11n. '.'\ovembcr llJ8'J. 

! · \fanufac1urcd pn>ducu unly. 

!!.· :\gm:ullur;ol producu. including uporl~. 

D. Conclu!lions 

It has been argued in this paper that the a~sumption of homog1:ncity 
of goodli, particularly imporls and domestically produced goods. made in 
the neoclassical approaches to devaluation is very weak. An altempt wa!i 
then made, in the lighl of Kaldor's argumcnl f-il. lo invcstigalc lhe impact 
of import shorlages on the inflationary cffecls of devalua1inn, and 1hus 
the exlenl lo which nominal can he lramlated into real devaluation. Such 
an analysis has shed !'.ome lighl on lhc helcrogen-;ity of developing 
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counlries as a faclor in determining lheir level of development. A sample 
of 58 de\·eloping counlries for which dala were available and which 
undertook. devalualion by greater than 5 per cent belween 1980 and 1987 
was chosen. Taking per capila income as a rough indicator or the level of 
development, countries were classified into four income groups (see 
table 1 ). It was concluded that for the lowest income group, and to some 
extent the first income group, Kaldor's argument on the role of imports 
and the inflationary impact of imporl shortages was confirmed. Within 
these groups there was an inverse relationship between the availability or 
imports, on lhe one hand, and the rate of inflation and the inflationary 
impact or denluation, on the other. Further research is required on the 
orher two groups where a significant association was not found. 

For various income groups there appeared, on average, a positive 
association between the le\·el or income and the direct contribution or 
deuluation to in flat ion in absolute terms (D1). This was mainly attributed 
to the lower rate or devalualion and the lower import-to-GDP ratio at 
lower levels of development. By contrast, an inverse association was 
found between the level of income and lhe relative contribution of 
devaluation to inflation. In other words, at a lower (higher) level of 
development, dcvaluarion was found to have been responsible for a higher 
(lower) proportion of domestic inflation. One explanation provided for 
the lower (higher) relalive contribution of devaluation to inflation in the 
higher (lower) income group was that "other factors·, including the 
indirect contribution or devaluation lo the rate or inflation, played a more 
(lei>s) important role than the direct contribution of devaluation. The 
indirect contribution or devaluation to inflation lends to be higher al a 
higher level of development because or the larger size or the modern 
sec~or and the stronger power or the labour force. Over the long run, the 
effectiveness of repeated devaluation has been weaker in most lower
income countries because or lower production flexibilities, the severity of 
import restriclions and a higher relative contribution of devaluation iti>clf. 

Finally, further research is required on the heterogeneity or 
developing countries ai; a factor in determining their structural and 
ini;titutional feature!\ and the inflationary consequences or devaluation. 
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Table 4. Co•tribatlo• of denlmatl .. to lafiatlH ia 
th SU1ple c011atrin ud areas, 1910-1917 

(Percentoge) 

RIJ«g/ of 1-ill 
~ MfGDl'll/ D,r/ = CPll/ Crf 
'l,,,.J9tl1) (l,,,.19tl1) m~ m ( l,,,.19tl1) 3:4 

c-,or- (I) (2) (J> (4) (5) 

Gno«r ,,_ SI,SOO 

Cypnas 36.2 64 23.1 43 54 

Venezuela 236.7 Zl.9 54.2 142 38 

Malta 90.3 19 

Hong Koac S7 92.1 S2.4 69 76 

Yugoslavia 2 890 24.1 696.4 2 780 2S 

Gabon 42.2 32 13-5 68 20 

Arcentina 1071.8 10 107.1 43 870 0.24 

Republic ol Korea 3S 40.3 14.1 49 29 

Uruguay 2 J91 19 454 1 736 26 

Brazil 7J 9J7 9.J 6 876 77 JS8 8.9 

Fiji Sl.9 SJ 27.S 40 II 

Malaysia JS.6 S7-8 9 28 2.5 

Costa Rica 720 4J 180.6 482 37 

Mexico S90S 12 708.6 4 S2S JS.6 

Average{/ 6 722 36.9 709 10 076 26.4 

Excluding Argentina 
and Brazil I 12S.2 41.8 20J 90S JS.I 

SJ, 500-SIJOO 
Paraguay J36.I 24.2 81.3 23-1 34.7 

Mauritius 67.2 SS J7 S8 21 

Peru 4 828 22 I 062.2 II 040 9.6 

Chile 46J 2S llS.8 276 41.9 

Colombia 41J IS.4 6J.6 J02 21 

Turkey I 02S 16.4 168.1 ass 20 

E.:uador 781 2J.I 180.4 4J8 41.1 

Jamaiu 208 SJ.4 111.1 164 68 

con11nued 
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T.able 4 (caminudl 

&wg/of IJKmJKill 

tk<"tlbMllilM /tl/GDPI!/ D1'1 = CPI tJ/ Cr/ 
f I9fl0..190> f l'JllO. IWfT) ,,, :r:(1J f19tl0-1987J J:-1 

COUlllFY or orra fl) (!J (Ji ,,, f5i 

C.amcl'OOll 42.2 27.2 11.5 SS 6.3 

Congo 42.2 69.2 29.2 n 38 

Botsw.an.a lib 72 83.S 103 81 

Cote d"lvoire 42.2 41 17.3 48 36 

Gu..iem.ai.. ISO 22 33 121 27 

Dominican Republic 283 29 82.l 169 49 

Sicaragn S99 38 227 71972 3 

Th.ailand 26 21 s.s 33 17 

Aver.age S89 34.6 144.3 s 371 32.S 

Ellcluding :-;iuragua 
and Peru 285 3S.2 72-8 210 4S.6 

SS00-!"10 
El Salvador 100 32 32 227 14 

Morocco 112 34 38.l 79 48 

Senegal 42.2 S2 22 78 28 

Philippines 173 24 41.S 16S ?S 

<iuy.ana 283 79 223.S 240 93 

:"tigeria S49 20 110 174 63 

lndoncsi.a 186 23 37_3 84 44 

Ghana s 491 S.l 280 1483 19 

Average 771 33.6 98.l 316 39 

Ins than J.HJ0 
Sri 1.anka 78 49 38.2 121 32 

Central African 
Republic 42.2 38 16 99 16 

Sudan 400 2S 100 488 21 

Kenya 122 34 41.S IOS 40 

Togo 42 S2.4 22.1 44 so 

Pakistan IJ? 23 30.4 SJ S7.4 

Sierra I.cone 2 &41 34 966 l 811 2S.3 

!'1gcr 42 JS 14.7 30 49 

Ind la f1S 10 h.S 84 7.7 

Burundi 17 23 8.S 66 12.9 

conllnucd 
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Table 4 (conlinud) 

Ralrg/of /ltC1ftUlr in 
tkl -alualion M/GDPI!/ D,r.J = CPI U C!/ 
I /9/J0.19fJ7> (lfJllO. J9ll71 (/Jx(2> '/9tl0-/91l7J 1:4 

C ounll'J or arra Ill (!) (11 (41 (SJ 

Madagascar 40S 26 IOS.3 228 46.2 

7.ambi3 l IOS 41 453 448 101 

t:ni1ed Republic or 
Tanzania 681 21 143 542 26 

Lcso1ho 193 133 256.6 154 166 

Bangladesh 100 19.3 19.3 113 17.7 

~epal 81 19.l 14.4 104 IS 

Zaire 4 066 33.3 l 354 l 614 84 

Gambia 30 802 7S 231.2 264 88 

Average &I 578 38.4 79.6 46S 47.S 
(S69) (32.2) (4S.2) (48S) (36.8) 

Souru; t::'\CTAD dara bank. which is based on l~F sources for the consumer price 
index and World Bank sources for 01her figures. 

!1 In 1erms of t:nitcd Stales dollars . 

.!?/ Ratio or imports or goods and services to GDP. 

£/ Increase in domes1ic prices caused by devaluation. 

!!I Consumer price index. 

t;.I Relative con1ril>ution or devalua1ion to inna1ion. 

fl Excluding ~alta. 

&I Figures in parentheses exclude Lesotho and Zambia. whose da11 on consumer prices 
and 1he impons-to-GDP ratio appear doubtful or innatcd by re-exports. 
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Table 5. Econometric analysis of the relation between lmprts and the consumer price Index (x) 
for various per capita Income groups 

c: s.1· R-' Numbnof lkgn-e uf ~· ("utff. S11 1' • /l/S11 
,,~ obsm·miuns freedom (Ill 

~tg t/. !?/ 3 085 13 544 0-024 59 51 -445.4 377.(, -1.17% 

Dmg t?/ 2 070.S 13 637 0.0105 59 51 -11!8.(> 243.1 -0.775K 

sw 3 259 B 705.5 0.00053 511 51 -115.5 bb4.R -0.17374 

!'dg 

Grollp I 5 588 18 538 0.122 16 14 -1 3211.4 9S2 -1.3958 

Gro"p JI 5883.1 18 40b 0.0111 16 14 -666.'I I 321.7 -0.5042 

Group Ill 3SU 483.3 o.cxm 9 7 -3.1.l 33.7 -0.92811 

Group IV 442.5 731.8 0.396 18 16 -109.6 33.8 -3.2426 

1.f Groups Ill an«S IV 408.6 69S.6 0.245 27 25 -76.I 26.8 -2.s:ws 

l 
Ne>1t: ~kulate«S by the autl:or on the basis of table I. :j II The notations are the same as in table 4. 

w All countries. I~ 
~ 
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Managerial inefficiency in small manufacturing 
businesses in Saudi Arabia: a constraint 

upon economic development 

Bandar Al Hajjar• and John Presley .. 

A major feature of recent literature on economic development in 
both developed and developing countries is the substantial role which 
small businesses, particularly manufacturing businesses, can play in the 
development process. In the developed world small businesses account for 
over 90 per cent of firms and typically between 30 and 40 per cent or 
total employment; in the developing world the focus is more acute, with 
the proportion of total employment within small businesses normally 
bet ween 60 and 80 per cent ((1 J and (2)). 

If economic development is to take place, it must embrace the 
increasing contribution of small businesses. The Bolton Committee in the 
United Kingdom was perhaps the most authoritative body in recent times 
to confirm :his. Not only are small businesses the seed-corn of future 
large businesses, they are more flexib:e and can adjust production more 
quickly to market change; and they are a source of innovation and provide 
opportunities for those who wish to initiate their own business. They 
produce various specialized products and services which cannot be 
produced econ nm ically in large quantities, and they allow larger firms to 
concentrate on the main activities of their business by providing spare 
parts and other services to them (3J. In relation to developing countries, 
the importance of small businesses as a source of capital formation, 
particularly in an environr1ent where investment opportunities are very 
limited, has been emphasized (4). 

There is general acceptance therefore that small businesses can 
contribute significantly to the growth and expansion of the economies or 
both developed and developing countries. This, in turn, justifies the 
necessity of promoting small businesses in order to enable them to 
contribute effectively to the developmr.nt proc\:Ss. 

The emphasis of research in both developed and developing 
economies has heen upon the identification and extent of the small 
business finance gap. Much evidence has been accumulated over the 
years on the inability of small businesses in most sectors of the economy 

• /\u1s1an1 l'rofcsror. King /\bdul /\11t t:nivcnity. Jcddab, Saudi Arabia . 
.. Professor of Economics. Loughborough Univcr1i1y. C:harnwood. United Kingdom ol 

(ircar llrllain and :'llorrhcrn Ireland, and /\11ncialc Dirccror, Maxwell Stamp pie. 
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to finance themselves either from internal or external sources. This has 
led to a criticism of financial systems which fail to provide institu
tional finance over the short and long term to small businesses for 
establishment, expansion, relocation, working capital, import finance or 
modernization.• 

This paper examines a neglected aspect of the economic development 
process in developing economies - the existence of managerial inef
ficiency in small manufacturing businesses, with a case-study focusing on 
Saudi Arabia. Management, by definition, is responsible even in small 
businesses for bringing together factors of production; typically it is also, 
in the context of Saudi Arabia and other developing economies, the owner 
of the small business and therefore the risk-taker. 

There is a wealth of evidence that a small business finance gap does 
exist in developing economies and Saudi Arabia is no exception to this, 
despite the excessive liquidity resulting from the oil boom of the 
1970s (12). But the reason for this may be, not the inability or blatant 
unwillingness of financial institutions to provide finance, but the 
reluctance of management, or indeed their inability, to apply for finance 
from commercial banks. This inability may be reflected in the general 
ignorance of management of how to structure a loan application, how to 
gather the necessary financial information over a period of time, or how 
to present a feasibility study to satisfy the financial institution of its 
ability to repay the loan. 

Thus, in assessing managerial inetficiency, the evidence will have 
some bearing upon the reasons for the small business finance gap in Saudi 
Arabia. But the existence of managerial inefficiency will be more far
reaching than this, in that it will reflect the extent of the contribution that 
small, manufacturing businesses can make to the de\'elopment process in 
the context of Saudi Arabia. 

A. The manufacturing sector In Saudi Arabia: 
the background 

The primary objective of industrial development in Saudi Arabia is 
to liberate the economy from its overwhelming dependence on crude oil 
as a main source of national income, in order for it to become a 
diversified industrial economy. The industrial strategy has two directions: 
first, to implement manufacturing prnjects in which Saudi Arabia has a 
comparative advantage, !iecond, to develop in<!ustries that offer import 
!".Ubstitution. 

"l'or more dc1a1IA on Arnall hu~incu rmanring gap in developing counlries including 
'1;igcr1a, Sudan, Orcccc. l'hilippincA and Sierra I.cone. ACe (S(·fl q. 
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To achieve these objectives the Government has adopted two major 
strategies: first, it has established, in collaboration with foreign 
companies, basic industries utilizing crude oil and natural gas, and 
secondly, it has encouraged the private sector, through a wide range of 
incentives, lo set up non- hydrocarbon-related industries. 

Accordingly, the structure of industry consists of oil-related 
industries which are owned by the Government and foreign companies 
and non-oil industries which include of factories regulated by the 
Ministry of Industry and Electricity (entitled to obtain interest- free 
loans from the Saudi Industrial Development Fund in addition lo other 
non-financial incentives) and factories and workshops regulated by the 
municipalities, having no access to financial and non- financial 
incentives (13). 

The oil-related industries tend lo be large-scale industries in which 
Saudi Arabia has comparative cost advantages resulting from reserves of 
crude and natural gas. There is very little small business activity in this 
sector. In contrast, most small manufacturing business~s arc concentrated 
in the non -oil- related industries. 

Several measures were adopted by the Government of Saudi Arabia 
during the 1950s and 1960s to encourctge the domestic private sector and 
foreign investors to set up non-oil industries. These measures included, 
in particular, the issuing of the Regulation for the Protection and 
Encouragement of National Industries, the promulgation of the Foreign 
Capital Investment Regulations in 1964 and the Company Law in 1965, 
and the establishment of the Industrial Studies and Development Centre 
in 1967 (14). 

Despite these measures obstacles existed which prevented the 
emergence of large·<;cale non-oil industries until the mid-1970s. These 
included the absence of financial facilities necessary for the establishment 
of industrial projects, lack of raw materials, a skilled labour force and the 
necessary physical infrastructure, and the preference of Saudi Arabian 
nationals lo invest in property rather than in industrial projects; in 
addition, the domestic market, with a small population and low average 
income levels, worked against the expansion of non·oil industries. 
However, this gave small factories and workshops an opportunity lo 
extend throughout the country, since their establishment required neither 
large amounts of capital nor highly skilled labour nor a large market 
place. Accordingly, businesses employing less than 10 persons accounted 
for 96.5 per cent of the total industrial concerns by 1971 f15). 

The Government offered various financial and non· financial 
inccn1ives in the mid· 1970s to encourage 1he private sector to set up non· 
oil industrial projects producing import substitution goods directed mainly 
at the domestic market. Thc!<te included food, beverages, dairy, chemical, 
metallic and non- metallic products. Government incentives included lhc 
provision of medium - and long-term interest free loans of up to 50 per 
cenl of the total cost of the project with a repayment holiday of between 



one and two years, exemption from custom duties on raw materials and 
machinery used in production, preference of national products in 
government contracts, distribution of land in various industrial cities al 
nominal rent, subsidized prices for electricity and water and the 
imposition of tariffs on i.imilar foreign products. The latter was possible 
given the ability of national factories to provide at least 70 per cent of the 
market demand ((131, pp. 21-29). 

However, these incentives were confined to factories whose invested 
capital exceeded 1 millior: Saudi Arabian riyals and had an industrial 
licence from the Ministry of Industry anct Electricity. This increased the 
profitability or these factories and hence the contribution of internal 
funds as a source of finance. 

The response of the private sector to these incentives is shown in the 
number of factories and the contribution of the manufacturing sector to 
total GDP and to non-oil GDP. Table 1 indicates that the number of 
factories operating in the country up to 1987 reached 2,016, covering all 
economic activities. Of these, 31 per cent were small according to the 
definition adopted in this study (employing less than 30 persons and with 
invested capital between 1 million and 5 million Saudi Arabian riyals). 

Despite the industrial development which has taken place since the 
mid-1970s, small factories and workshops continue to play a dominant 
role in some industries. The census of private establishments conducted 
in 1976 and again in 1981 indicated that 92.8 per cent and 91.2 per cent, 
respectively, of industrial concerns employed less than 10 people. 

Many factors support and facilitate the continued existence of small 
factories and workshops. These include the market size, high transport 
costs and frequent changes in the nature of products. The cost of 
transport and the availability of raw materials throughout the country 
nave defined the market size for products like blocks, bricks, tiles, marble 
and ready-mixed concrete. Table 2 shows that 76 per cent of factories 
producing building materials are small (employing less than 10 persons 
and with invested capital of less than 1 million Saudi Arabian riyals). 

The products of some industries are subject to frequent. changes 
resulting from the development in consumer tastes and preferences; small 
concerns arc often more l'lexiblc in adjusting lo these changes. Industries 
which exhibit this tendency are furniture, clothes, shoes and certain types 
of building materials. 

From 1973 to 19RO, Saudi Arabian society was more exposed to a 
Western way of life, especially with the inflow of expatriate labour. This, 
coupled with high purcha:c;ing power, brought about rapid change in taste 
and fashion. Thirty- four per cent of small factories and 98.6 per cent of 
workshops arc engaged in manufacturing clothes, leather and textiles. 

After I 9R2, the growth rate of value added in the ma nu factoring 
sector started to decline. Indeed, until recent years it!'- growth rate has 
been negative. This was due partly to the decline in government 
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Table 1. Number of factories by Industry, employment and capital size 1/ 

.'imall farrorits W 

Joint Mtdium· and Total 
Saudi Arabian I 'C'n/Un'S tJ/ Total largt·scalt factorlts £1 factorltS 

88 II 99 280 37'} 

12 2 14 27 41 
- - - 4 4 
IS s 20 46 66 

45 2 47 74 121 
so I) 63 237 300 

2 0 2 27 29 
164 3 167 263 430 
109 32 141 271 412 
48 21 69 165 

sn 89 622 I 394 2 016 

Pm1n1a11 of small 
f actoritS In total 

26.0 

34.0 

30.3 

38.8 
21.0 

7.0 
38.8 
34.0 
234 

30.9 
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I 
1· 

l 
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S-U: Minis1ry of lnd1111ry and Electricity, 11w l..W of National factOIVs J.knutd Undtr tlw S1a1u11 of Protrctlon and f:ncouragrmtnt of Na1ional lndustrlt1 and I ~ 

Fom,.. /m't$llfttllll Codt "PIO 1967 (Riyadh). f 
I/ These fa.nones 11re licensed under Ille Sta1u1e of Pmter1ion and F.ncourapmenl or National Industries ind the Porelp Clpi11I lnve11men1 Code. 
l!J Small rartorics ire thole in which inYCStcd r1pi11I ranp t>ctween 1 11nd S million S.udl Arabian ri)'lll, and employmenl between 10 and 30 penons. 
r.J Medium- and larp-SQle fartoricl ire thole in wllil.'h invested r1pi11I i• more lh•n S million S.udi Arabian ri)'lls ind more 1h1n 30 pcnon1 ire employed. 
~ Witll S.udi Anibiln ind foreip capital inYCStW in the company. 
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Table 2. Number of establishments by Industry and employment slr.e, 1976-1911 

Employmnt1 
/'mtnlOI' 

Tata I of 111ablllhm#nu 
for /.9 tmploym 1mployln1 1111 ,....., 1 2-4 5-9 10.19 20-49 S0.99 100+ Total ""!l titan JO /#f'"'fll 

Food. be¥entces and toN«o 
1976 342 994 2SO 77 2.5 6 9 1 703 1 S86 93.0 
1981 44S 1 121 ~ 149 69 22 26 2 171 I 90.S 87.7 

Textiles, dothin& and lca1hcr 
1976 1 73.'\ 1867 124 17 10 I . 3 7S2 3 7S2 99.3 
\981 2 142 4 846 923 93 12 3 2 8 021 7 911 98.6 

Wood, wood produces and f11mi111rc 
1976 629 677 179 74 27 3 2 1 S91 1485 93.3 
1981 372 831 S07 214 48 9 4 1 985 I 710 86.1 

Paper products and printin& 

IJ 1976 36 40 28 27 23 9 6 169 104 61.S 
lllll 143 174 116 100 47 13 IS 608 03 71.2 

Cllc•ical, petroleum and plastic l 
products 

I 1976 S78 376 63 21 19 s 8 1 070 I 017 95.0 
1981 26 28 32 33 43 IS 18 19S 86 44.0 

continued 1J 
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spending. completion of most infrastructure projects and the departure 
from Saudi Arabia of many foreigners. esr,ecially construction sector 
workers. 

B. Methodology 

Unfortunately. there is no universally accepted definition of what 
constitutes a small business. The social and economic structure of each 
country differs. Accordingly. the definition of a small business in each 
country embraces different criteria which best suit its structure. The 
relevant statistical data is not necessarily available in all countries; 
definitions arc therefore often adopted within the constraints set by data 
availability ((21 and (16)). 

Consequently, two approaches can be adopted in defining small 
businesses.• The first one stresses the distinctive differential features of 
small and large businesses in terms of such factors as management. 
ownership, employment and market share. The second approach 
emphasizes the role of statistical criteria in forming the definition, and 
the range of each selected criterion determines the size of the business. 
These criteria include such variables as the number of employees. the 
annual turnover. profits. output and capital invested. Whether the 
definition is on a qualitative or a quantitative basis. it must be applicable, 
unambiguous and appropriate for the purpose of any investigation [18). 

In the case of the manufacturing sector in Saudi Arabia, 
identification of small businesses by number of employees and level of 
invested capital is possible by consulting official data.•• For the 
purpose of this study, therefore, a small manufacturing business is 
defined as having less than 30 employees and an invested capital of less 
than 5 million Saudi Arabian riyals. This definition embraces 
manufacturing firms which are registered with the municipalities and 
with the Ministry of Industry and Electricity. 

The investigation outlined in this paper was part of a much broader 
investigation of most small businesses 1n Saudi Arabia, with a much wider 
coverage of factors influencing small business development than manag
erial inefficiency. The methodology adopted, after the identification of 
small businesses in the manufacturing sector, was to produce an unbiased 
sample of small businesse1 and to conduct a pilot study based upon 
interviews; the results of these in turn determined the nature of a more 
comprehensive questionnaire and interview study. 

•for more details about 1he 111'on1istency in 1n1erna1ional 1tall5tics on 1mall rirm1, sc:e 
(21. Ill. (4) and (17) . 

.. for a more de1a1led eKplanalion or how random samples were oblaineJ, please 
con1ac1 either or 1he authors. 
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The main objecti\·es or the pilot study were to establish a better 
understanding of the problems involved in small businesses in Saudi 
Arabia, to identify new, relevant factors judged to have a greal bearing 
OD small business development, lo test the response or firms to certain 
questions which are considered in bo1h developed and developing 
counlries as being or a highly confidenlial nature, and to become 
acquainted wi1h the best approach to 1he conduc1 or interviews and most 
suitable ways or distributing and collecting questionnaires. As far as the 
authors are aware, this is the first sun·ey undertaken or small businesses 
in Saudi Arabia. 

Four major conclusions emerged from the pilot study : 

(a) It was apparent that lack of finance was only one factor limiting 
the de\·elopment of small business; 

(b) The lack of management sophistication appeared to limit not 
only the ability to approach sources of institutional finance and to secure 
such financing, but the general development of the business. It tl;erefore 
gained much more importance than was originally intended in the broader 
study of small businesses in Saudi Arabia; 

(c) The pilot survey revealed that accounts were not readily 
a\·ailablc in small businesses in Saudi Arabia. It was therefore impossible 
to conduct the kind or case-study approach adopted in other developing 
countries, based upon accounting ratios ((9) and (11 )). A more general 
approach was adopted on the basis of the distribution of a large number 
of questionnaires, accompanied by follow-up interviews; 

(d) The nature or interview techniques was also determined by the 
pilot study. It was found that structured interviews were not !>Uitable for 
the case of small businesses in Saudi Arabia, mainly because of the limited 
educational background of the majority of small business managers. As 
a result, an unstructured approach was used in interviewing managers, 
which allowed for more flexibility and as little use of accounting and 
economic terminology as possible. The apparent shortcomings of 
entrepreneurs in small businesses clearly limited the sophistication of the 
questionnairt. and interview approach in thi!. study. 

The major invesligation which followed the pilot study consisted of 
a questionnaire survey of 412 .'\mall firms within the manufacturing 
sector; of these, 222, or 53.9 per cent, were completed, collected and 
analysed. The breakdown of these by product group is contained in 
lahle J. 
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Table 3. Tile maaafacturiag sector sample 

Pn-c~o{ 
hrcmuigrof """' qua-
"""' quct- lioluulirrs 

Nlllll«r of .V~of ~ co/kcrftl llltd 
quct- quct- m&llMdfrom ~"" tionnans tionnains melt induslrial all Urduslrial 

S«tor disrlibu1d rrtllmN class tJ/ classa f!/ 

Building ma1erials 143 64 4.U 28.8 
Aluminum prodUCIS 51 27 47.7 12.2 
W<..odcn produc1s 62 33 53.2 14.8 
Chemical products 30 17 56.7 7.7 
Iron products 79 52 6.5.8 23.4 
Other 41 29 10.7 13. l 

'!/ Ra1io oC toial ques1ionnaires rc1urncd from each industrial class 10 1otal 
qucs1ionnaires dislributed to each industrial class. 

t!.I Ratio oC total qUCSlionnaires ~turned from each indust.UI class to tocal 
questionnaires collected and analysed for all industrial classes. 

C. Measuring managerial efficiency: the survey results 

There is, as yet, no widely accepted definition or managerial 
efficiency; nevertheless, I here is su Hicient agreemenl in literature relating 
to management that it is possible to identify a number or key indicators 
or managerial efficiency within both small and large firms. The study 
focuses upon two aspects or management: first, the management or 
finance and financial Hows within the firm, and, secondly, the willingness 
or the owner-manager or the smal! firm to delegate responsibility to those 
with greater managerial expertise in specific areas. 

In relation to financial management it is argued that efficiency is 
indicated, amongst other things, by the following: 

(a) The existence or financial records i;uch as bank accounts and 
slalements and sales, purchases, cash and payroll records; 

(b) The preparation of annual budgels estimating sales, purchases, 
production, net cash nows and profits; 

(c) The establishment of 1he business on lhe basis of a feasibilily 
study or businesi; plan; 

(d) The existence of separate bank accounts in the name of the 
business. 



The importance of financial rlanning and budgeting for small 
business bas been expressed <1191. p.44) as follows: "In loday·s rapidly 
changing cn\·ironmcnt small businesses arc crucially vulnerable. They 
tbemsch·cs can Jo liulc to influence lhal cn,.·ironmcnl bur musl react 
quickly lo, or c\·cn anlicipalc. changes in it if they arc lo survi\·c, never 
mind prosper. This is wb}· policy and planning arc so importanl." It is 
particularly imporlanl in Saudi Arabia where the volalility of the oil 
sector has brought wide fluctuations in economic activity in recent 
decades. 

The abo\·c indicators arc by no means exhaustive, bul according lo 
the pilol sludy were al least tcslf'blc in the context of small manufacruring 
businesses in Saudi Arabia. 

The resuhs shown in lablc 4 arc fairly conclusive, even gi11cn the 
different response ralcs 10 ques1ions from the 222 respondents to the full 
survey. Less 1han W per cent of firms established the business on the 
basis of a fcasibilily sludy. less than one rhird kept financial records for 
the busines.'i, less rhan one fifth prepared annual budgels, and almosl one 
rhird did nol keep a bank account exclusively in lhc name or the business. 
The consequence or these rcsuhs is thal the lypical small manufacruring 
business in Saudi Arabia is not able to assess the level of its assets or 
liabilities. cannol dclerminc whether it is solvent, cannot estimate the 
lc,.-cl of profitability, cannol determine the distriburion of profit, and 
cannot asccrlain how finance has been raised or used. 

Table 4. Indicators or rinancial now management 

Type .-,f respondent Freq11ency Vi1lid peranraxe 

A I f(cspondcnrs ,.ho d1J n<11 csrahh~h hus1nc.-
on the has1s or a fcas1h1ht) study 17(, 111.1 

A2 Respondents" ho J1J esrahhsh hus1ncss 
on lhe has1s or a rtas1h1hl)" ~1 .. Jy .JI lfl.'> 

HI Respondenrs ,.h., keep rmanc1al rccorJs J') 32.2 
R2 lkspondcnrs ,.ho do nor keep rinannJI 

records 82 (11.ll 

Cl hrms thar ha\e scp.iralc hank accnunrs 
ror lhe r1rm 150 f1'>. I 

C2 hrms 1ha1 do nor ha•c a scp..rarc hank 
acn1un1 ,,7 30.'J 

DI hrms 1ha1 prepare ;1r.nual huclgcrs I 'J It. .. ~ 
l>2 hrms lhal Jo nor prepare ;1nnual hudgcl• '}(, ll:l ~ 

Equally revealing, parlicularly in lcrms of how low managerial 
efficiency could he counteracled, were 1he rnnclusions em~rging from 
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interviews which followed the survey. In particular, these indicated the 
following: 

(a) Business plans were not used either because insufficient 
information was available to draft a plan, or managers felt the business 
was too small to warrant a plan, or they were regarded as unnecessary or 
irrelevant because the Government did not require business plans to be 
produced. Whatever the reason, there was almost total absence of forward 
planning in most small manufacturing businesses; 

(b) The major reason for the absence of accounting records in small 
businesses is management's lack of understanding of the role of 
accountin~ in decision -making and in obtaining institutional credit. This 
can be attributed to many factors, including the following: small 
businesses in Saudi Arabia are not required to file accounting statements; 
there is an inability or unwillingness to employ a qualified accountant for 
cost and secrecy reasons; and the lack of confidence of commercial banks 
in some accounting and auditing firms discourages them from requiring 
or emphasizing accounting statements in loan applications. This lack of 
confidence is partly due to the absence of national standards for 
accounting and auditing. However, these findings are not peculiar to 
Saudi Arabia. This situation is similar in both developed and developing 
countries to varying degrees. For example, the Bolton committee 
observed that: "Cost control and costing data are of ten so poor that 
management frequently learns of an impending crisis only with the 
appearance of the annual accounts or following an urgent call from the 
bank manager. In less serious cases, lack of costing data may make it 
impossible to gauge the effects on profits of different levels of activity or 
courses of action, especially where there is variable product mix. Credit 
control and stock control information is often inadequate" ((3), p. 113; 
(201 and (21 J). The entrepreneur's lack of understanding of accounting 
and its role in decision-making has been attributed to the poorness of 
accounting and financial control systems in small businesses. Many 
owners of small businesses have shown an aversion to accounts of any 
sort, because the accounts rarely seem to tell them very much and hardly 
ever seem to have much relevance to current operations. The terminology 
of the accountant is precise and meaningful to the profession, but is 
frequently obscure and misleading to the layman, and many owners of 
small businesses are simply overawed. 

A second focus of the survey related to the extent of the sharing of 
managerial responsibility in small firms and the use of specialized exper
tise. This would not he so important in terms of managerial efficiency, 
if the owner- manager was sufficiently educated and experienced in a 
broad range of management i.kills, which was decidedly not the case in 
Saudi Arabia. The i;urvey did attempt to identify the educational level of 
the respondents, but only 13 per cent of them were prepared to detail 
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their educational background: this may well reflect a lack of basic 
education; indeed. of the 30 respondents who did provide details, 13 had 
nol gone beyond an elementary school certificate. As table 5 shows, it 
was convincingly apparent that the owner-manager of small firms did 
not establish the firm on the basis of experience in related business areas; 
only 16 per cent regarded the main reason for undertaking the business 
as experience-related; nearly 80 per cent of owners-managers entered the 
business primarily because of a perceived high demand for its products. 
Follow-up interviews provided a more complex motivational picture than 
that resulting from the survey. In general, entrepreneurs who established 
businesses before the 1973 oil boom, having secured most of their start-up 
capital from relatives and friends, strove to meet family needs and 
obligations and lo repay the loans. Those who started in business after 
19H were mostly motivated by the high returns available in the private 
sector. They did not slnve lo achieve success as their counterparts had 
done before 1973. for two m~in reasons. First, the buoyant economic 
conditions prevailing during the period 1973-1982 safeguarded most small 
business. Government action to accelerate the diversification process, 
given the low absorptive capacity of the economy, allowed even 
inefficient businesses to succeed and prosper. Secnnd, failure to repay 
debt would not affect the financial position of the lender (friends, 
relatives) in the new economic climate. The period was marked by, for 
example, government interest- free loans which could be converted into 
grants in certain circumMances, and commercial bank loans which need 
nol he repaid wholly or partially if the borrower chose to use religion as 
an excuse for an unwillingness or inability to repay (there was no 
regulation lo force borrowers to fulfil their obligation!> in a loan contract). 

Table S. Main reasons ror going into business 

L•pcncm·c m 1hc f1.-ld of hus1ness 27 
lhgh level of dem .. nd for lhc prnJucls of 

the husmc:ss al the 11me of the cs1ahhshmcn1 1311 
Death or rc1iremen1 of previous owner 3 
I.ow risk and easy 10 manage 2 
1.ack of compc1111on 3 
Loy supply of raw mJtcnals 

TOIAI. 173 

Valid perunta~ 

IS.f> 

7'J.ll 

1.7 
1.2 
I 7 

100.0 
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The survey also revealed that. as in other de\·eloping economics. one 
of the common characteristics of small businesses ir. Saudi Arabia i"' that 
the owner is also the manager of the business. According to the sample, 
87.7 per cent of small businesses operating in the manufaclUring sector are 
managed by their owners. This owner-manager structure, when 
accompanied by inadequate experience and education, and by resistance 
le or awareness of management advice, often shows itself in a large 
volume '>f accumulated stock, inability to compete with similar foreign 
products and failure to utilize the full production capacity of the factory. 
Indeed, in this latter respect, 39 per cent of small businesses interviewed 
were operating al 60 to 70 per cent of full production capacity. and yet 
were still accumulating excessive stock levels. 

There is very strong e\ridcnce that the deficiencies associated with 
single-person management arc due lo the inability of the owner-manager 
to cope with all aspects of management (22j. 

Typically, the survey showed that i;mall concerns in Saudi ,\rabia are 
family businesses, where the oldest member is the founder and the 
manager. Usually one or two of his sons or brothers help lo operate the 
business. When he dies, or retires, the oldest member of the family 
succeeds him. In recent years there has been a tendency for experienced 
families to send the potential successor abroad for higher education or 
training to ensure the family hierarchy. All this reinforce!'. the reluctance 
of the owner-manager to employ a qualified outsider and the 
unwillingness lo delegate responsibility and authority to any family 
member except the oldest or the potential successor, despite the 
qualifications and the availability of other members who arc more 
qualified for the job in terms of experience and education. This 
managerial practice, which is not consistent with modern management 
techniques, is based on the traditions of Saudi Arabian society which 
show great respect for age. The reluctance to employ outsiders is based 
partly on the belief of the owner- ma11. ·•er that the success of a small 
business depends to a large extent on se .... ecy and loyalty, and that these 
can only be maintained by family member!>. 

D. Conclusions 

The recommendations arising from this study arc almost self-evident 
in the context of Saudi Arabia. Developing countries arc normally 
constrained in the pace of their economic development by the shortage of 
finance and capital. In Saudi >\rabia the shortage of finance was clearly 
not a problem after the oil boom of the early l<J70s, and yet economic 
development was still constrained. The development problem then 
became one of labour shortage; the present study focused on one aspect 
of that shortage - the absence of managerial cf ficiency in '>mall bu~ine5ses 
in the manufacturing sector. Hence, even when liquidity .:xists, the 
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ability to utilize that liquidity is somewhat restricted in some sectors of 
the economy. The literature has tended to blame the immaturity of 
financial institutions in developing economies and their failure in 
particular to fund small businesses. Indeed, the present study began in 
anticipation that its conclusions would be precisely the same, even in 
Saudi Arabia. But clearly not all the blame for small- business financial 
shortfalls even in a financial surplus economy can be shouldered by the 
commercial banks, nor by the semi-governmental financial institutions. 

The study showed clearly that severe management deficiencies in 
small businesses in Saudi .\rabia not only limited the volume of demand 
for bank loans, but also prevented small businesses in general from 
making convincing applications for funding. The solution is not simply 
to change the nature of the financial institutions; perhaps more 
significantly, it is to provide the necessary education and training in 
management skills, and to establish appropriate regulations relating to 
accounting standards and the information required for the successful 
application for, and utilization of, funds for small- business development. 
But this deficiency in management skills is even more far- reaching, in 
that it not only contributes lo the "finance gap", but also to the general 
inability of small businesses to contribute fully to the development process 
in Saudi Arabia. 
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Privatization in an African context the case of 
the United Republic of Tanzania 

John S. Henley• and George B. Assaf•• 

Privati:..ation is firmly on the declared policy agenda of many 
African countries. However, few of them have made any significant 
progress in this direction. A major reason for this has been the lack of a 
realistic assessment of the requirement:; and capabilities needed to carry 
out successful privatization - terms of financial support, policy initiatives, 
investment promotion and most importantly, human resource 
development. This paper is a first attempt to highlight these issues -
particularly the relationship between rehabilitation and privati7.ation - in 
the specific context of a country case-study rather than in the abstract. 

The United Republic of Tanzania presents some interesting 
challenges to policy makers concerned with developing strategies for 
rehabilitating and regenerating African agricultural processing and 
manufacturing capacity. Between 1967 and 1986, the Government of the 
United Republic of Tanzania pursued a strong interventionist 
industrialization policy. This included nationalization of the majority of 
existing productive capacity and State promotion, financing and 
management of new large-scale projects. Until the adoption of the 
Economic Recovery Programme in June 1986, the private sector was 
crowded out of official thinking, access to loan capital and foreign 
exchange allocations. Moreover, the majority of new State investment 
initiatives were financed through official loans from bilateral and 
multilateral agencies. Foreign lending agencies must, then, accept some 
of the responsibility for the i;ubsequent performance of many of these 
investments.••• 

The Government i~ now seriously considering privatization as a 
means of galvanizing industry and agricultural processing into 

"Senior Leclurer. Depar1men1 of Business S1udies, Universily of Edinburgh. 
••fndus1rial Development Officer, Regional and Country S1udies Branch, t.:NIDO. 
•••Total foreign assislance flows 10 the Uni1ed Republic of Tanzania were 764.4 million 

L'nited S1a1es dollars (USS) in 1987 compared wi1h 101al exporl earnings of around 
t:SS JSO million. Rilarcral 1echnical aHislance amoun1ed lo USS 226.4 million. and principal 
donors were Sweden (24.4 per cen1), Denmark (12.2 per cenl), Finland (II.I per cent), 
'."orway (9.7 per ccnl ). Federal Repuhlic of Cscrmany (6.8 per cenl) and Japan (6.6 per cent). 
C'apilal assislance amounrcd lo SlJS 4'>2 million, and principal donors were lhe World 
Hank (20.S per ccn1). Sweden ( I0.4 per cent), :-.;e1herlands (9.1 per cent), lhc lnternalional 
~onetary Fund (8.'J per ccnl), :'liorway (7.:l per cenl) and Japan (<1.? per cenl). 
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regeneration. However, al present there are particular difficulties for 
liberalization and privatization policies. 

A. Barriers to economic liberalization and printizatioa in the 
United Republic or Tanzania 

In order to assess the true potential for privatization in the United 
Republic of Tanzania, it is important to have a clear understanding of 
current barriers to both economic liberalization and privatization. Many 
barriers stem from the socialist programme adopted in the Arusha 
Declaration of February 1967 and its resulting implications for ownership 
and control of industry, in particular the discouragement of privatized 
enterprises, non-individual ownership of land, subsidization and support 
of inefficient public enterprises, compression of public sector salaries and 
the collapse of work incentives, public sect'1r retrenchment, and the 
negative attitude of trade unions towards liberalization and privatization. 

B. The Arusba Declaration: background to 
the socialization programme 

Until independence in 1961, Tanganyika was administered by the 
colonial government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland with relatively little intervention in economic matters. 
Unlike its neighbour, Kenya, which was governed very much as a 
European settler political economy with various economic privileges 
carefully parcelled out amongst settler and foreign business interests, 
Tanganyika had a relatively shallow State structure. The United Kingdom 
had never intended it to be a settler economy, so there was no pressing 
need to create an elaborate system of internal redistribution. Such 
economic development that did occur was largely the product of private 
initiative, particularly by migrants from South Asia. Foreign investments 
were generally managed as an adjunct of regional operations 
headquartered at Nairobi. Thus the brewery, the cigarette factory, the 
cement works, the oxygen plant, a major shoe manufacturer and the metal 
can plant, among 01hers, were incorporated as subsidiaries of 
Kenyan· based operations. Even five years after independence, only 
10 per cent of parastatal assets were in manufacturing, while the majority 
were in mining and electricity with scattered investments in financial 
services, tourism and plan lat ion agriculture. The Fi nil Fi vc · Y car Plan 
(1964· 1969) assumed a private investment share of 75 per cenl of the 
industrial sector albeil with the anticipation of a subslantial public sector 
investment programme. 

The first interventionist programme, moderate by the standards of 
the 19601'., was superseded by the publication of the Arusha Declaration 
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of February 1967 which heralded the adoption of a full socialist 
programme of economic development. The influence of thinking in the 
former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and in China of the 1950s and 
1960s on the economic development policy of the United Republic of 
Tanzania is reflected in the emphasis on self-reliant industrialization. It 
is sometimes forgotten that the Arusha Declaration also called for greater 
emphasis on rural development though, in the event, priority was assigned 
to industrial self-reliance. A process of substantial resource transfer to 
the manufacturing sector was started in 1967 relying on public investment 
in State-owned enterprises. This policy continued until the economic 
crisis of the early 1980s. The manifest absence, in 1967, of an educated 
and skilled industrial class or indigenous technological capabilities 
embodied in a capital goods industry does not seem to have deterred 
policy makers. Indeed, policy makers seem to have simply assumed that 
the expansion of the public sector would stimulate the creation of these 
missing social formations, and, moreover, that there would be no 
significant efficiency losses while they were being created. 

C. Ownership and control of industry 

An attraction of State ownership was the expectation that profits 
would no longer go to private sector shareholders, most of whom were 
either non· indigenous residents or residents abroad, but would be 
available for domestic investment. In an attempt to ensure that 
accumulation was restricted to the State and that there would be no 
conflict between private and public interests, the Government introduced 
a Leadership Code. This officially forbade public employees from having 
second sources of income from private businesses or from renting 
property. The economic development strategy of the United Republic of 
Tanzania thus became sharply distinct from that of Kenya, which was 
pursuing a vigorous policy of attracting foreign investors through joint 
venture arrangements with government development finance institutions. 
Kenyan civil servants were openly encouraged by President Jomo 
Kenyatta to have sideline businesses. 

The subsequent economic history of the United Republic of Tanzania 
has demonstrated that far from generating a reinvestable surplus, 
State-owned enterprises have been net consumers of resources -
7.8 billion Tanzanian shillings (T Sh) between 1981/82 and 1985/86, if 
corporate taxe~ are deducted from current account tranders. • 

"State·owncd enterprt5cs would have. in all prohah11i1y. paid the same taxes 1r they 
had hccn prr\.'ately nwncd. The World Rank estimates a net transrer on the current account 
or only T Sh '>'II million 1n the rive years hetween 191111112 and l'lllS!llli ((II. pp. ll·IJ). 
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There has been a significant shift in the compos1llon of imports 
towards intermediates and capital goods, with the share of consumer 
goods in imports declining from around 30 per cent in 1970 lo below 
20 per cent in the 1980s. However, this trend reflects increased import 
dependency and probably hides considerable repressed demand for 
imported consumer goods. According lo the World Bank, imports minus 
exports as a percentage of GDP have been above 9 per cent for 11 of the 
past 15 years; it was 10.5 per cent in 1985 and 14.5 per cent in 1986 (II. 
Value added and production in the manufacturing sector, where 
investments by parastatals have been concentrated, actually declined 
between 1976 and 1986, from T Sh 3.1 billion to T Sh 1.0 billion (in 1976 
prices), a decline of 68 per cent. In addition, the composition of output 
has not changed significar.tly towards capital and intermediate goods 
production, despite heavy investment in chemicals, fertilizers, rubber, 
plastics and metals. 

D. The politics of manufacturing under government licence 
and the discouragement of private enterprise 

While the economic consequences of the development policy of the 
United Republic of Tanzania between 1967 and 1986 may have been 
poor, the experience might be expected lo have stimulated the search for 
alternatives. Unfortunately, a programme of natiC1nalization also has its 
social impact. One of its effects is lo discourage, and in extreme cases, 
criminalize private accumulation.• Whal was left of the private sector 
was suddenly placed al a disadvantage relative to the public sector over 
a whole range of business relationships. This is of particular importance 
in countries such as the United Republic of Tanzania, where the 
Government is pursuing a policy of industrialization through import 
substitution. Under these conditions, investors rely on the domestic 
market and a wide range of licences negotiated with the Government for 
their profitability · from quotas on competing imports a"-t favourable 
treatment by the price controller to import licences and foreign exchange 
allocations for the purchase of essential inputs. Overnight, hard· won 
concessions may be lost to the public sector, which, by definition, usually 
has superior political support. People arc encouraged to believe that 
private ownership is suspect, and if anyone is clever enough to accumulate 
capital, the State is liable to expropriate it. This in turn di!icouragcs 
entrepreneurial investment. As might be expected, there arc very few 

0 The Leadership code wa.~ inlroduced to prevent leaders from having rwo incomes. 
This meant mcmhen or lhe managerial and c1v1I service clue were nor supposed 10 parlic1pa1e 
in any private hus1neu. II wu never very succeufol. hut ii resulted in a stigma heing 
a11achcd lo privare·Sl'rlor acrivlly. Officials who hmke the Code were forced 10 employ all 
sorts or 1ndirec1 means in punuing I heir sideline 1n1eres1s. 
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local industrialists today in the United Republic of Tanzania. Equally, 
there are very few civil servants who have any experience of negotiating 
with private-sector business interests - local or foreign. 

E. The disruption of agriculture: villagization and 
non· individual ownership 

Another argument advanced in support of the Arusha Declaration 
and, in particular, the policy of villagization or ujamaa l'ijijini, was that 
the traditional land- holding systems of communal farming prevalent in 
the United Republic of Tanzania did not involve individual ownership of 
land. Cultivation was a person's right within the vicinity of the home 
village. Therefore, it was argued, greater efficiency could be achieved in 
agricultural production with little social disruption by the expedient of 
moving the dispersed rural population into villages with new communal 
land- holdings, now designated by the State. This concentration of the 
rural population was supposed to facilitate the delivery of extension and 
social servicu. On the contrary this policy led to a progressive decline in 
agricultural production in the 1970s - the annual growth rate of 
agricultural GDP declined from 2.4 per cent during the period between 
1970 and 1975 to 1.0 per cent between 1976 and 1980. 

The poor performance of parastatal marketing boards, expanded to 
rationalize the marketing and distribution of crops, exacerbated the social 
disruption caused by villagization by further undermining individual 
incentives. Fortunately farmers in the United Republic of Tanzania seem 
to be resilient. With a series of good harvests in the mid-1980s, the 
transfer of responsibility for crop purchases to primary cooperative 
unions and the licensing of private traders in agricultural produce, 
agricultural output increased sharply to an annual growth rate of 5.4 per 
cent between 1984 and 1987. The lesson from agriculture seems to be 
clear - centralized direction of production and marketing does not work 
well in a large country with a scattered population. 

While there has been a retreat from forced villagization, all land is 
held on a leasehold basis from the State, for either 33 or 99 years. This 
would seem to be one barrier to the development of a freehold property 
market that could be used to provide collateral for industrial investments. 
In its favour, the land tenure system probably discourages overin vestment 
in land and reduces inflationary pressures. Another factor in the United 
Republic of Tanzania and in many other African countries that inhibits 
the development of an active property market is the complexity and 
political sensitivity of property law and its application. This often 
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discourages banks from accepting land titles as collateral for commercial 
loans.• 

F. The political significance of State employees ancP 
reduced incentives for efficiency 

Another result of State socialism was the creation of a major political 
constituency - the bureaucratic bourgeoisie - that is dependent on the 
State and its political leadership ... (2) The adoption of State socialism 
also justifies the incorporation of the trade union movement as a 
subordinate wing of the ruling party, achieved in 1964 in the United 
Republic of Tanzania.••• Paradoxically, one of the features of State 
socialism, namely the tendency of State institutions in the absence of a 
price mechanism to suck in scarce resources until physical limits are 
reached, has worked to undermine the dependency of employees on the 
State. 

Under socialism, the paternalistic State cannot permit a State-owned 
enterprise to go bankrupt, so there is a tendency for financial constraints 
to be what Kornai refers to as "soft" (3). In theory, more resources will 
always be found to underwrite the solvency of State institutions, so the 
rational manager continues to accumulate resources, human and material, 
until physical scarcities are encountered. In the United Republic of 
Tanzania shortages of imported inputs and machinery were invariably 
encountered before those of human resources. There were, however, 
often shortages of skilled and experienced workers, and attempts by 
managers to substitute inferior human capital resulted in additional 
inefficiencies. 

G. Public sector salary compression and the 
collapse or work incentives 

What has happened in the United Republic of Tanzania as in many 
other developing countries, has been severe compression of public sector 
wages in parallel with substantial expansion of the number of employees. 
Figure I demonstrates this effect graphically. By 1984, public sector 

•such is the case, for example, in Kenya and Zimbabwe, which otherwise have 
relatively well·developcd financial institutions. Property and development companies make 
up a very important part of the smaller stock markets of South·Eas1 Asia and, although often 
of a ver)· speculative nature, are succeSAful in mobilizing private savings for industrial 
developmenl. 

••See G. h5a, (21 for a full accounl of lhis concepl. 
•••The Narional Union of Tanganyika Workers (Ellablishment) Act 1964 abolished 

1he independen1 Tanganyika Federa1ion of Labour and reconstiluted the rrade union 
movement as an affilialed organization of 1he ruling Party, TANU, with nine induslrial 
sec lions. 
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Figure I. Consequences of an import substitution policy 
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employment totalled some 302,000, or 77 per cent of formal sector wage 
employment. While employment in the public sector has increased at 
around 5 per cent per annum since 1970, the index of real average wages 
has declined from 100 in 1969 to 19 in 1986. The index for top salaries 
has declined even more dramatically, to six. Differentials have also been 
compressed sharply. A top salary that was nearly 30 times the minimum 
wage in 1969 was only about six times the minimum wage on the 1987/88 
pay scale and four times after tax ((1), p. 55). 

Unsurprisingly, the World Bank Public Expenditure Review of the 
United Republic of Tanzania found random evidence of attempts to 
compensate public employees for low pay through benefits in kind. 
Evidence was also found of attempts to supplement pay of more senior 
public employees with increased fringe benefits. Middle-level officials 
seemed to have suffered most over the last 10 years. As might be 
expected, many public servants have alternative sources of income, 
notwithstanding the Leadership Code. The World Bank Public 
Expenditure Review proposed a 30 per cent reduction in the number of 
staff on the payroll of both central and local government ((4), p. 20). 

H. Public sector retrenchment and possible political resistance 

Without substantial retrenchment, it is not clear how the efficiency 
of the civil service or parastatals of the United Republic of Tanzania can 
be improved, for there is no prospect of a rapid expansion of the 
government revenue base. Also, without sufficient supporting 
expenditures proper levels of efficiency cannot be obtained. Yet the 
ambitious plans of the Government for an expanding role for the private 
sector - particularly in the context of the successor to the Economic 
Recovery Programme, the Economic and Social Action Programmes 
launched in 1990 - imply increased competition for scarce managerial and 
technical skills and substantial increases in income inequality generally. 
Without adequate incentives, those public servants with scarce skills will 
leave to join the expanding private sector, or will increase the effort they 
put into income generation from secondary employment to ac.hicve what 
they consider to be a reasonable income level. Clearly, privatization 
without retrenchment is also not viable. Doing nothing to reduce public 
sector employment and failure to increase wage levels will result in 
increased loss of talent, inefficiency and corruption, as those who remain 
seek to "tax" those who quit. Policy makers are thus caught between a 
rock and a hard place. 

In considering possible forms of resistance to liberalization and 
privatization, it is also necessary to take account of political structures and 
processes in the United Republic of Tanzania. While a broad analysis of 
the political debate is beyond the scope of this article, and political factors 
may be very important, one arena in which argument and resistance may 



be fierce is in the enterprise itself. It is here that the social consequences 
of retrenchment arc going to be felt and where the 10:1.ers and winners arc 
going to be concentrated. Whil,~ real wages may have declined very 
sharply over the last lO years, some guaranteed income is helter than no 
income and where primary employment often forms a basis of secondary 
sources of income. Primary employment provides a buHer lo absorb the 
shocks of the more uncertain and competitive secondary labour market. 
Some argue, howe\·er, that becau5.e most people already ha\·e a "second 
line" in the private sector, there is very little ideological allachmenl lo the 
public sector. The latter, in the popular mind, is synonymous with queues 
and shortages. 

Public sector management is not insensitive lo disparities in the 
labour market and will indulge valued skilled employees in ,·arious \\ay5.. 
f.->r example, they may permit them to use the company's machine shop 
facilities to earn extra income carrying out work. on behalf of pri\·ate 
companies or individuals. Again where production in parastatal 
enterprises in the United Republic of Tanzania is subject to sharp 
fluctuations in capacity utilitation, with periods of forced idleness due lo 
shortages of energy, water, components or raw materials, management arc 
probably only loo willing to relieve the obvious hardship of their workers 
by turning a blind eye to scconda.ry cmploymenl. In other words, public 
sector employment in the United Republic ofTantania cannot be assumed 
lo be the sole source of income of an individual employee. While those 
most wanted by newly privatized enterprises will probably have the 
widest range of secondary sources of income, the poorly educated, young, 
inexperienced and un~killcd, and therefore most dispensable, workers will 
have few alternatives.• Moreover, the unskilled arc also most likely lo 
have been hired on the basis of the personal recommendations of 
influential politician!"> and officials. 

I. Management retrenchment and management skills 

The quality and r.kills of management undertaking specific 
privatization exerciser. will be an important factor in minimizing the 
political repercussions from the process of disposing of parastala!s. The 
Government will have to place heavy reliance on particular enterprise 
management to oversee the transfer of assets and the restructuring of the 
labour force. Unfortunately, the public expenditure review of the World 
Bank i~ not very encouraging on the mallcr of the quality of parastalal 

0 ln 1'180. when lhe Bureau of SlallMIC~ la~I da~~1hcd <Cnlr.il govcrn111cnl employees 

hy whether lhey were "regular· or ·.-asuar employee~. over 1-1 per .-cnl. or :ll.000. were 
rla,Mf1~d a~ "rdsuals". 
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management in the United Republic of Tanzania ((41, pp. 123-125): 

"Enterprise management is weak as evidenced by the fact 
that a substantial percentage of managers cannot run their firms 
with a minimal level of financial discipline. In 1985/86, a third 
of the parastatals were delinquent in producing basic accounts 
and of those thal did, three fifths were deficient; of those wilh 
clean audits, one fourth were making losses. Few Tan7.anian 
parastatals carry out regular inventories of their assets. controls 
over use of credit and ::ash are weak, records on procurement 
and transactions with subsidiaries are often missing or 
incomplete, internal auditing procedures arc often weak or 
non -existenl, and allegations and proven instances of fraud, 
corruption and theft are common ... Good managers exist in 
Tanzania, but they appear few in numbers." 

Apparently, 20 years after the Arusha Declaration and the creation 
of over 410 paraslatals, the public seclor management cadre is still very 
weak. Clearly, if the World Bank Public Expenditure Review is correct, 
a major management development programme is required in support of 
any privatization programme. A recent UNIDO rehabilitation survey of 
the United Republic of Tanzania also supports the World Bank findings 
about the weaknesses in enterprise management (51. In addition to an 
absence of real managerial skills, the UNIDO survey found that many 
plants had a large number of vacancies in key management positions and 
at the intermediate level. This is parricularly so wirh respect to 
produclion and accounting funclions. 

Ahcrnalively, 1he management cadre may be more competent than 
the World Bank gives it credit for. Present behaviour could be a 
consequence of the prevailing system of incentives and level of 
managerial rewards. Being rational people, managers in the United 
Republic of Tanzania may have decided to devote rheir energies to other 
income- generating activities to the detriment of their primary 
employment. There is some evidence to suggest that the bureaucratic and 
hierarchical management structure in parastatals discourages initiative and 
decision· making. However, in the absence of reliable empiri::al evidence 
of public seclor management motivation and time hudgel!i, ii would he 
foolhardy 10 make predictioni; a!i to lhe likely oulcome of a radical change 
in the incentive system. More to the point, what evidence lhere is 
available docs raise ~omc very serious queslions about the capacity and 
motivalion of existing managers to carry lhrough an effective 
privatization programme without suhstanlial investment in management 
training and incenrives. 
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J. Trade union attitudH to privatization 

Every public corporation employing more than 10 workers has to 
have a Workers' Council that is serviced by JUWATA, the workers' 
organization affiliated to T ANU. Any privatization or rc!renchment 
proposal for a parastatal would have to be considered, at enterprise level, 
by the Workers' Council and debated within the Management Committee. 
The functions of the Workers' Council are formally limited to advising a 
Management Committee. Sixty per cent of committee members are drawn 
from senior management and outside appointees, and up to 40 per cent of 
members are workers' representatives elected by the Workers' Council. 
Parastatal management and government appointees normally command a 
majority on the enterprise Management Committee, but, with the prospect 
of serious retrenchment, some managers might be tempted to side with 
the workers' representa!ives or even organize the opposition. 

Theoretically, JUWATA is bound to uphold the TANU policy of 
Chama Cha Mapinduzi. However, workers may sidestep institutions 
which do not receive their support. At present, the general opinion is that 
JUWAT A is not a very significant organization at enterprise level, but it 
does provide a p1Jssible base for organizing opposition to major changes, 
particularly if policy reforms do not receive full backing from key Party 
members.• Al least in formal terms the Arusha Declaration still forms 
the bedrock of government policy, and acts in various ways to inhibit the 
trend towards liberalization and privatization. 

K. The textile industry: an example of the legacy of 
public ownership 

Prior to independence in 1961 the United Republic of Tanzania had 
only one textile mill. The Stale holding company, TEX CO, established by 
presidential order in 1973 to "clothe the nation", has expanded its role and 
now has 14 subsidiary companies that own 18 mills. By 1988, of the total 
process capacities, between 85 per cent and 90 per cent lay in the public 
sector. 

The strategy adopted by TEXCO reflected its mandate lo supply the 
domestic market and lo use locally grown cotton. Only one mill does not 

"Some 7.000 c1v1I scrvanu were laid off between 1?83 and 1?85 without any major 
unrnr. and this was at a time when the eronomy was in deep recession. By contrast. the 
L:n11ed Rcpuhlic or Tan1an1a today 15 experiencing real per capita economic growth largely 
as a result or improved agricultural output. so that the absorptive capacity or the rural 
economy should he much greater than in the mid· l?llOs. However. the World Rank Public 
Expcnd11urc lkv1ew an11c1pa1es a reduction or 30 per cent ur rhe public sector payroll or 
2'>1.11-11. that 1s. nearly <J0,000 people. or over 10 per cent or the total formal sector labour 
force excluding the 1\rmed Forces. 
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rely on domestically produced collon. The local market was protected 
from foreign competition until 1986, when the Government acceded to 
popular pressure to allow imports. The consequential flood of very low
cost second- hand clothing with which no conventional garment maker 
could compete, even with a 60 per cent tariff :notection, virtually 
destroyed the local ready-made clothing industry. 

The small private sector responded to the increasingly liberal market 
after 1986, by altering their product mix. They began manufacturing 
both towels and bed linen and exporting some of these items together with 
knitted fabrics and garments, mainly T-shirts. By contrast, TEXCO 
companies have generally continued to supply the local market with 
khanga and kitenge cloth. While TEXCO companies are attempting to 
change their product range and orientation towards ex;>orts they are 
locked into past decisions by poorly maintained machines, very low 
productivity, weak management and working capital problems caused by 
low capacity utilization and by the need to service a large foreign debt 
burden. The total nominal annual capacity of textile industry in the 
United Republic of Tanzania is 49,000 tonnes of yarn and 278 million 
square metres of woven cloth. In 1988, annual utilization of capacity was 
34 per cent in spinning, 17 per cent in weaving and 24 per cent in wet 
processing. The normal overall minimum level of capacity utilization 
that should be expected is 75 per cent in spinning and processing and 
68 per cent in weaving. In short, utilization of national capacity was at 
a level that is financially unsustainable. 

Part of the causes of the low level of performance were outside the 
control of mill management, in particular shortages of electrical power 
and water. However, capacity utilization statistics suggest that private 
sector managers were much more successful coping with the problems of 
operating than their public sector counterparts. Thus the private sector 
achieved 60 per cent utilization in spinning and processing, compared 
with around 18 per cent in the public sector. For weaving the public 
sector achieved only 13.5 per cent, while the private sector obtained 
46 per cent. The prima facie case for privatizing the textile sector would 
seem ro be very strong. 

L. The move towards economic liberalization, privatization and 
the promotion or private investing 

The path lo economic liberaliz:ition has not been smooth. At the 
same time as the Party and a section of the Government has continued lo 
assert its belief in national plans, the Government, with the Ministry of 
Finance as the lead Ministry, has been engaged in developing a 
progressive liberalization programme since 1982. To be sure, it has taken 
some time to build up the political and administrative momentum behind 
this reform programme, ai; evidenced by the protracted negotiations over 
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the structural adjustment programme with the International Monetary 
Fund and the World Bank from 1982 to 1985. However, the launch of the 
Economic Recovery Programme, in June 1986, and subsequent events 
would seem to indicate the ascendancy of liberalization and reformism 
over State control and socialism. 

Despite the government espousal of the Economic Recovery 
Programme, industrial development policy was propounded through the 
T ANU programme for 1987 to 2002, which was more or less a reiteration 
of the Basic Industrial Strategy of the period 1975-1978. The TANU 
programme proposed further development of basic industries such as the 
iron and steel, coal, chemicals, metal and engineering industries. In 
response, the Government produced the Second Union Five-Year 
Development Plan ( t 988/89- t 992/IJ3), but this seems to be already largely 
di.,regarded in the struggle for economic recovery. Nevertheless, there is 
some evidence of a continuing rearguard action, with the Ministry of 
Finance and the Bank of Tanzania identified as bastions of economic 
liberalism and the Party as defender of the principles of the Arusha 
Declaration. The formation of the Planning Commission, in July 1989, 
c.Jtside the Ministry of Finance bul in the Office of the Union President, 
would seem to reflect the need to establish an arbiter between those who 
farnur the public sector and those who favour the private sector. Further 
evidence of continuing debate about the direction of economic policy and 
its political sensitivity is provitied in the 1990 Investment Promotion 
Policy. 

M. The rediscovery or the virtues or private investment 

The opening paragraph of the text of the Investment Promotion 
Policy quotes the Arusha Declaration of 1967 and "the nation's 
commitment to the policy of socialism and self-reliance, under which 
control of the commanding heights of the economy is vested to the public 
via the (iovernmcnt, parastatals and cooperative organizations". It 
continue!. with the words "During the whole period following 
independence, foreign investment had played a key role ; !l the 
development of various sectors of the economy ... ", almost as if the 
nationali1ation programme that followed from the Arusha Declaration had 
not heen of any significance. Another paragraph reveals the government's 
recognition of the !.hi ft in bargaining pcJwer in favour of foreign investor 
interestc; at the expense of host Governments as a result of increased 
competition for inward ;nvestment. The United Republic of Tanzania, 
i1 would seem , has to make good for its post- independence history of 
1'.ationali1ation, blocked compensation funds and dividends, and reticence 
lowards foreign investors. In the 1990s, the Investment Promotion Policy 
promises that rransparency ard clarity of investment rules and regulations 
will characteri1e the new policy environment. 
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N. Import-substituting industrialization and indebtedness 

In the debate about the failures of industrialization policy in the 
United Rt:public of Tanzania most attention bas been focused on the role 
of public ownership and the quality of public sector management. 
Relatively little attention has been paid to the underlying policy of 
industrialization based on import substitution and the implications of that 
policy for liberalization and privatization. The limited available evidence 
on the private sector raises some rather disquieting questions about the 
supposed "liberality" of the policy environment in which the private sector 
operates. 

The causes of illiberality in an economy pursuing industrialization 
through import substitution are straightforward. The dynamics of an 
import substituting industrialization policy are outlined in figure II. The 
diagram shows clearly the way in which an import-substituting policy 
creates its own shortages and pressures on the authorities to introduce 
discriminatory tariffs and, ultimately, rationing of import licences. These 
in turn encourage the growth of smuggling and corruption of licensing 
procedures. 

Al present the Open General Licensing scheme financed under the 
structural adjustment programme is relieving the pressure on the 
authorities. It is a matter of conjecture as to how long the scheme is 
sustainable. If privatization proceeds on a significant scale, this implies 
substantial reinvestment in capital equipment and increased capacity 
utilization. While some of the re-equipment costs may be externally 
financed, the new private investment will also contribute to increased 
imports of raw materials and intermediates. 

Moreover, the Government is going to find it extremely difficult to 
persuade local or foreign investors to buy public sector enterprises 
without offering some concessions on import protection. Once these are 
conceded, privatization merely means the transfer of monopolistic 
privilege from public servants to private citizens. While private firms 
may be expected to exploit these privileges with greater vigour than their 
predecessors, the fundamental structural problems of industrialization 
based on import substitution will remain. The only way such a policy can 
be sustained is through expanding the export base which is primarily 
agricultural or through increased donor support. While there may be some 
opportunities for the development of domestic- resource-based, 
export-oriented manufacturing industry, they arc likely to be limited in 
the short to medium term. 

O. Conclusions: policies, privatization and the resource gap 

One of the main political factors that contributed to the initial 
popularity of the Aru!iha Declaration wa!i the way it wa!i presented as a 
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solution to the problem of establishing national con1rol of lhc 
"commanding heights" of the economy. The problem slill remains. There 
are not enough indigenous entrepreneurs in the United Republic of 
Tanzania with the financial resources to lake over more than a very small 
proportion of parastatal enterprises. Most enterprises lhat are successfully 
privatized will be joint ventures belween private interests (local and 
foreign) and quasi-public portfolio investors such as the National 
Insurance Company - the State insurance monopoly - and the Nalional 
Provident Fund and the development finance institulions. Foreign 
investors are likely to insist on some equity owned by nationals of the 
United Republic of Tanzania. 

A more general question than that of privatization is how lo open up 
the public sector to new capital investment in a way that reflects whether 
a project is truly bankable. Ownership is, in lhe context of the United 
Republic of Tanzania, an important but a secondary issue. Where 
profitability of an import-substituting parastatal depends substanlially on 
government protection and licences, valuation of assets is in any case 
going to be very difficult. It is essential that the project appraisal process 
is shielded from political interference, yet existing institutions are 
organized for just that purpose, as all projects involving paraslatals need 
ultimately to be approved by the Planning Commission. Experience in 
other African countries of lending by development finance institutions to 
the private sector is not very encouraging. Too often, public investment 
funds are squandered on "privately sponsored" white elephants. 

Generalizing from the case of the United Republic of Tanzania, i1 
is clear that in considering privatization as a strategy for economic 
regeneration the key issue from the point of view of the Government is 
one of finance. In the absence of any alternative way of rehabilitating 
industry, private share ownership is acceptable. If the financial 
requirements to turn an enterprise around are so large that the share of 
the State declines below 50 per cent, then, in present circumstances, loss 
of control is no longer an issue. 

The priority is to develop mechanisms for refinancing illiquid but 
potentially viable firms and encouraging new private inward investment. 
This suggests that there is a need for a greatly enhanced role for the 
development banks to act as "honest brokers" between the public and the 
private sector. It also implies an enhanced technical and management 
consulting capacity, for successful rehabilitation depends on careful 
attention to technical factors, marketing and human resource 
development, as well as realistic financial provision. The United 
Republic of Tanzania is currently littered with derelict projects that have 
failed to take account of the totality of business enterprise. Ownership 
transformation, then, is only part of the process of revi1alizing the 
economy. Without structural adjustment, old problems will merely change 
their form lo reappear in their familiar guise of foreign exchange 
shortages, import quotas and inflation. 
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Promotion of small- and medium-scale industry with 
imported labour: policy and prospects 

in the states of the Persian Gulf 

Ian Livingstone• 

This raper deals with small- and medium -scale industry promotion 
in the rather special circumstances of the Persian Gulf States of Saudi 
Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, United Aiab Emirates and Oman, where 
a large proportion of the labour force is imported. While these countries 
are relatively rich in oil and gas (less so in the case of Oman), and have 
some large-scale petrochemical industries, they see it as a natural 
development that they should industrialize and broaden their industrial 
base by a wider mix of industries, including small- and medium-scale 
industries. While the economies are rich in capital, much of which has 
been invested externally on a regular basis, they are generally short of 
manual labour, which they have had to import for the most part from 
neighbouring countries. The fact that smaller-scale industry is particu
larly labour-intensive raises interesting issues of national costs and 
benefits which are worth exploring. This question has come under even 
closer scrutiny since the invasion of Kuwait, which is seen, rightly or 
wrongly, as having added extra political and social costs to imported 
labour. Despite regional unhappiness with such dependence, in Kuwait 
in particular, industrial development is still the desired goal, and the 
dilemma posed by the labour shortage remains. 

Apart from some comment on this issue, the effectiveness of the 
range of measures that have been pursued for small- and medium -scale 
industry by the countries of the Persian Gulf, separately and collectively 
as members of the Gulf Cooperation Cnuncil (GCC), will be evaluated. 
First of all, however, the structure and 'ievelopment of industry in those 
countries and the position of small- and medium-scale industry within 
them will be analysed. This structure has evidently been disturbed in the 
case of Kuwait, and it remains to be seen how it will develop in the short 
and longer term. 

"School or Development Studies, Univer5ity or Eut Anglia. :'liorwich. 
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A. The growth and composition of manufacturing in the GCC States 

Until as recently as 1980 manufacturing in the GCC States as a group 
amounted overall to less than 5 per cent of GDP (table 1), although there 
had been significant expansion during the 1970s in Bahrain. In the largest 
economy, Saudi Arabia, it accounted for 5 per cent. Since that time, 
however, there has been a steady increase in the share overall, to nearly 
14 per cent in 1989, fairly evenly spread among the six States, although 
expansion was most rapid in the United Arab Emirates, where it grew to 
nearly 25 per cent, while the largest country, Saudi Arabia, accounted for 
over 56 per cent of manufacturing value added (MVA) in the six States, 
the United Arab Emirates accounted for as much as 21 per cent, and 
nearly one third of the increase since 1980. This increase, however, was 
strongly influ~nced by one dominant industrial sector. 

A sectoral breakdown of MVA (table 2) shows an overwhelming 
importance of the petroleum, chemicals, rubber and plastics industry, 
accounting for a full two thirds of MVA. The capital-intensity of the 
dominant industry means that it accounts for only just over 13 per cent 
of those employed in manufacturing, which in any but a labour-scarce 
economy would have raised serioLs employment issues. The share of 1he 
industry in MV A varies around this high level, from 51 per cent in 
Kuwait to 84 per cent in Bahrain, with a major deviation in the case of 
Oman, at 33 per cent, giving the latter a rather different, less oil- and 
gas-dependent (and less rich) economy. The next highest industry in 
terms of MVA is construction, at 8 per cent overall: however, the size of 
this industry is directly determined by the level of available oil revenue 
and docs not provide any independent contribution to manufacturing 
growth. This applies to parl of the metal products industry also, making 
ilcms related to construction, such as metal windows. In employment 
terms, the contribution across industries is much more even, with metal 
products and machinery standing out as contributing 25 per cent of the 
total. 

The volatility in oil-dependent economies not only of the oil industry 
and of GDP as a whole, but of manufacturing and its separate branches, 
can be brought out in relation to the United Arab Emirates (table 3), in 
which, as noted above, manufacturing has been expanding at the fastcr,t 
rate. Thus the value of manufacturing GDP increased by 133 per cent 
during the period 1980-1984 (80 per cent of this in the petroleum, 
chemicals and rubber industry) and then fell by one fifth in 1988, all 
accounted for by the same industry. However, when that industry fell in 
1984- 1988, there were significant slumps also in industries with code 
numbers 33, 34 and 36 in the International Standard Classificalion of All 
Economic Ac1ivities (ISIC). The most consistent grnwth was in the 
traditional, food, beverages and tobacco inJustry, wi1h encouragir1g 
results also in metal products and machinery. Expansion in lraditional 
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Table 2. Sectoral breakdown of MVA 11nd employment ln GCC states, 1984 I()! 
(MVA: millions of United States dollars at constant 1980 prices) 
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Table 3. United Arab Emirates: changes in the structure of manufacturin1 GDP, 1975-1988 11 
~ 

Contribution 10 GDP Index of contribution 10 GDP 
s 
~ 

(million dirhams at cu"ent prices) (1980 • 100) § 
/SJC Q, 

code lndusll'y 1975 1980 /WU 1988 /'J7J 1980 19/U 1988 l 
§' 

31 food, beverages and tobacro 59 241 381 587 24 100 158 244 ~ 
32 Textiles. clothing and leather - 210 194 411 - 100 92 196 ~ 
33 Wood products and furniture 5:? 148 232 IS! 35 100 157 102 s· 

J 34 Paper. printing and publishing S6 104 245 207 54 100 236 199 

35 Chemicals, petroleum, rvbbcr and l plastics 30 2 168 6 683 4 500 I 100 308 208 

1· 36 Constnaction materials 39 831 922 S20 5 100 Ill 63 

37 Basic metals S4 263 622 612 21 100 237 43 a. 
38 ~etal product.~ and machinery 34 166 440 703 20 100 265 423 f 39 Other manufacturing 43 60 42 114 72 100 70 190 

Total manufacturing 369 4 191 9 761 7 sos 9 100 233 186 

Other 39 266 107 279 94 782 79 736 37 100 88 74 

Source: Statistical Dcpanment, United Arab Emirates .. 

::t 
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industries such as food and textiles has occurred in part through the 
pursuit of con\·entional import-substituting policies. 

B. The size distribution of manufacturing establishments 
in the Persian Gulf States 

There is ~·cry wide variation in statistical practice when it come!'. to 
defining small, medium -scale or large industry, and even in the criterion 
to be used, whether numbers employed, or capital, or measure!'. of outpul. 
All statistical offices in the Persian Gulf countries use numbers employed 
for classification purposes except for Oman, which uses capital. The 
range I to 9, in terms of numbers employed, may be used to refer to 
·micro-enterprises"; the range IO to 49 may encompass "small enterprise~· 
(excluding micro-enterprises), but with separate information supplied on 
the category IO to 19, which may be seen as intermediate within these 
first two categories; the range 50 to 99 may be taken as "medium -scale 
industries", and JOO and above as "large industries". These last two 
categories are much less easy to deal with, since many firms with 50 to 
99 employees could be quite capital· and technology-intensive and 
produce large value added, while firms employing over 100 may be 
labour-intensive, with limited capital and technology, and could much 
more appropriately be considered of medium size. The division is 
retained simply because of the need to speak consistently in terms of one 
criterion, numbers ('mpl· · J; the numbers in the range 50 to 99 should be 
seen rather as an index l•I r:.anges in the medium-scale industry category. 

Problems of perception in regard lo scale appear to be particularly 
strong in Western Asia, where bankers, policy makers and others tend to 
view even firms employing 100 persons as small; this is perhaps due to the 
existence of very large enterprises, associated with petrochemicals, and 
the general affluence of the area. If the actual size distribution of 
manufacturing establishments is examined, however (table 4), the 
overwhelming proportion of establishments will be found to comprise 
micro-enterprises, except in the case of Bahrain: 90 per cent in Saudi 
Arabia, 83 per cent in Kuwait, 91 per cent in the United Arab Emirates 
;,11d 85 per cent in Qatar. Within the micro-enterprise sector as defined, 
a large proportion falls in the range of 1 to 4 persons employed, indicating 
1hat this is very much what has been termed in other countries the 
"in formal sector". Such enterprises do not provide corresponding 
proportions of employment in manufacturing, but the 39, 24, 35 and 
29 per cent contributed, respectively, in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, United 
Arab Emirates and Qatar are considerable. If the aim were es~entially to 
create employment, this sector should certainly not be ignored; the 
question in the Persian Gulf States is therefore how far this was and i;.; the 
prevailing objective. 



Table 4. The siu distribution of manufacturing establishments in the Persian Gulf States, excluding Oman If 
i' 

Range of numbers tmplo.~d and sizt durribution ~ 

Not ! 
C<>Wlll'Y and ~ I!/ 

J • .J .S.9 10-19 ~.J9 SQ.99 1()0.199 :!Q0..-199 500-t sptcifltd Total :;::: 

l 
A. Brtakdown by n11mlx'r 

!I it 
Saudi Arabia ( l 981) 't)j 

E 16 177 3 994 l 477 SU 182 177 - - - 22 S73 l 
~ 3S 633 25176 19 491 16 28S 12 083 47 419 - - - 1S6 lll7 

.t 
Kuwail (1985) 

E 3006 865 lSS 257 78 47 30 8 - 4 646 l 

" 
7 S56 s 340 4 759 7 883 s 232 6 088 8 718 7099 - S2 67S 

1' 
Linited Arab Emira1es (1985) a. 

E 60S5 l 191 332 225 93 62 .. 9 -- 7 967 f 
~ 14 513 6 302 4 411 6 403 6 231 12 036 .. II 386 .. 59 785 

Bahrain l 1988) £1 

E 21 S2 41 60 18 23 - - - 21S 

" 
68 405 S6S 1859 l Ol!2 6 113 - .. 10 092 

10-3.J 35-49 

~lar (1986) 

E l 298 375 209 31 28 - s 18 I 9711 

" 
2 9S3 2 3S4 3 345 1 270 1 800 142 911 - J 7S6 - 18 389 I :;ii 



Rangl' of n11mbers employt•d and size distribution I~ 

( •tJj.jlllry' llll<f ~l'<1T g/ Not 
J..I 5.9 /()./9 :?0--lll 50.llll J()()./9\1 200--199 500+ specifit•d 1'o1al 

8. llreakdoK'n by percemage 

SauJi Arat>ia ( 1981) 

E 71.7 17.7 65 2.5 0.8 0.8 - - - 100 
~ 22.8 16.l 125 10.4 7.7 30.4 -- - - 100 

li.1: .. -ail ( 1985) 

E 60 lt!.6 7.6 5.5 1.7 1.0 0.6 0.2 - 100 
~ l·U IO.l 9.0 15.0 9.9 11.0 16.6 13.S - 100 

L:nitcd Ard!> Emirates (1985) 

E 76.0 14.9 4.2 2.8 1.2 0.8 - 0.1 - 100 
~ 24.7 10.7 75 11.7 10.6 20.S - 14.3 -- 100 

Bahrain ( 1988) 

E 9.8 24.2 19.l 27.9 8.4 10.7 - - -- 100 J :-.: 0.7 4.0 5.6 18.4 10.7 60.6 - - - 100 

J().J-1 JS.49 l 
Qa1ar (1986) 

I E 6.5.6 19.0 10.6 tJ/ 1.6u 1.4 0.7 - 0.3 0.9 100 
~ 16.1 12.8 18.2u 6.9u 9.8 15.8 - 20.4 - 100 

S .'Ul'C't': National censuses of cs1ablishmcnts or equivalenl. Note: E • number or establishments: N • numbers employed. ,~ 
!/ In parentheses. £/ Registered manufacturing establishments. U Establishments with 35-49 employees. ~ 
tU Private establishments. tJ/ Establisments with 10-34 employees. 
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The biggest shares of employment are provided by large enterprises: 
30, 41, 34 and 36 per cent, respectively in the case~ of Saudi Arabia, 
Kuwait, United Arab Emirates and Qatar, even though they account for 
no more than l to 2 per cent, of the number of establishments. In the 
ca!>e of Saudi Arabia, moreover, the relative importance of large-scale 
establishments is substantially under-estimated because the data for Saudi 
Arabia pertain only to the private sector, and virtually all public 
enterprises in the country are large. 

A feature of industrial structure in the Persian Gulf States to which 
attention may be drawn is the low representation of medium-scale 
establishments. The data for the different countries in table 4 cannot be 
amalgamated, since they refer to different years, but it may be noted that 
medium-scale establishments altogether account for only about 400 out of 
32,000 in the table, approximately l.2 per cent. Small to medium-scale 
enterprises (excluding micro-enterprises) account for 28 to 35 per cent of 
the total, of which medium-scai~ enterprises are a small proportion, 7 to 
11 per cent. The pattern is ~ssentially one of large numbers of micro
enterprises or informal-sector enterprises, each employing a few people, 
and a small number of important large enterprises, with a gap in between. 

Bahrain shows a very different size distribution from the other 
countries, though the difference is partly statistical: the data refer to 
registered manufacturing establishments only, and show a very small 
proportion of micro-enterprises. There is a much larger proportion of 
employment in large enterprises: while the 60 per cent in the table is 
partly misleading, the ratio of this employment that in the range of 10 to 
99 employees is l.74, compared with 0.99 in Saudi Arabia, 0.34 in 
Kuwait, 0.71 in the United Arab Emirates and 0.45 in Qatar. Bahrain has 
been relatively successful in establishing a number of large enterprises. 

The data for Oman are not comparable, for the reasons given above. 
Nevertheless, an examination of the size distribution on the basis of 
capital invested (table 5) shows a clear preponderance of small 
establishments, the lowest three categories in 1987 accounting for 86 per 
cent of the establishments and less than 18 per cent of the estimated 
capital invested. There is the same relative importance of large 
enterprise!'., the largest 5.J establishments (less than 2 per cent) accounting 
for over 57 per cent of capital investment (leaving 25 per cent for the 
middle categories). There has been a considerable increase in the number 
of large enterprises and the number of small establishments, less so in the 
middle categories, with corresponding increases in capital invested, which 
more than doubled between 1980 and 1987. 

A sectoral breakdown of MVA and employment in all six States was 
given above for 1'>84. MVA is the most direct measure of value to the 
economy, especially in the Persian Gulf States, where employment is not 
an important oh· :ctive. It is worth, however, looking at the contribution 
of forms of different si1es to employment in the vario1Js sectors (table<>). 



Table S. Oman: distribution of registered manufacturing establishments 
by size of capital invested, end 1980 and end 1987 

1~ 
Manufacturing companies registnTd 

Minimum amount of capital 
Number Percentage 

Estimated share of capital 
in1-nted g/ im•ested 

1'hol.: sand 77tousand 
dollars Rials Omani 1980 1987 1980 1987 1980 1987 

45.2 2 250 1 136 25.4 38.9 1.6 3.3 

13 5 216 700 21.9 24.0 3.0 4.4 

26 10 354 690 35.9 23.6 11.5 10.0 

65 25 74 148 7.5 S.l S.2 4.6 

130 50 30 93 3.0 3.2 13.0 S.8 

260 100 43 100 4.4 3.4 14.0 14.6 

650 250 11 29 1.1 1.0 7.7 9.0 

1 300 soo 3 8 0.3 0.3 4.2 5.0 

2600 1 000 1 7 0.1 0.2 2.8 8.7 

5 200 2 000 - 2 - 0.1 - 4.2 

7 800 3 000 1 1 0.1 0.1 6.5 2.9 

10400 4 ()()(J - - - - - - I 13 000 3 c. 0.3 0.2 30.6 27.5 
and O\ICr 5 000 -- -- - -- -- l -

To«al 98ti 2 920 100 100 100 100 
&' 
t 

To1al cslimalcd capital (thousand rials Omani) 53 840 120 200 11 
Source: Statistical Year book, 1986 (Muscat, 1986). 

1~ If f'iguJ'C$ indicate minimum amount in range of values up 10 minimum value in next size range. :::: 
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Table 6. Size dlstributloa of •aaufactariag industry 
In fin Persian Gulf States 

(Percentage) 

Brralulown of arablislrmous bJ llUlflbm 
mrployrd 

Country. ~ and indusay 1-4 S-9 1~19 20-49 50-99 100+ TOUll 

Saudi Arabia (1981) !I 

Food, beverages and tobacco 2.2 lA 1.3 1.3 0.9 3.S 10.6 

Textiles, clothing and leather 9.0 3.S o:; 0.2 0.1 0.3 14.4 

Wood products and furniture 1.7 2.1 1.8 0.9 0.4 0.4 7.3 

Paper, printing and publishing 0.4 o.s 0.9 0.9 o.s 1.9 S.l 

Chemicals, petroleum, rubber 
and plastics 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.6 3.3 S.3 

Construction materials 1.9 3.4 3.1 2.4 1.9 9.4 22.1 

Basic metals 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 o.s 1.6 

Metal products and machinery 6.4 s.o 4.2 3.7 3.0 10.8 33.0 

Other manufacturing 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.8 

Total manufac1uring 22.8 16.1 12.S 10.4 7.7 30.4 100 

Kuwait, J Wl5 

Food. beverages and tobacco 1.4 1.0 1.4 1.4 0.9 11.S 17.4 

Textiles, clothing and leather 8.2 4.S 1.3 0.8 o.s lS.3 

Wood produclS and furniture 1.3 1.1 1.1 2.2 1.3 1.1 8.1 

Paper, prinling and publishing 0.1 0.2 0.6 1.6 1.4 3.4 7.3 

Chemicals, pelroleum, rubber 
and plasl ics 0.1 0.1 o.s 2.0 2.1 11.S 16.3 

Construc1ion ma1erials 0.1 0.3 l.S 3.S 1.0 S.1 11.S 

Basic metals 0.1 0.1 

Me1al producis and machinery 2.6 2.1 2.4 ~ . .... 3.2 8.S 22.1 

Other manurac1uring 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.1 1.8 

Tolal manufacluring 14.3 18.6 10.1 7.6 s.s 41.6 100 

Unittd Arab Emiratts, 1985 

food. beverages and lobacco 1.3 0.6 0.7 1.2 1.4 3.2 8.4 

Tcxlilcs, clo1hing and leather IS.3 4.7 1.2 0.6 0.2 21.9 

Wood products and furniture 3.S 1.3 0.8 0.9 1.0 o.s 8.0 

P;iper, prinling and publishing 0.3 0.3 0.7 1.4 1.4 3.1 7.3 

con1inued 
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Table 6 (contim~d) 

Bmzlul"'471 of mablis/rmmlS by llUIPlbaJ 
nnployrd 

Country, yrar and industry 1-4 5-9 /~19 20-49 50-99 JOO+ Total 

Chemicals. petroleum. rubber 
and plastics 0.1 0.2 0.4 l.7 1.4 11.6 lS.4 

Construction mater:ats 0.9 l.l 1.8 2.S 2.6 s.s 14.5 

Basic me1als 0.1 2.4 2.S 

Metal producls and .nachinery 2.8 2.2 l.9 3.2 2.4 8.4 21.0 

Other manufacturing 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 l.O 

Total manufacturing 24.7 10.7 7.S 11.7 10.6 34.7 100 

Qatar 

Food. beverages and tobacco l.7 l.2 2.0 07 2.0 l.9 9.S 

Textiles, clothing and leather 10.0 6.1 3.1 O.S 19.7 

Wood products and Curniture 2.1 1.7 3.6 1.3 2.0 2.9 13.6 

Paper, printing and publishing 0.2 0.6 l.S l.6 l.4 S.3 

Chemicals, petroleum, rubber 
and plactics 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.4 14.0 17.3 

Cnn~truction materials 0.6 l.7 4.3 l.4 1.3 7.7 17.0 

Basic metals 
6.4 6.4 

Metal products and machinery l.S l.S 3.9 0.7 l.S 1.9 11.0 

Other manuracturing 0.1 0.1 0.2 

Total manufacturing 16.l 12.8 18.2 6.9 9.8 36.3 100 

BahTain ( 1988) ,!!/ 
Food. beverages and tobacco 0.8 1.7 2.9 1.3 10.8 14.9 

Textiles. clothing and leather 0.3 0.4 1.9 2.S 

Wood producrs and Curnirure 0.2 0.7 I.I l.O 3.1 

Paper. printing and publishing 0.6 3.8 4.4 

Chemicals. pc:lroleum. rubber 
and plasrics 0.2 0.4 o.s 4.9 2.2 IS.9 24.0 

Consrruction marerials 1.3 1.0 3.3 4.3 4.9 14.8 

Bas,~ metals 
20.S 20.S 

Mera! producu and machinery 0.3 I.I J.9 4.6 3.2 1.8 13.0 

con1inued 
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Table 6 (cantinu~) 

IJmJ/ulown of rstablishmmn by lllllffbaJ 

Country, ~ and indUSllY 1-4 5-9 

Other manufacturing 0.3 

Total manufacturing 0.7 4.0 

Sauru: Sational establishment censuses. 

!I Private enterprises. 
!!I Licensed estates. 

nnplqyrd 

10-19 20-49 50-99 100+ 

1.7 

S.6 18.4 10.7 60.6 

Total 

2.0 

100 

Large enterprises in all countries are conspicuous particularly in the 
petroleum, chemicals and plastics industry, in metal products and 
machin~ry, and to a somewhat lesser extent in construction, as measured 
by the employment criterion. In the food, beverages and tobacco industry 
significant employment is provided by establishments or all sizes, and 
there is evidently a considerable amount of large-scale factory production 
in the industry. Bahrain exhibits one difference in its distribution 
pattern, th<.' rrnminenf position of large-scale enterprise production in 
basic materials, centred on the alumina smelter and related industries. 
But the very substantial employmen! provided in the textiles and clothing 
industry can be seen to come very largely from micro-enterprises, 
especially the 1-to-4 persons category. In the United Arab Emirates in 
1985, for example, within the micrc-enterprise sector of establishments 
employing less than 10 persons, the mean number of employees in textiles 
was 2.9 per cent, and in the micro-enterprise sector as a whole, 3.9 per 
cent. Leaving aside Bahrain (where the data exclude small unlicensed 
establishments), textiles in two of the countries account for about 55 per 
cent of employment in micro-enterprises, and nowhere for less than one 
third. Micro-enterprises in the metalworking machinery industry are also 
important, anJ in this industry likewise there is a complete cross-section 
of enterprise sizes. As indicated previously, the "medium-scale" sector 
with 50-99 employees is not strongly represented in the Persian Gulf 
States. Most sector'\ have, however, some proportion of such 
establishments, except for textiles and clothing, where establishments are 
mostly smaller. 

How have small, medium -scale and large enterprises contributed to 
the expansion of the industrial sectors of the Persian Oulf States? 
Comprehensive data arc not available, but some idea of tendencies can be 
derived from comparisons between years (table 7). In both Kuwait and 



Table 7. Trends In the sin dlslrlbutJon of m1nufaclurtn1 establlshmenu 

~ 
,._._ by I'd/I~ of 1111111/lm mtployff 

~-",_ 1-4 S.9 10./9 J0.49 JQ.99 J00.199 200-499 SOO• Total -
"· K-il 

,.,,,,... of •••Ii t•iwa 
1975 262$ S19 l7l 67 41 16 u 4 H29 

1-.S 3 006 l6S 3SS 2S7 '11 47 JO I 4146 .. "" ..... -- 14..S 63..S 107.6 21].6 ICl.2 19l.I 1()0.C! 100.0 37.3 ...........,...,,.,,,. 
1975 6408 3111 231.4 l 723 2 717 2176 41114 29'11 21103 

lllS 7556 s :MO 4 7'9 7813 sm 6ml • 711 7099 S2 67S 

r.-acqe~ 11.9 '6.9 IOS.7 m.1 17.7 ISU 91.9 14SO .,,. 
B. ~Alllbio 

10192 I 734 591 253 49 41 - - 12 957 
1911 16 177 3914 1477 $66 112 177 - - 22 573 

... "" ..... iamDMI Sl.l 131.7 147.0 123.7 371.4 331.7 - - 74.2 ,.,_.., ...,,.,,,. 
1• 19911 10191 7957 7 217 l 321 12 572 - - 61113 

1911 lS 633 25 176 19491 16 215 12 Oil 47 411 - - 156 Ol7 

r.rce••8&"ianaM 71.0 131.0 14.S.O 125.6 263.1 277.2 - - ISU 

J C. U11i#d Al'llb Emltala 

~o/c•Nilll•ma 

111111 3 314 I OSI m 271 • 60 - 3 s 137 l 
1-.S 60SS l 191 m 215 9] 62 - 9 7967 

,t 
.. _. ... --. 71.9 12.6 ·11.0 •17.0 5.7 3.l - 200.0 S2.1 
NwMMrf ...,,.,,,. 

19111 a 139 6571 4 91\l I ISi s 816 11191 - 3 969 41114 

lllS 14153 6 302 4 411 6 906 6 231 12 036 - • 316 41715 .. _ . ..,...._ 719 -4.l ·II.I ·IS.3 7.1 7..S - 111.3 20.4 

~ 
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Saudi Arabia the significant tendency appears to have been an increase in 
large enterprises: in Kuwait, between 1975 and 1985 the number of 
enterprises employing 100 or more persons increased from 35 to 85, with 
an increase in employment from 9,600 to nearly 22,000. There was also 
a large increase in the numbers of enterprises in the 20 to 99 range from 
108 to 335. In Saudi Arabia there was a more than fourfold increase in 
large enterprises from 41to177, with again significant increases in small
to-medium-scale establishments. Part of this was associated with a con
struction boom, the biggest increase in numbers being in metal products 
and machinery, followed by construction materials, but there was some 
increase also of large firms in the food, beverages and tobacco industry. 
In both these countries the micro-economic sector grew much less rapidly. 

The United Arab Emirates did not show the same increase in the 
number and importance of large or even small-to-medium-scale enter
prises during the period 1980-1985. Overall increases in the number of 
establishments (except for the micro-enterprise group) and manufacturing 
employment were at much lower rates th<'n in the other two countr.~:o. 
The same does not apply to MV A, which grew rapidly in this period, as 
observed previously (table 3), but was concentrated in the chemicals and 
petroleum industry. The most promising development in the United Arab 
Emirates was expansion in the metal products and machinery industry, 
which had become the second largest by 1988. 

C. Labour and manufacturing in the GCC region 

Developing countries are generally anxious to promote industrial 
development in order to create remunerative employment for their 
citizens. In the GCC region, however, substantial portions of the labour 
force have to be imported, not just to ease skill shortages, as in the more 
usual case, but to provide a basic supply of production workers, these 
coming especially from India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and the Philippines. In 
1985 the proportion of expatriate manpower ranged from about 52 per 
cent in Oman, where agriculture is more and manufacturing lc~s 
important, to nearly 88 per cent in the United Arab Emirates. In Saudi 
Arabia the proportion had actually increased from 53 per cent in 1980 to 
63 per cent in 1985, in just five years, as a result of economic expansion 
and thus increased demand for labour. 

Dependence on expatriate labour in Saudi Arabia is even greater in 
manufacturing than in the economy as a whole, and particularly in private 
sector manufacturing, since, as in all GCC countries, there is a marked 
preference among nationals for employment in the better-paid jobs in the 
public sector and in large-scale public sector enterprises. In 1981 for 
example, the proportion of non-Saudi-Arabian labour in private sector 
manufacturing was as high as 91 per cent (table 8), and in construction, 
with its demand for low paid unskilled labourers, 95 per cent. 



Table 8. Distribution or private enterprise employment by economic activity In Saudi Arabia, 1981 I 81 

Saudi Arabians Non-Saudi Arabians Total 

Pn-ctntagt of non-
Number Number Number Saudi-Arabian 

Stctor tmplo~d Pt!rCtlllagt tmplo~d Ptretntagt tmpl~d labour 

Agricullurc S48 0.3 2.364 0.3 2 912 81.2 

Mining and quanying 28 632 15.6 26 336 3.2 S4 968 47.9 

Manufacluring 14 08.S 7.7 142 002 17.1 1S6 087 91.0 

EleClricily. ps and waler 9 179 s.o 22 482 2.7 31 661 71.0 

Consll'\K'tion 16 lSO 8.8 281 SS9 34.0 'l977CYJ 94.6 

Wllolesalc and rclail trade 72 627 :w.1 178 667 21.6 251 294 71.1 

Trans.pon 17416 9.S S7 S38 6.9 74 9S4 76.8 

Finance 13480 7.4 43 847 S.3 57 327 16.5 

] Communi1y. social and personal 
SC:Mce IOQ 6.0 74.195 9.0 8S 103 87.2 l 

Total 183 025 100 828 990 100 1 012 OIS fil 

II SOUl'C't: Census of Private Establismenas (Riyadh, Central Depanmen1 of Statistics. 1981). 

~ 
~ 
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The degree of dependence by manufacturing on foreign labour is 
even more startling in Qatar, over 95 per cent (table 9), with figures 
approaching 100 per cent in many industries. The only industry that 
deviates from this, though still with 80 per cent dependence, is the larger
scale chemicals, petroleum, rubber and plastics industry. Also noteworthy 
is the high proportion of non-Qatar nationals among proprietors, 
concentrated in industries such as food, beverages and tobacco, and 
textiles and leather, in which there are large numbers of small 
establishments. This is likely to be the general position in respect of 
micro-enterprises throughout the Persian Gulf States. The general 
position as regards imported labour in Omani manufacturing 1s very 
similar, if with slightly lower percentages (table 10). 

Table 9. Manufacturing employment in Qatar, 1986 

Proprinors F11ll-time employee1 

Non-Qatar nationals Non-Qatar nationals 

Qatar Qatar 
lndllStry nationals Number Ptrcentage nationals N11mber Percentage 

Food. beverages and 
tobacco 10 25 71.4 6 I 702 99.6 

Textile. clothing 
and leather JS 167 82.7 14 J 404 99.6 

Wood products and 
furniture 22 12 35.3 II 2 451 99.6 

Paper, prinring and 
publishing 16 21 943 97.8 

Chemicals. 
pcrroleum. rubber 
and plasrics 4 640 2 536 79.8 

Const rue I ion 13 7.1 34 3 081 98.9 

Basic merals so I 103 93.2 

~eral producrs and 
machinery 21 16 H.2 I 'J84 99.'J 

Other 
manufacturing 100.0 2 :n 'J4.3 

Total 121 222 64.7 80'J 17 2]7 95.5 

Sn11rcr: f·:uah/Hhmrm Cm111.1, Frhmary /9.~I\ (l>nha. Ccn I ral Sra 11•110 O;·gan ""I 1<1n, I 'l87). 
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Table 10. Foreign workers in Omani manufacturing, 1987 

Numbn'of Total Pm:mta~of 

non-Omani numbn' of non-Omani 
Industry M'Of"ktrs ... ~ WOf'to's 

Food. beverages and tobacco 313 344 91.0 

Textiles. clothing and leather 

Wood products and rurniturc 168 189 88.9 

Paper. printing and publishing 21 23 91.3 

Chemicals. petroleum. rubber and plastics 95 107 88.8 

:'lion-metallic mineral products 513 567 90.5 

Basic metals 88 91 96.7 

Fabricated metal products 192 216 88.9 

Other manufacturing 11 16 87.5 

Total 1 404 1 553 90.4 

Source; Statistical Yearbook, 1987 (Muscat. 1987). 

This exaggerated dependence on imported labour is such that the 
dilemma of industrialization in the Persian Gulf States might be described 
as one of "developing industry without iabour", in 1he sense of having 
very largely to import whatever labour is required. 

The difference in dependence on imported labour between small-and 
large-scale industry may be illustrated in the case of Bahrain 
manufacturing (table 11), percentages being in the mid-nineties for 
establishments employing less than 50 persons (99 per cent in the category 
of 1 to 4 persons), and only 45 per cent for establishments employing 100 
or more. 

In the case of Kuwait, a breakdown is available according to 
occupation rather than sector (table 12), which merits scrutiny. This 
shows that fewer than 5 per cent of production workers and labourers are 
Kuwaiti nationals, compared with the preferred occupations, 
administrative, managerial and clerical, where the proportion is around 
40 per cent. 

That the usual employment creation objective in establishing 
industries i!ii not a primary one, at least as regards the short run, may be 
emphasized hy looking at unemployment rates in the United Arab 
Emirates (table 13), Kuwait (table 14), and Qatar (table 15). Overall 
unemployment rates in the United Arab Emirates in 1980 were little more 
than I per cent. The data for Kuwait separate those seeking work for the 
first time, principally Kuwaiti school· leavers, and others. Among the 
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Table 11. Non-Bahraini workers in Bahraini manufacturing, 1987 

Pacmtagtof 
Sill of atablislrmmt T OlQ/ numbtr of non-BahTaini 
(num/Nr Of K'OTfms) Mrias Non-Bahraini Mriln Mrias 

1-4 84 &3 98.8 
S-9 323 310 96.0 (96.6) Ii 

10-19 1 309 1 240 94.7 
20-49 1 7S2 1637 93.4 (94.0) ti/ 
S0-99 1426 1 210 84.9 

100-199 2 714 21.il 76.7 
200-599 2020 1 192 S9.0 (4S.6) g 

600 and 011er 7 394 2 2S3 30.S 

Total manufai 1urintt 17022 10 006 S8.8 
Total for all sectors &S 97S 64 249 74.4 

Sourer. Scacisrical Absuacr, 1987 (Manama, 1988). 

Nott: Data include workers covered by the Social Insurance System only. 

!/ t:p to 19 workers per establishment. 
~ 10-99 workers per establishment. 
u 100 or more workers per establishment. 

Table 12. Occupational distribution of Kuwaiti labour force. 1985 

Kuwaiti nationals All tmployrts P"ctncagt of 
Kua·airi 

N11mbtr I'"ctnragt Numbtr by Ptretncagt nationals by 
Cactgory bycac~ of coca/ cactgory of coral cartgory 

Profes.~ional and 1echnical worken; 2S '163 20.5 llE 926 16.2 23.11 

Administrative and managerial 
workers 4 011 3.2 10 365 1.6 311.7 

Clerical and related workers 34 061 26.9 82 737 12.3 41.2 

Sales workers s 910 4.7 37 $89 S.6 IS.7 

Sc rvice workc rs 40 61S 32.1 189 061 28.2 21.S 

Agriculture, o.nimal husbandry etc. 2 6S7 2.1 13 040 1.9 20.4 

Production worken1 and lahoureB 10 343 8.2 220 600 32.9 4.7 

Pen10ns seeking work for the first 
ume 21150 23 7 797 1.2 .'\6.6 

Tnlal 126 410 100.0 670 3115 100.0 111.9 

Sn11rce: Annual S1ar1.11ical Ab.rtrlict, 19115. (Kuwan City. Central Statistics Office. 19115). 
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latter, for Kuwait the percentage decreased from just 1.5 per cent in 1975 
to less than one half of 1 per cent in 1985. The position in Qatar is 
similar. 

Table 13. United Arab Emirates: unemployment rates, 1980 

Item 

;o.;umbclli unemployed 

Total labour force 

Unemployment rate 

Male 

5 6'l0 

531 693 

I.I 

Female 

903 

28 267 

3.3 

Source: Annual Statisticafs Abstrac4 1986. (Abu Dhabi. 1986). 

Total 

6 620 

559 960 

1.2 

Table 14. Persons seeking work in Kuwait, 1975 and 1985 

1975 1985 

Kuwaiti Kuwaiti 

Non- Non-
Item Total Female K11tmiti Total Female Kuwaiti 

Pe™>n5 seeking work 
for the nm time 

:'I/umber 4 873 172 I 2'J.l 2 850 346 4 947 
Pen·cnlagc 5.3 2.3 0.6 2.3 1.4 0.9 

unemployed who 
worked before 

Number 1 375 10 445 544 35 549 
Percentage 1.5 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 

Toral labour force 

:"lumber 91 841 14n 212 7311 126 410 24 K03 S43 975 
Percentage 100 100 100 !00 100 100 

Source: Annual Stati.ftica/ Abstract, 191115 (Kuwail City, Central S1at1~11C5 Orrice, 1986). 
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Table 15. Qatar: numbers unemployed in relation to economically 
active labour force aged 15 and above, March 1986 

lttm 

Employed 

t:nemployed. previously employed 

Total 

t:nemployed. seeking work for first time 

Total unemployed 

Total economically active. including all seeking work 

Source: Annual Statistical Abs"ac:, 1988 I Doha, 1988). 

Number 

199 218 

1 025 

200 243 

1 015 

2 040 

201 258 

Percentage 

0.5 

100.0 

1.0 

100.0 

93 

Attention needs lo be drawn lo another important feature of the 
labour market in the GCC region. As noted earlier, an important part of 
manufacturing development in the GCC region so far has been associated 
with import substitution. Such an industrial development strategy has 
been subject to a great deal of debate even where the size of the domestic 
market involved was not as small as in the case of the GCC group of 
states. Emphasis on export-oriented industry is now widely advocated, 
following success in this direction in some East Asian countries. lt is 
significant, however, that many of the successful industries involved have 
not only been labour-intensive, but have relied to an important extent on 
female labour. Among GCC States little use is made of female labour in 
manufacturing, for social reasons, just 2 per cent in Kuwait (1984), for 
example, and just over 2 per cent in the United Arab Emirates (1980). 
Among production and related workers in the United Arab Emirates in 
1980 just 0.1 per cent were female. In Qatar the proportion of females in 
manufacturing is similar. Considerably more encouraging is the upward 
trend in female participation in the labour force in Bahrain, which has 
gone up from below 5 per cent in 1971 lo nearly 20 per cent in 1987 
(table 16). The bulk of this participation is outside manufacturing, but 
even here an upward trend is discernable and could be encouraged. 
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Table 16. Bahrain: female participation in the Bahraini labour force, 
1971, 1981and1987 

lt~m 1971 1981 /WJ7 

Manufacturing 

Number 45 224 

Pcn:cntagc 0.8 3.0 

All sectors 

Number l 811 7 892 IS 731 

Pcrccnt<Jgc 4.8 13.7 19.4 

Sourc~: Statistical Abstract, 1987 (Manama, 1988). 

The result of the overwhelming dependence on imported labour just 
describt:d is that any export-oriented labour-intensive industry located in 
the GCC States will be at a cost disadvantage in overseas markets, 
compared with similar industries located in countries such as India or the 
Philippines, from which the GCC States obtain labour. Thi~ is inevitable, 
so, since the supply price of labour will equal the wage in the source 
country plus whatever differential is required to persuade the labourer to 
move to a strange environment. Comparative cost differences may be 
further aggravated where the export industry elsewhere makes use of 
cheaper female labour, this being scarcely used within the GCC, as noted 
above. The private and social costs of imported labour will be further 
increased where there is need to provide housing and medical and 
educational services to a higher standard than is generally provided in the 
source countries. These costs appear substantial in the GCC. 

The fact that a great many · though certainly not all · small and 
medium-scale manufacturing enterprises arc very labour-intensive is of 
particular .;ignificancc for this category of industry. Importing much of 
the labour raises the question of the costs and benefits to be derived from 
small-scale industry in the Persian Gulf States. It will certainly reduce 
the multiplier and other effects from increases in MVA and involve, in 
addition to the spending on imported machinery and materials normally 
associated with import substitution, a loss of foreign exchange through 
remittances. It could be argued that the (foreign) wage component should 
be excluded from value added, since it does not accrnc to nationals, 
although, unlike expenditure on imported materials, there will be a 
multiplier effect from this component due to expenditure by wage earners 
within the country. 

At least partially, small-scale industry may be con~idcred an 
alternative form of importation: instead of importing finished goods from 
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Asia, labour is imported frnm Asia to produce substantially the same 
goods_ Given the fairly open policy on consumer goods import!>, small
scale industry will be in direct competition with imports in a wide range 
of products. One effect of these substitution possibilities might be, for 
example, that restrictions 011 imports of labour applied in order to increase 
the domestic content of GCC output will lead instead to an increased 
volume of imported goods. Conversely, restrictions on imports of some 
consumer goods could lead to increased pressure to import labour in order 
to produce substitutes domestically. The degree of restrictiveness in 
reo;pect of 'abour imports was a i>igr;ificant policy issue even before the 
Persian Gulf war. In Kuwait, for instance, and this may be true 
elsewhere, restrictions apparently led to the establishment of fictitious 
companies set up for the sole purpose of importing labour for subleasing 
to others at a profit subsequently. 

Also affecting the assessment of industrial strategy in Bahrain, is the 
substantial progress made by that country, exceeding that of any other in 
the region, towards reducing dependence on imported labour; this 
progress has in fact been greatest in the public sector, while the private 
sector, incorporating a substantial propo:tion of small- and medium -scale 
ehierprises, has a much higher ratio of imported labour. The effects 
described are aggravated by the fact that there is a substantial degree of 
dependence on expatriates iu management positions also, in smaller 
enterprises particularly, further reducing the benefit which may be said 
to accrue to nationals. Palestinian participation was strongest in this area. 

One way in which part of the income generated is diverted towards 
citizens is through the "sponsorship" system which has grown up in GCC 
states as a result of ownership regulations that require companies to be at 
last 51 per cent owned by GCC nationals. In a proportion of cases the 
GCC national is a so-called "sleeping partner", deriving a regular monthly 
royalty from the enterprise but acting as a sponsor for an expatriate 
partner, securing land, licences, permits as required, and so on. The 
system extends to the services sector, including restaurants and the like. 
The royalties can be seen in part, perhaps, as a method of securing 
economic rent or tax from small- and medium-scale enterprises, with 
rents dispersed rather widely among nationals. 

The system has obvious drawbacks, particularly as it is evident that 
the distribution of royalties is not particularly egalitarian, some 
individuals retaining a large number of sponsorship arrangements, and the 
value or royalties increasing in lucrativeness according to the size and 
profitability of the enterprise. Nevertheless, the system certainly serves 
to broaden national participation in the economic activity that has been 
built ur. and no doubt the dispersed distribution or spono;orships 
facilitates popular accertance or a large proportion or expatriate workers, 
particularly management, in the economy. 

The extent of active participation by spommrs in the enterprii'ies 
varies, and remains undetermined. The challenge is to progressively 



exlend this participation, and the existing situation at least arfords scope 
for doing this, something which will become increasingly important as 
young entranls to the workforce seek employment. It is reported, for 
example, that in Kuwait, which has a young population, with about 
tn per cent below the age of 19, while entrants in the past were absorbed 
into civil service and other similar employment, there is now increasing 
interest in joining the private sector, a development which calls for 
special measures. in the new circumstances. Consideration should be 
given to zn appropriate system of incentives which would encourage small 
and medium-scale enterprises above a certain very small size to recruit 
young nationals as technical apprentices and managemcnl trainees as 
appropriate. 

Polcntial industrial compclitivencss in the Persian Gulf States should 
be grealesl in industries which arc capital or technology-intensive rather 
than labour-using, or those which arc downstream or encrgy-inteosivc. 
So far, however. while progress has been made in these latter directions, 
a great deal of new induslry has been of the import-substituting kind, 
food, beverages, textiles, furniture clc .. and in construction industries 
directed towards conspicuous private and public "consumption" of 
buildings. 

There arc two major rca!.ons why lhc Persian Gulf States should wish 
lo industrialize. One is lhc "rollcr-coaslcr" economy produced by 
dependence on petroleum, wilh major fluctuations in oil income 
generating construction booms, followed by recession. The other is the 
need to provide for the anticipated cxhauslion of oil or gas reserves in 
,o;omc States. This provides a reason to promote industry, not necessarily 
small- or medium -sc:tlc industry. Given the structure of industry 
outlined above, however, reflecting lhc limiled size of the GCC ar.d 
especially national markets, it would be unsurprising if lhc easier projects 
lo identify were in this category. Not !".Urprising!y cilher, the drawbacks 
associated with small-scale enterprises in the Persian Gulf States have 
generated considerable policy ambivalence towards the sector. 

D. Assistance to industry: industrial rinance 

The usual aq,\umcnl for providing preferential finance to small- and 
medium-scale enterprises is related lo imperfect capital markets in which 
small firms arc handicapped hy lack of collateral or already accumulated 
capital, or hy rnn~crvative altitudes on the part of hankers who find it 
easier to m<1kc loan:i. to large, established enterpri.o;cs, loans carrying rewer 
unknown:<. and problems of supervision. The latter is !rue in the GCC 
Stale:<., where hank lending lends to he short-term, measured in months 
mt her than years, and directed towards working rather than fixed capital, 
which still would di:i.favour manufacturing as compared with trade. 
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Banks in the Persian Gulf region generally require collateral in the 
form of land or other real estate. together with personal or third-party 
guarantees. which many small-scale entrepreneurs would find difficult or 
impossible to secure. Much commercial bank lending in the region is said 
to be on a "know-person" basis. that is. made to persons who are known 
to the bank and seen as entitled to a line of credit. This will again create 
a bias in favour of trading or entrepreneurs already established in trade 
and wishing to diversify into manufacturing activity. and against 
"first-time" entrepreneurs wishing to establish a new manufacturing 
enterprise. 

There exists in fact. in each of the Persian Gulf States, a number of 
"family groups" - in Kuwait some 50 to 100 - who control substantial 
amounts of capital. These are sometimes referred to as "conglomerates", 
in that they may own 10 or 2C separate licensed businesses either on their 
own or in partnership with expatriates. They may cover highly 
diversified activities with decentralized management operating under a 
head office. Such families often seek out and recruit highly qualified 
persons to serve as managers who are able to maintain effective 
enterprises. Their operations may extend across several of the Persian 
Gulf States. The fact that, among the development banks, both the Saudi 
Industrial Development Fund (SIDF) and the Emirates Industrial Bank 
acknowledge that the same names "frequently recur" in applications to 
them for loans suggests that the same groups may be involved here, thanks 
to easy lines of credit from commercial banks. 

What arc not available to any extent as a source of finance for small 
industry in the GCC States. given attitudes towards interest as usury, are 
the in formal moneylenders found in certain Asian countries. Initial 
capital comes from personal savings. friends and relatives, in many cases 
through the formation of partnerships where such savings can be 
combined. lnvestible funds may be accumulated initially through trade 
or through involvement in contracting, which has generated numerous 
small enterprises. 

Another set of factors affecting the supply of finance for small-scale 
manufacturing is the existence of alternatives, particularly trade and real 
estate. The strong alternative of trade may affect both the i;upply and 
demand sides. Potential entrepreneurs can serure a high rate of return in 
trading activities which require a lesser amount of capital and tic it up for 
a shorter time. Trade is traditional and has a long history in the region. 
It is further boosted by high oil incomes which generate a high inflow of 
consumer goods, purch:1scd also by the imported labour force. In 
con1rast, smalh;calc induslry suffers from competition from the open 
imporlation policy and from consumer preference for internationally 
known brand name~ .. The perception of relative opportunities, rates of 
return and risk on the part of the entrepreneur will be paralleled on the 
supply side by 1he view lakcn by bank managers. 
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Another competing option with a high rate of return is investment 
in real estate. This is evident from a consideration of the sectoral 
distribution of bank lending in some representative GCC countries 
(table 17). Thus in Kuwait real estate absorbed 18 to 19 per cent of bank 
loans over a five-year period. In contrast the share of lending allocated 
to manufacturing was generally no more than 3 or 4 per cent. The much 
higher figure for Bahrain reflects the higher share of larger-scale 
enterprises in the industrial sector. 

The actual use of bank loans is obscured in the table by the 
substantial proportions allocated as "personal loans". Some of these may 
be useJ for small· scale enterprises of some sort, although the largest 
proportion is likely to be going into the purchase of motor cars and other 
consumption goods. 

A majority of the GCC States have established industrial or 
development banks. It may be said that, leaving aside general 
encouragements to industry such as the absence of income and profits tax 
for national companies and joint \.·cnturcs, the allocation of preferential 
finance through industrial banks is the most important direct measure 
being employed at the present time for promoting industry. 

SIDF was established by the Ministry of Finance in 1974 as a 
Government-owned financial institution aimed al accelerating private -
sector industrial de"·clopment. All companies registered ir. Saudi-Arabia 
with an industrial licence arc eligible, with loan eligibility propor
tional to their Saudi Arabian shareholding. The Industrial Bank of 
Kuwait (IBK), started similarly in 1973· 1974, is owned partly by the 
Government, through the Ministry of Finance .nd the Central Bank, and 
partly by commercial banks, certain insurance companies and some 
industriJI companies. The Emirates Industrial Bank (EIB) started later, 
in October 1982, becoming fully functional by 1983, though it was a 
successor to an earlier Emirates Development Bank which lacked effective 
portfolio management and survived only three years. Ownership is 51 per 
cent government and 49 per cent private, including local banks and 
insurance companies. The Oman Development Bank (ODB) was 
estabfo;hed by royal decree in 1976 and started operations in 1979. The 
Government contributed 40 per cent of initial capital, another 40 per cent 
coming from foreign inJur.trics and institutions, including the World Bank 
and the International Finance Corporation, and 20 per cent from Oma11i 
nationals and companies. Qatar has a comparative!y small industrial 
sector and has not established an industrial bank. In 19811 steps were 
taken by the Ministry of Finance lo establish an Industrial Loans Scheme, 
but this has operated rather fitfully o;incc. Eight loans had been issued 
earlier by the Ministry itself, bdore responsibility for loan administration 
was passed to the Oatar National Bank. Bahrain has no industrial bank 
a.id i' the only one of the Per.o;ian Gulf Slates without provision of soft 
loans for indu~try. The ah,ence of such a hank is not surprising in an 
economy a.-. small"' that of Bahrain, but is also associated with the much 



Table 17. Seeton! cllstributioa of commercial bank lending In selected Persian Gulr States, various ,ears 1f 
K.llWCIM Bahrain Qatar Oman ~ 

~IMJ SflM'"blr 19811 1987 1982 1987 1987 l 
Millior. Pwwt- Million Ptrctrt· Ptrctn· Million Pm:tn· Mi/Uon Pm:tn· Million ftr£ta:. l S«tor KD • KD lap Thousand BD tap QD tap QD tap RO ""' t ~ufacturift& 186.l s.o 160.l :\.4 70 111 9.8 233.6 4.2 202.1 3.7 26.7 3.6 

Tnde 934.7 24.9 971.2 20.8 Ill 810 16.0 2 6S7.6 47.6 2 .531.6 31.6 293.7 ~9.3 a 
Real estate 656.6 17.S 901.7 19.3 - - - - - - - -

I Coutnictioa 678.8 18.1 803.9 17.2 14S S89 20.4 m.1 13.9 97S.1 11.6 116.9 lS.6 

MiaiD& aod quany\na - - - - - - - - .. - 13.3 J.8 

~tuie and rlSheries 30.9 0.8 ll.6 0.2 l 228 0.2 13.8 0.2 o.s ( .. ) 6.2 0.8 l 
Traaspon - - - - 17 746 2.S 93.1 1.7 106.S 1.2 6.7 0.9 t Sem.. ... - - - - - - - - - - 29.S 3.9 

FiuacW institlatiofts 2.SS.6 6.8 381.0 8.2 - - 26.2 o.s 47.1 0.8 - - f Oovenmcat eatctpNel - - - - 169 662 23.8 434.4 7.8 293.1 3.9 S7.S 7.7 

h.-alloul 894.S 23.8 1 333.l 28.S 161 940 22.7 1182.6 21.2 4 264.9 43.7 147.6 19.7 

Otber 11.S.4 l.1 lll.9 2.4 33033 4.6 16! .. 4 2.9 322.4 3.5 49.9 6.7 

-- - -- - -- - -- -- -- - -- -
Total 3 7S2.6 100 4 674.S 100 713 119 100 .S S7S.8 100 8 743.3 100 748.0 100 

S-: Central Bank or Kuwait, NOlllltly MOllftQIY ~.various issues (Kuwait City); Bahrain Monetary A&ency, Annual Rtporr 1987 (M1nama, 1987); 
A--' Slolisrical AbrlNCt, Brit /sJw (Doha. Oovemment or Qatar, July 1988); Central Bank or Oman, Annual Rtpon 1987 (Doha, 1988). 

NOllS: BD • lkmini dinan KD • Kuwaiti dinan OR • Qatar riyals RO • Rials Omani I, 
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more direct role played by Government in large projects. The most 
successful of these is Aluminum Bahrain, in which the Government of 
Bahrain has a 58 per cent holding, and which now accounts for more than 
half of the real 'ralue added in non-oil manufacturing. 

Loan terms offered by the industrial banks are very similar, generally 
50 to 60 per cent of the project investment cost being loaned at interest 
rates of 2 I /2 to 6 per cent, with repayment over 5 lo 10 years (25 years 
in the case of SIDF) and grace periods of 2 years, and collateral 
requirements limited lo project fixed or land assets, sometimes 
supplemented by personal guarantees. In the case of Saudi Arabia, the 
interest charge is limited to a 2 1/2 to 3 per cent per annum "administra
tion fee· to cover servicing costs, fro:n which the inflation rate of 1 per 
cent may be subtracted lo arrive at the real interest rate. 

Even without allowing for inflation, this implies a 45 per cent grant 
element, assuming a commercial rate of interest of 15 per cent without 
grace period. Taking into account an assumed 1 per cent inflation rate 
gives a 49 per cent grant element. Applied to an average SIDF loan value 
of USS 4.04 million, these would be equivalent to average project grants 
of USS 1.82 million and almost USS 2.0 million respectively. 

The figure quoted above was the mean value of SIDF loans up to 
1987-1988 (15 million Saudi Arabian riyals), a value evidently not 
associated with small or medium-scale enterprises. The average was 
pulled up by large loans in the chemical sector (mean value of 
USS 7.1 million), but is not due merely to this factor, since data for 12out 
of 14 industrial sectors showed average loans of above USS 2 million. 

The Industrial Bank of Kuwait had issued 375 loans up to 1987, with 
a large mean size of loans, again, of USS 2.66 million, though it also 
issued more "small" loans of below USS 0.5 million, about 14 out of 
15 loans issued during the two years 1983 and 1984 for which information 
is available. 

The EIB has avowedly pursued conservative lending policies since its 
establishment, only 58 loans having been approved in the five years up to 
1987, with a mean size of USS 1.11 million. Those loans focused mainly 
on existing industries (the largest allocation has been to food and 
beverages), and there is a stated preference on the part of EIB for dealing 
with large projects, with 7 to 10 "big names" strongly represented among 
the loan applications which come forward. In so far as commercial bank 
guarantees arc requested, projects may need to be at least close to meeting 
ordinary commercial bank criteria, conflicting with the development 
objective of assi:o;ting with projects which might not otherwise takt off. 
Representatives of the busine:o;s community, whether with justification or 
not, certainly sec the clB as the least flexible of the GCC industrial 
hanks. 

The sizr. of loans made in Oman by ODB is generally much smaller 
than for the other industrial hanks, only USS 0.427 million in 1988, when 
9 out of 26 loans were below USS 0. J million. Over the whole period 
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1981-1988, 39 per cenl of loans were below USS 0.26 million, wilh an 
average of 26 loans per annum. ODB operales a separale small-scale 
induslries programme, and the Minislry of Social Affairs a Vocational 
Training Graduate Scheme. In the opposite direction, the Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry (with ODB as administering agency) has a Soft 
Loan or Interest-Free Scheme directed towards large enterprise, for which 
firms must have an industrial licence and be joint stock companies with 
at least 25 per cent of equity offered for public purchase. Interest-free 
loans are repayable over 15 years, including a five-year grace period, but 
a matching project equity contribution is required. Up to 1988, 61 loans 
tolalling some USS 55.5 million had been issued, including many small bul 
some very large ones, in excess of USS 4 million. 

The lnduslrial Loans Scheme in Qatar has never been fully 
operalional, and out of capital of QR 40 million approved in lhe budgel, 
only QR 11.6 million have ever been transferred to the Qatar National 
Bank for dislribution. Applicants must have an industrial licence and 
have invested capital of at least QR 50,000 (USS 68,500). Despite an 
avowed preference for small companies and light industries, the mean size 
of the loans approved by the Qatar National Bank up to 1989 has not been 
especially small, al USS 630,000. Only 1 loan (out of 9 approved) was 
below USS 260,000. 

The average value of loans issued by the different induslrial banks 
has lhus been large in all cases (lable 18) and can be assumed lherefore lo 
have been directed moslly lo large enlerprises. On the olher hand, lhe 
average loan size varied quile widely between induslrial banks, raising a 
query as lo why enterprises al lhe smaller end supported in one State 
could not have attracted more support in Saudi Arabia or Kuwail. 

Table 18. Mean value or prderentlal loans Issued by 
Persian Gulr industrial banks 

lttm 

Number or loans 

Mean value or loans 
(thousand t;SS) 

SIDF, 
.'iaud1 Arabia 

I 197-1/75· 
1987/89) 

ry,7 

4 040 

/BK. 
Kuwait 
(/974-
/987) 

J7S 

2 660 

Souru: Annual indullnal hank repons. 

£18. 
Uni"d Arab 

Emir at" 
(llJIU./987) 

S8 

I (llO 

ODB, 
Oman 
(l'l'J9. 
i98&) 

2SO 

SIS 

Of"iciat I.nan> 
Schnn~. 

Qatar 
(19M/9H9) 

9 

631 
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These large loans carried a very large subsidy, as observed above. 
What kind of activities were thus supported in this way? Over the period 
1974-1975 to 1987-1988, as much as 40 per cent of SIDF credit was 
allocated to building materials and cement (including glass and ceramic 
products) (table 19), which in the case of Saudi Arabia could be classified 
as private and public consumption rather than investment-related, and 18 
per cent to "consumer products", with 20 per cent to chemical products 
(where the need for a subsidy is questionable) and 21 per cent of 
engineering products. IG the early years up to 1980-1981, the share of 
cement and building materials was regularly over 50 per cent, but fell to 
a healthier 10 per cent or less from 1985-1987 onwards. 

Table 19. Sectoral distribution of loans by GCC industrial banks 

SIDF IBK £18 ODB 
fndumy ( 1'174/75-19tfl /18> (l'l74-19tfl) (l98J. f 987> ( 1979-19118> 

Food. bcvcl'll~ and 
tobacco 16.2 30.2 24.0 ii 
Textilo. clothing and 
leather 1.8 2.2 3.9 

Wood products and 
rumiture 3-3 1.3 14.8 

Paper. prinring and 
publishing 8.2 llO 0.7 

Consumer goods 18.1 29.4 4S.7 49.8 

Ccmenr and building 
mar.: rials 40.6 26.0 23.1 

ChemicaL~ and plasrics 19.7 16.0 20.1 21.7 

Metal products and 
cnginecnng 20.8 13.7 18.3 7.5 

Small-scale indusuy 0.3 

Orher manuracturing G.8 14.11 :u 2.7 

Agricullurc and fisheries 6.0 

Toral 100 100 100 100 

Sn11rcc: Annual indusrrial b1nk repon1. 

a/ Includes s10111gc: racilitic:s. 

In Kuwait, over the period 1974· 1987, the IBK directed about 26 per 
cent or its credit towards construction materials and 29 per cent to 
consumer goods (including 16 per cent for food and beverages), the rest 
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going to chemicals (16 per cent), metal products and engineering (14 per 
cent), and marine and oilfield services (11 per cent). 

The proportion allocated to consumer goods was nearly 46 per cent 
(30 per cent for food and beverages) for EIB, and practically 50 per cent 
for ODB, in the latter case perhaps reflecting in part the policy of issuing 
smaller average loans or perhaps lack of a similar opportunity to make 
loans to large-scale enterprises. The small-scale industry programme had 
yet to receive significant allocations in 1988. In Qatar, 5 out of 9 loans 
were for the food, beverages and tobacco industry. 

There are, however, a number of special small-scale enterprise or 
craft credit programmes which will be examined briefly. The Saudi 
Credit Bank offers vocational loans to artisans operating as 
"entrepreneurs". These are quite small loans, averaging just over 
USS 5,000 over the period 1981-1987, during which period loans were 
issued at the rzte of about 400 a year. Such loans are not the main 
objective at the Saudi Credit Bank, which was established mainly for 
soc:;tl purposes, and have accounted for less than 2 per cent of total 
finance distributed. The most important trades supported have been 
mechanics, general electricity, welding and blacksmithing. 

IBK does not usually finance craft industry. However, a new policy 
adopted a few years ago permits the financing of such an enterprise, 
provided it is not too small and has available mortgageable land. The 
policy remains ill-defined and uncoordinated. In Qatar a light industries 
loans scheme, with its own loans committee, has been established and may 
assist smaller-scale industries, but it is still awaiting a government budget 
allocation. 

The 008 is the only one of the industrial banks to operate a separate 
small-scale industries program.ne, defined here as up to RO 100,000 
(USS 260,000) in size. As note! above, the amounts loaned so far are 
quite small. There is, in addition, a vocational training graduate scheme, 
administered by the Ministry of Social Affairs, directed towards an 
emerging problem of unemployment among young Omanis leaving 
technical schools; leavers may be provided with 100 per cent of the 
finance required to establish a business, up to an amount of 
RO 15,000- RO 20,000 (USS 39,000-USS 52,000). This is a substantial 
figure, given their level of exrerience and the fact that groups of 3 to 
4 leavers would be eligible for proportionately larger amounts. Under 
borh schemes, loans are interest· free if all labour used is Omani, failing 
which a 3 per cent interest charge is imposed. 

The general situation, therefore, is one of heavily subsidiied 
prcferenrial finance distributed through indusrrial banks mo!itly to large 
enterprises, with either no or quantitatively insignificant schemes directed 
towards small enterprises, especially craftwork. Much of thi!i finance is 
directed towards ii'!". port-substituting consumer goods industry or building 
and construction industries providing for private or public con.,umption 
in the form of buildings, rather than of the type that carrie:. external 
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economies likely to contribute to a dynamic industrial growth proces.o;. In 
the absence of access to preferential finance, commercial bank lending is 
expensive, short ·term only, used for working capital rather than start-up 
or venture capital, and biased towards trade rather than manufacturing. 

A question which needs l<1 be considered is whether finance really is 
a limiting constraint on the initiation of small and medium -scale 
manufacturing enterprises or whether the constraint is rather the lack of 
viable projects. The opinion widely held in Persian Gulf countries is that 
the latter is the case. It is difficult to substantiate this directly. However, 
funds are widely generated through trade and in the construction 
industry, while "conglomerates" operating in each of the countries could 
serve as a pool of capital for new ventures if these offered high returns. 
Moreover, there has always been a substantial flow of funds overseas, 
which could be redirected domestically if promising opportunities were 
perceived, though equally this freedom means that GCC projects need to 
compete with the rates of return attainable abroad. Despite the 
limitations of commercial bank lending as a source of other than working 
capital, the high level of liquidity among the banks, including also liquid 
assets held abroad, serves as an indicator, at least, of the relative 
availability of funds. The large number of banks throughout the GCC, 
which has produced t.1e suggestion that the GCC is "overbanked", in fact 
indicates that a comp'!titive situation exists in lending. It has been 
suggested that a factor in the stock market collapse of 1982 in Kuwait was 
that, following economic boom conJitions in the 1970s, the i.upply of 
loanable funds was large relative to scarce domestic investment 
opportunities, this limited domestic absorptive capacity leading to bouts 
of overspeculation in the range of stock available, followed by collapse.• 
While the extent of surplus liquidity subsequently decreased, and is still 
not of comparable magnitude, the basic problem remains. 

There is more direct evidence of money looking for suitable outlets. 
To give one example, a fisheriei. company project in Oman requiring 
capital funding of RO JO million was oversubscribed by some 
RO 40 million within a fow months. Officials, those in the Ministry of 
Industry of Bahrain, for example, have been approached directly by 
persons with funds to invest. ODB recently expressed the view 1ha1 many 
of the obvious opportunities had been taken up, and that it would itself 
welcome assis1ance in identifying the less obvious ones. 

further poc;siblc evidence or a lack of ready-made projects is 1he 
considerable duplication or projects which cxish within c;cc in certain 
induslries and the consequent excess c;ipaeity, roger her with, as described 
in the nc'<t seclion, the rarher thin conlcnt, in lcrms of manufacturing 

'Sec ~Ille dcvclopmcn1 or Cdp11al market\ in lhc (iuli. in <;11ff t:cnnom1r and frnt1noal 
Rrf""' (\fanama. (iulr ln1crna11nnal Bank. l'chruary 1'1!17) 
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enterprises already established, of some of the industrial ell.ates, despite 
the subsidizeci facilities provided. 

E. Assistance to industry: industrial estates and free zones 

A second major prong of industrial promotion policy in the Pe!'3ian 
Gulf States has been the establishment of industrial estates or "cities" 
while, following Jebel Ali in the United Arab Emirates, the establishment 
of free zones is looked upon by many as a possible way forward. In Saudi 
Arabia the policy of establishing 'industrial cities' was started in 1970, 
and is therefore a long standing one. The cities incorporate a full range 
of basic infrastructure: water and electricity, sewage facilities, tele
phones, workshops, banks, post offices, clinics, mosques and asphalted 
roads, together with land at very low rent on whic!: labour housing can be 
constructed. 

The term "industrial cities" itself suggests thal 1hese are seen in part 
as a potential mechanism to promote the geographical dispersal of 
industry within ::;audi Arabia, and certainly the number of cities involved 
(14 implemented or planned in 1989, including Riyadh I and II and 
Damman I and II) and the substantial total area allocated, nearly 
69 million square metres nationwide, much of it already developed, 
indicates 2 substantial commitment. 

Since access to the estates implies access also to substantial subsidy, 
it is worth examining the conditions imposed for eligibility. The most 
important is the requirement of an industrial licence which, because of a 
quite inappropriately high capital asset condition (I million Saudi Arabian 
riyals (SRI)), probably excludes :nuch of small- and medium-scale 
indus,.ry. Evidtnce on the size distribution of the 1,300 or so 
establishments on the estates :s not available, but it may be noted that the 
mean project cost had been, up to 1989, SRI 1.3:.. million (USS 350,000). 
As an indicator, at least, of what this would imply in Oman, 
approximately 97 per cent of registered industrial establishments in Oman 
in 1987 would have been below this size in terms of capital invested. An 
average site area of some 29 million square metres per establishment may 
also be noted for those areas implemented so far, even if this includes 
substantial unutilized areas. 

The nature and distribution of activities in the industrial areas or 
Kuwait arc very difrerent, reflecting in part a different approach towards 
licensing and towards "craftwork" and smaller manufacturing 
establishments. In fact, industrial areas arc seen as appropriate locations 
for a mixture or manufacturing, repair (garages), commercial and storage 
activities, in 1987 occupying respectively 21.7, 26.6, 28.2 and 23.5 per 
cent of 8,205 lots. Among industry and craftwork cstahlishmenls, the 
more important categories were metal products, primarily, and carpentry, 
including furniture, which is prc'dominantly small-scale. It i;ccmi; 1ha1 
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this hetcrogenous mixture of activities may serve to obscure the 
development purposes for which the estates were established, including 
the promotion of modern small or large factories. Mnre progressive 
planning, with clearer physical separation of manufacturing and 
commercial and service activities, is clearly called for. 

Bahrain, which, as a small island, has a need to ration space 
carefully. particularly in the face of a threat of environmental pollution, 
has nine separate small industrial areas. Its programme, as measured by 
numbers of establishments attracted, was in its infancy in 1970, grew 
steadily during the 1970s, and then accelerated, tripling over the next 
decade to almost 500 in May 1989. Again, there is the same 
heterogeneity, only 100 of these being involved in manufacturing, though 
quite \·aried in com position, with a further 172 made up of workshops of 
different kinds (120) and garages (49), and 202 utilized as storage 
facilities. 

In Qatar the main industrial area at Umm Said is under the 
management of the Industrial Development Technical C(;ntre, but a 
second area exists for small enterprises under the authority of the 
municipality. The industrial area al Umm Said is centred upon major 
port facilities and is the location for big projects such as the Natural Gas 
Plant, oil refinery, fertilizer plant, iron and steel plant, a ship repair, 
engineering and fabrication complex, in process of development, a 
petrochemical complex. and a flour mill. Despite the existence already of 
alumina smelters in Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates, Qatar is 
hopeful of establishing its own plant. While projects have so far been 
large scale, capital-intensi,·e ones, interest is strong in developing 
do\\ nstream projei:ts, in plastics, for example, some of which may be in 
thr small- or medium-scale category. However, no special provision is 
m 1de at present, such as advance factories of different sizes, for 
encouraging small- and medium-scale enterprises. Electricity, gas and 
waler rates for !he existing large establishments are subsidized at below 
the level charged to commercial enterprises, but ncgotialcd case by case 
with the Industrial Development Technical Centre. 

A second area, Salma Industrial Arca, is located 15 kilometres from 
Doha, and caters mainly for small-scale enrcrprises. The area, divided 
into 10 blocks, is made up of plots about 60 square metres (for 
comparison, the average site area of 29,000 square metres for the Saudi 
Arabian industrial cities may be noted). Plots arc aliocated initially for 
one year at a rcnl of OR 1 per square metre, during which the leaseholder 
should cons1ruc1 his premises. On completion of the building, which 
requires an approved plan submitted within !he building regulalions, a 
~0- year lease may he issued, carrying a much lower rcnl of OR I per 
60 square melrcs. Tc> qualify, an applicanl ~hould have either an 
induslrial licence from !he Minislry of lnduslry and Agriculture or an 
c xis! ing workshop wi1 h com mcrcial rcgisl ralion. No particular acti vii y is 
favoured. 
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Progress has been slow since development commenced at Salma in 
1973, and no services were introduced until 1980. Different component 
blocks are at different levels of services and consequently of occupation, 
and even in the first block developed, with asphalted roads, electricity, 
water and telephone connections, there is still no gas or sewage provision. 
This fully occupied block has 325 carpentry and aluminium workshops, 
301 block and concrete product factories, 338 garages and workshops, 
150 miscellaneous maiotenance workshops, 54 cold storage and beverage 
factories, and 34 car agents and showrooms. The second block, half 
occupit . as 213 mis.:e!laneous establishments, including contractors and 
stores. The third, which has no w~ter supply, has 425 miscellaneous units, 
while the last, where tenants have to use their own generators, has 
150 units, including precious stones establishments and asphalt factories. 
The last two blocks are generally 30 to 40 per cent occupied. 

The estate caters in effect for workshops and small-scale 
manufacturing, within a restricted range; for garages, repair and 
maintenance services; and for construction materials, including asphalt 
factories, generally small-scale also. There is little of what might be 
described as "modern small industry", or medium-scale industry, of a 
technologically progressive type. There is an evident dichotomy between 
both the nature of enterprises (large-scale) and level of services at Umm 
Said and those at Salma Industrial Area, a dichotomy which corresponds 
directly to that in the overall structure of manufacturing industry in the 
Persian Gulf States between large firms and the vast number of small, 
"informal sector" enterprises. 

Despite the generally poor facilities, the Salma estate appears to 'ulfil 
a positive function, since there is a waiting-list of some 500 for plots, 
even if at the same time many plots that have been allocated and 
registered arc not operational. Moreover, the number of operational plots 
varies monthly, indicating a high raLe of turnover, and most of the group 
which Clltcred the estate in 1985 were no longer there in 1989. The 
commonplace composition of estate activities may reflect its rather 
inauspicious origin in 1973, when a survey of workshops in Doha and 
elsewhere was carried out and a decision tak.!n to encourage a shift out of 
the city to this location, in part as a means of separating off noisy and 
untidy workshop establishments, ralher than of positively establishing an 
estate for stimulating new factory development. It is significant, also, 
that development responsibility is left in this case to the very much 
weaker, managerially and financially, municipality. It is fair to say that 
overall policy reflects an ambivalent attitude, not surprising in view of 
the earlier discussion, towards small scale enterprise development. 

The Omani industrial estate at Rusayl is relatively recent although of 
very modern design, and htls succeeded rather quickly in establishing a 
core of industrial establishments which have increased in num her from 6 
in 1985 to 42 in mid· 1989. It is one of four estates included in the 1986· 
1990 Development Plan. The implementation of these has been affected 
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by the oil cns1s, but two further smaller estates are in process oi 
development. The Rusayl Industrial Estate Authority, set up in 1983 by 
royal decree, operates as a semi-autonomous body under a board of 
directors, appointed by the Minister of Commerce and Industry, with 
representation from several ministries. 

Although the number of establishments after 5 years or less of 
operation was necessarily still quite small, there was a useful spread across 
industries and a mixture of small, medium-scale and large enterprises 
with 100 or more employees (table 20). It is not possible to say whether 
these industries owe their existence to the estate, and would not have been 
established in its absence, or whether they have simply selected this 
location in order to take advantage of the facilities offered. 

These comprise firstly industrial plots, available to any specified size, 
at nominal rents and with a minimum lease of 25 years, going up to 99. 
The rent is subject to review every five years. Electricity, water and gas 
are supplied at favourable rates. A telephone exchange on site has 
available 1,000 direct lines, with scope for increased capacity. The estate 
has its own sewage treatment plant, with free treatment of industrial 
effluent. Access roads are asphalted. There is also a bank, post office, 
mosque, health centre, and a cafeteria which offers a variety of food to 
suit imported labour, with delivery to individual factory canteens. 

Twenty-two advance factories are occupied and 10 more being 
prepared for which tenants have been approved, which will have leasing 
arrangements similar to those prescribed for industrial plots. Sensibly, 
given the spread of establishment sizes already observed, four basic size 
types will be on offer. As word has spread, demand for advance factories 
is increasing, and there is now a substantial waiting-list. High building 
costs in Doha are one reason. 

Access to the estate depends only on the holding of an industrial 
licence, which evidently is available in Oman for quite small enterprises, 
measured in terms of numbers employed. This indicates the importance 
of avoiding unnecessarily restrictive lice11sing policies. 

Additional service!; that have been or are to be introduced seem 
likely to prove quite valuable. A full-time liaison officer has been 
appointed to assist tenants with bureaucratic problems, such as licensing 
and labour clearance, and to provide information, for instance on export 
possibilities. Quarterly meetings with tenants are already conducted to 
discuss problems, meetings to which relevant government or other 
officials may be invited to attend. A housing complex is under 
construction, to include shops, cinema, supermarket and mosque, 
something which, givc:'I the dependence on imported labour, as well as the 
location of the e•tate some distance from Muscat, should be a major 
attraction for new enterprises, especially those of medium ·scale or larger. 
Sensibly, also, given the need to progressively incorporate more Omani 
workers, it is intended to !iet up a trade and skills training centre, with 
the a!'tsistance of the Mini!ilry of Social Affairs and Labour. So far only 



Table 20. Oman: composition of Industries at Rusayl Industrial Estate, 1989 11 
BmJJulown according to numbn of rmploytts 

Not Numbnof ~ 

btdM.stry 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 S0-99 100+ sp«iflrd Total rmployrrs al l 
~ 

Food, beverages and tobacco - 1 - - - 1 2 4 140 ~ 

:! 
Textiles. clothing and leather - - 1 1 2 3 - 7 806 t Wood products and fumit1u-e - - 1 1 - - - 2 so 
Pap ••. printing and publisbing - - 1 2 - - - 3 69 a 
Chemical products and plastics - 2 - 3 - 1 3 9 216 

l Coastnactioa materials - 1 2 1 - - 1 s 68 

Basic: metals - - - - - 1 - 1 100 

Fabricated metal products - 3 l 3 - l 3 11 267 i 
Other manufacturing - - - - - - 1 l - f' 

Total 7 6 11 2 7 10 431!/ l 716 a -
'.f 

Sottttr: Rusayl Industrial Estate. 

I/ Excluding establishments for which size is not specified, and including estimates for establishments expected to be operational shortly. 

I!/ Including one factory cloled in 1989. 

ii 
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18 per cent of all workers, and 10 per cent of production workers, are 
Omani. 

The high-quality buildings erected up to now as advance factories 
are almost certainly much more costly than the benefits justify, 
particularly if used to upgrade and develop existing small-scale 
enterprise, and the view has been expressed that charging of full cost fees 
for factory sheds would drive the existing establishments from the estates. 

Apart from the Jebel Ali Free Zone, there are a number of industrial 
areas in the United Arab Emirates, including 10 Dubai industrial areas, 
where 965 establishments were located as of 1989. This large number 
appears less impressive when account is taken of 461 warehousing and 
storage facilities, 13 treatment plants and dangerous inaustries (located in 
the estates for different reasons), 57 materials and construction 
enterprises, and 113 classified as "industry related to customers", which 
may comprise service .ind repair activities. This leaves 281 under "general 
industry", 29 under "light industries" and 11 chemical industries. 

The Jebel Ali Free Zone in Dubai is the largest of three in the 
United Arab Emirates, two less-well-developed areas being in Abu Dhabi 
and Fujairah. Established in 1983 and operational from 1985, it is still in 
its early stages of development. It may be commented upon simply as an 
industrial estate or specifically as a Free Zone. In the latter capacity it 
has attracted much attention among the GCC States, some of which are 
considerillg the adoption of an equivalent programme. Its progress, 
therefore, is of considerable significance. 

While ordinary industrial firms in the GCC region enjoy a wide 
range of privileges, including minimal tax liability, Free Zone companies 
have a major additional freedom as regards ownership: there is no 
insistence on a minimum 51 per cent ownership by nationals, which could 
operate as a significant disincentive to foreign companies elsewhere. 

Jebel Ali, however, goes out of its way to be attractive lo foreign 
investment. The Government of Dubai guarantees 30 years' freedom 
from taxation. The1e is freer import of foreign labour, and medical 
services are provided on a highly subsidized basis. Bureaucracy is kept 
to a minimum. The Free Zone is itself empowered to issue special 
licences for foreign companies, and aims at securing registration within 
a week. It has a cooperative arrangement with the port authority so that 
firms may pay duties incurred on exports to GCC countries after six 
months rather than paying duties in advance and having to wait for 
refund of duty on exports outside the region. The infrastructural 
facilities offered are of a particularly high standard, particularly the port 
facilities in which some USS 2.5 billion have been invested to create one 
of the biggest ports in the world. Advance factories have been built, 
available for rent or purchase. Efforts are being made lo satidy 
recreational and educational requirements, such as a golf course and 
foreign schools. 
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It is premature to offer critical judgement as to the success of Jebel 
Ali, which has been in operation for only a few years. Nor can one yet 
be certain that it is likely to prove successful, even though the current 
rate at which new companies are being established, four or five a month, 
appears very favourable. If the composition of Free Zone establishments 
are examined, for instance (table 21), it is ooticeable that a large 
proportion of establishments is engaged in trading and the distribution of 
goods and in service activities, and only 69 out of 187 are actually 
manufacturing enterprises. or the latter, 32, nearly half, are in textiles, 
garments and leather, an industry in which concern has been expressed 
that foreign companies have been using a United Arab Emirates location 
as a means of bypassing quota restrictions in foreign export markets, in 
some cases with little or no genuine United-Arab-Emirates-based value 
added. It should be nored, also, that other countries, such as Bahrain, 
have made considerable progress without this mechanism. 

It will be important to monitor the costs and benefits of the free zone 
to the host country, given that much of the labour and materials is 
imported, no income tax is paid and substantial infrastructural costs, 
particularly the port, are incurred. Local value added in terms of local 
materials used, construction of of fices and residences, catering 
requirements, banking, insurance and other services are not likely to be 
substantial. The hope is that the attraction of a sufficient •critical mass· 
of industry will have a signal effect on potential investors and provide the 
necessary momentum for progressive expansion. In this connection, the 
establishment of Jebel Ali as a centre for international warehousing could 
have a positive spin-off, even for industry in the long term. Thus Sony 
has established warehousing to cover Western Asia and Africa. 

Table 21. Jebel All Free Zone, United Arab Emirates: composltloa of 
activities among 187 registered companies, 1989 

Industry 

Food, bevcrage1 and 1obacco 

Textile. clo1hin1 and lealhcr 

Wood products and furnirure 

A. Manufacturing 

Paper, prin1ing and publishing 

Chemical producrs and plastics 

Concrete and non·mcrallic produces 

Numbwof 
compania 

s 
32 

I 

2 

6 

3 

conlinucd 
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Table 21 (COlllirtutdJ 

Basic metals (scrap) 

Fabricated me1al products 

Special car, li&ln aircraft asRmbly 

Otber maaufacturia&- especially tile wideo iaclNtry 

To1al.A 

Tradin& and distribulioa, i11cludia& slorap 

Serwices 

Storaie 

Maintenance 

Packaging. assembly. minor p~a& aad bleadia& 

Gas and constructioll 

Total, B 

To1al. A and B 

Some~: Jcbd Ali Authority. 

4 

I 

2 

6 

69 

69 

21 

• 
3 

s 
s 

Ill 
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The provision of custom· built factories for lease bas been adopted 
in other countries, not always with success, but bas evidently been a 
strong positive feature at Jebel Ali and a strong demand for these is 
cxhibilcd. Forty factories have been built. 

In 1989 some 1,000 employees were distributed among 
200 establishments of all kinds. The mean of 27 suggests a liuge 
proportion of establishments are quite small. In fact there are so far a 
score or so or large enlerprises, employing perhaps three quarters of the 
total, a similar number of small· to medium-scale enterprises, especially 
in the rang~ or 20 to SO persons, and a rather large number of very small 
establishments employing 10 persons or less, which might include trading, 
s1oragc and other non· manufacturing activities. 

Coming to some general conclusions, it is apparent that while 
induslrial eslales or areas are seen in all 1he GCC Stales as an important 
parl or lhcir industrial planning, no clearly defined policy yet exists. 
There is, for instance, no very clear distinction between an industrial 
area, in which land is allocaled for lhe purposes or segregating industry 
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from residential areas, and an industrial estate in which industries arc 
assisted in a number or other ways. 

Establishmcnls located in the industrial areas all enjoy cheap 
electricity and water, with a few exceptions, but for the most part this is 
not a distinguishing advantage, since the same charges obtain away from 
the area irrespective of location. In all the countries the important 
provision in the eyes or manufacturing is developed land with basic 
services, which is in every instance a scarce resource. 

Generally speaking, there has not been a deliberate policy to use the 
mechanism or industrial estates to promote small- and medium-scale 
industry, even where these have in fact tl~<!n assis.lcd. In Saudi Arabia the 
restrictive industrial licensing policy rursued has led to the exclusion or 
a major swathe or medium- as well as · all-scak establishmenls from the 
eslales. The mean project cost among indusuial cstablishmenls in the 
industrial cities was observed to be about USS 350,000. The variation in 
average project si7.e between countries, aad in particular between Saudi 
Arabia and the remainder, appears sig•ificant. 

Kuwait has a less restrictive licensing policy, and the ind.astrial 
estates there accept craft enterprises. Two industrial areas specifically for 
craft industry have been identified. However, as in Qatar and Bahrain, 
craftwork has been accepted in a rather unplanned way, with the result 
that heterogeneous mixtures or small-scale manufacturing, garages, 
services, repairs and storage facilities have emerged, sometimes brought 
together on an estate as a means of evacuating noisy and dirty 
informal-sector activity from city areas rather than as part of an 
industrial devclopmenl strategy. 

While it should remain the policy to provide facilities and space for 
activi1ies in the informal sector, it is desirable 10 separate small 
manufacturing establishments, those, for example, with 10 or more 
employees, with some development potential. It may then be possible to 
assist these more effectively with rented sheds or small factory premises 
of an appropriate size and cost, and with credit, lechnical and marketing 
advice, labour recruitment and training, perhaps on the lines of the 
Rusayl Industrial Estates in Oman. Subject to scrutiny as regards the cost 
and appropriateness of the structures and services provided, the latter 
might provide a model for development el~where in the Persian Gulr 
region. 

As just noted, the industrial estates in the GCC countries provide for 
small- and medium -scale cstahlishments, without deliberately setting out 
to promote small-scale enterprises. Where they have been aimed directly 
al the informal sector, provio;ion has been ralher inadequale, and left to 
municipalities lo organi1e and manage. This uncerlainly, or ambivalence, 
may be rclaled lo lhe major dichotomy which cxisls in lhe structure of 
G(C manufacturing induslry, wilh a number of very large cnlerprises 
alongside a preponderance or micro-enterprises, wilhoul a subslanlial 
inlermedialc small- and medium-scale enlcrpri!>c calegory. What appean 
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desirable is a three-tier approach lhal would clearly identify large-scale 
ventures, modern small enterprise and informal-sector workshop activity, 
giving all three the appropriate form and level of support. 

Although the provision of sheds or advance factories for lease bas 
proved very successful al Rusayl (Oman) and Jebel Ali (United Arab 
Emirates). the approach generally pursued is merely lo allocate land 
within an industrial area, leaving lhe entrepreneur to build the required 
factory or shed. This substantially increases the amount of total and start
up capital required. buildings often accounting for as much as 40 per cent 
of project cost. This is likely lo work against small and medium-scale 
enterprises with less easy access to finance. and lo aggravate the bias in 
preferential finance allocated at heavily subsidized rates to large 
enterprises. A particular advantage secured in being able to lease factory 
space, especially commented upon in the case of Jebel Ali. is that firms 
arc allowed to "try the market" for some time before going on to build 
their own factory or to purchase the one in question. while in addition it 
reduces the lead time involved in establishing the enterprise. Both lhcse 
aspects arc especially impo ·tanl for smaller firms with financial 
constraints requiring very careful use of risk capital and those engaged in 
innovative ventures, by providing an important clement of flexibility. Al 
Jebel Ali the factories can be sectioned lo provide sheds of diUerenl sizes 
from 500 square metres up lo 7,000 square metres. with a cost ranging al 
45-600 dirhams per square metre from USS 60,000 lo USS 80,000 for a 
500 square metre unit to from USS 850,000 to USS 1.150,000 for the 
largest size. This form of assistance is appropriate at all levels if the 
three-tier approach to industrial promotion is pursued, including 
craftwork enterprises and medium- and large-scale factories. As 
compared with loans incorporating a substantial grant element, ownership 
is retained by the development authority for eventual reallocation or sale 
10 lhe incumbent. 

A major potential advantage of industrial estates is that non
rinancial assistance can be more easily directed to industrial 
establishment!'\, particularly small- and medium-scale enterprises, when 
assembled together. This includes assistance to new tnterprises in cutting 
through red tape and burcaucra1ic orocedurcs of all kinds, including 
planning permission, issue or licences, visas and permits for imported 
labour, and connection with basic services; here it is useful if !he estate 
and its management can serve as a "one·stop shop" dealing simultaneously 
with all these requirements. And sec1Jndly, it includes a.-.sis1ance in 
production and sales, such a:r. advice on technology and on export 
possibilitier. where applicable. There is a need, in other words, to go 
beyond the "industrial area" concept, where the main emphasis is !>imply 
on making land a\·ail.:hlc for factory construction, towardr. lhc eslale 
concept, wilh more comprehensive involvemenl in !he promolion of new 
and expanr.ion of existing enlcrpri!'iCS. 
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F. lanstrial llcnsi111 pellc7 

Another element of industrial policy which appears important. ia 
Saudi Arabia particularly. aad accds to be considered. is industrial 
licensing. even though in this case its impact appears to be negative. In 
comparison with the other countries, and absolutely, Saudi Arabia pursues 
a very restrictive inJustrial liceasiag policy, industrial licences being 
issued only to firms with a total investment of at least SRI 1 million 
(USS 0.267 million). As observed above, this would have excluded 95 per 
ceat or more of registered manufacturing establishments ia Oman ia 1987, 
for example. Within Saudi Arabia, 21,648 oat of 22,573 private 
establishments enumerated in the 1981 Census of Manufacturing 
Establishments (96 per cent) employed fewer than 20 persons (table 4): 
it may be wondered how maay of these would have the capital investment 
required to qualify for an industrial licence. 

The effect of not having a licence can be serious. First, such 
enterprises are not entitled to location on an industrial estate. Being away 
from the industrial city does not affect the rates payable for electricity 
and water, which are equally favourable on and off the estate. Access to 
land is a different matter, with high rents payable elsewhere, and only 
some USS 0.023 per square metre per annum oa site. Secondly, without 
an industrial licence there is ao access to preferential fiaaace through 
SIDF, even if lending policy were not for other reasons biased towards 
large enterprises. Thirdly, firms wirh no industrial licence are denied the 
facility of duty-free import of raw materials and equipment. Since 
smaller firms which are otherwise more labour-intensive already are 
disadvantaged by the scarcity of labour in the region, this adds a second 
disadvantage to firms operating at this scale. Fourthly, the same firms 
cannot be registered in the Guide of Manufacturing Industries in the GCC 
countries maintained by the GCC secretariat, and are thus not eligible for 
duty- free export to the other countries.• This could be a major point 
for small, dynamic firms wishing to expand. Lastly, under this policy, 
firms with less than SRI 1 million of capital must register, not with the 
Ministry of Industry and Electricity, but, since 1980, with separate local 
municipalities which may not keep a record of their existence, let alone 
have the capacity to provide the range of supportive measures which they 
might need. 

The establishments licensed by the municipalities in Saudi Arabia are 
a very mixed bag, mCJ!'itly workshops, garages, petrol stations, other retail 
trading outlets, and services. In 1988, JC per cent were food supply 
establishment5. Evidently municipalities could not be expected II) be 

"In pracllcc. Kuwall and pcrtlapa ocher GCC: covnlria ciccpc Saudi Arabia arc willins 
10 acccp1 px>ds irrcspcc1rvc o( <iuidc rcplr8!ion and size. 1ubjccl 10 rvlu ol ona;in (value 
added). 
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dc\·eloping a programme of industrial promotion and assistance within 
this heterogeneous group of activities. Any genuine but smaller-scale 
manufacturing enterprise consigned to this category would be lost in this 
respect; the assistance requirements for modern manufacturing 
establishments, small or large, for manufacturing micro-enterprises, for 
service and repair establishments, and for wholesale and retail stores are 
different. By offering different fee levels of industrial, workshop and 
commercial licences (higher for the inoustrial), enterprises could below 
a certain size be left to select themselves, choosing the industrial rather 
than workshop licence where this is seen by them to carry an advantage. 
This would avoid any attempt to draw a line administratively, which must 
inevi1ably be arbitrary. Workshop estales could be developed separately 
to cater for the needs of the second category. Certain advantages such as 
du1y- free import of materials could equally be extended to this category 
rather lhan establishing a strong dichotomy in terms of entitlements. 

A diHerent licensing policy is pursued in Kuwait. Here there are 
lwo types of licence, an industrial one for projects, and one for 
craft work. Eligibility is again de1ermiaed administra1ively, but this time 
on lhe basis of the perceived level of lechnology (togelher wilh, to some 
ex1ent, the level of skills, type of product and management), rather than 
the capi1al or the labour employed. This has crealed certain difficulties, 
some quite large enterprises being classified as craftwork, due to the 
employment of technically simple rather than aulomaled processes. 

Very similar numbers - 700 or 800 - of each type of licence have 
been issued (table 22). II will be noled 1ha1 a large proportion of 
craflwork licences bas been for carpentry (244, or 30 per cent), garment
making (198, or 25 per cenl) and light metal producls (90, or 11 per cent), 
ahogelher accounling for 65 per cent of licences. But it can be seen that 
the same type of producl, for example, aluminium profiles and light metal 
work, may be produced under eith~r an industrial or craftwork license, 
underlining the arbitrariness of the division. 

Table 22. Kuwait: distribution or industrial and crartwork licences by 
industrial dMsion, end- March 1989 

llldusnial Crafrworlc Total 
fndumy IKmcn IKmcn licmca 

Quarrying 39 J9 

l'ood proceu1ng 81 S4 IJS 
Chips and ice cream (2) (39) (41) 

con1inucd 
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Industrial Croftwat* T«al 
brdlatly /icmca lic.mca licmca 

Te:11ilc and lcatber 11 202 213 
Garments. ready-made clothes (1) (191) (199) 

Wood a,d wood products 15 249 324 
Carpentry (73) (244) 317 

Paper product~ aad pria1ing 61 S3 114 
Printing aad bookbinding (42) (46) (88) 

Chemical products. plastics etc. 72 IS 87 

Son-metal products and construction 14S 51 202 
Curtin& and polisbin& marble ( 12) (31) (43) 

Me1al products and equipment 
Li&bl metal work a 90 171 
Aluminum profiles (SB) (S3) (111) 

Total S72 no 1 292 

Souru: Ministry oC Commerce and lndus1ry oC Kuwait. 

Nott: Figura in parentheses not included in 101als. 

A major advantage of obtaining an industrial licence in Kuwait, 
where industrial plots are at a premium, is that licensed enterprises are 
automatically allocated a plot in an industrial area: no industrial licence 
holders exist outside these designated areas. Subsidized rents in the 
industrial areas are so low at KD 0.2 (USS 0.67) per :;quare metre per 
annum as to rate as negligible in comparison with commercial rents 
outside of KO 6 to KD 24 per square metre per annum (USS 20 to 
USS 80 per square metre per annum). That these advantages are 
perceived by firms is demonlitrated by the large-scale unofficial 
encroachment of significant numbers of enterprises of various kinds on 
to the estates. 

Craftwork enterprises appear to have a great many difficultie~ with 
officialdom, particularly with municipalities, in trying to secure plots, 
especially if they are by nature noisy or messy, producing b1icks and tiles 
or cement blocks, for example. Indicative of the ambivalent attitude of 
at lea5l some of the authorities is that in 1986 a large number of such 
cntreprises in the informal sector were bulldozed. Some have failed to 
resume production or have switched to other activities such as storage. 
This runs counter lo prevalent views among development economists 
today, who consider that activities in the informal sector have a positi"'e 
role to play and need rarher to be encouraged. 
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Concern for the environment can be combined with promotion of 
such activities if craft work areas can be designated as estates distinct from 
the industrial estates of larger enterprises, where appropriately designed 
assistance as required can be targeted. This would at least establish the 
two categories on the same basis as regards access to land, which is seen 
as of critical importance. Evidence of a more benign attitude exists now, 
an estate having been developed to accommodate service workshops, 
including tarages. 

As in Saudi Arabia, craftwork utablishments largely buy materials 
and equipment locally, without customs duty exemption. Establishments 
that arc approved for industrial licences are issued simultaneously with 
import licences. Establishments with only craflwork licences may be 
refused import licences for similar equipment being imported free of duty 
by those with industrial licences. Access to preferential finance from the 
l:idustrial Bank is not affected by lack of an inJustrial licence, but only 
because loans arc mostly issued to relatively large enterprises anyway. 

In the United Arab Emirates, to obtain an industrial licence firms 
must satisfy at least two of the following three conditions: project capital 
should be at least 250,CluO dirhams (USS 68,000); at least 10 persons should 
be engaged; and driving power should be at least 5 kilowalls. Remaining 
establishments also need a municipal licence, having satisfied certain 
health and building requirements. It may be observed that the USS 68,000 
condition for eligibility is low compared with Saudi Arabia (USS 267,000) 
and Oman, while Kuwait docs not use the criterion of capital at all, unless 
indirectly via technology. The criteria employed in Qatar, OR 250,000 
(USS 68,000) of invested capital and 10 or more persons employed, arc 
similar to those used in the United Arab Emirates. There is thus no 
agreed definition within the GCC of what industry should be considered 
eligible for an industrial licence. 

Despite the significant differences in defining and coverage, the 
advantages or disadvantages resulting are similar, for example access to 
an industrial estate, inscription in the GCC Guide and freedom to export 
duty-free within the GCC (subject to value-added content), and duty free 
import of materials and equipment. It follows that in these respects 
establishments of the same size within the GCC do not qualify equally for 
privileges. 

As a mailer of principle, in any case, it appears desirable to separate 
the process of licensing, and charging of licence fees, fimly, from the 
analysis of feasibility and provision of technical and market information 
and advice; then from project analysis for the purpose of loan issue; and 
finally from decisions to accommodate on an industrial estate with 
accompanying managerial advice, labour training, and the like. 

In the case of industrial estates such as Rusayl, in Oman, an 
attractive aspect is the assistance provided in short-cutting procedures for 
acquiring licences and permits and for meeting other administrative 
1equirements. There is no reason why such streamlining of procedures via 
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·one-stop shopping· arrangements should be iimit~d to establishments on 
industrial estates. 

With respecl to project identification, technical and market 
information and feasibility studies, a related service could be provided. 
The Industrial Development Technical Centre in Bahrain, attached to the 
Ministry of Industry, already offers a service along these lines to potential 
entrepreneurs interested in developing new ventures. In other countries, 
the industrial banks carry out full feasibility studies for projects which 
they are considering funding, but these tend to be large projects, and the 
service is not general. 

Related to licensing is the issue of planning and the need to avoid 
duplication of projects, with market saturation and excess capacity, which 
has in any case occurred, in the United Arab Emirates for example, 
despite licensing. This is best dealt with not by lengthening the licence 
application process for projects as a whole, but through the supply of 
initial market information to the entrepreneur, to enable the latter to 
calculate the expected rate of return, by a properly established advisory 
service within the Ministry or Chamber of Commerce, or both, and later 
by the lending institution where a loan is applied for. 

G. The case for targeting promotional eUorts to industry 

As observed earlier, given the need to import labour in expanding 
traditional smdl-scale enterprises, and the labour-intensity of even large
scale import-substituting industries (and corresponding lack of 
opportunity for labour-intensive export·oriented industry), there is a 
strong case for concentrating promotional efforts in capital- and 
technology-intensive small- and medium-scale enterprises in an effort to 
gain a foothold in specific markets. The GCC region does offer, where 
labour-intensity is not an important consideration, the following 
advantages: cheap capital; extremely cheap energy (the basis of energy
intensive alumina-related industries in Bahrain and the United Arab 
Emirates, using imported bauxite); good infrastructure, including sea and 
air communications; an exceptionally well-developed banking system; 
favourable geographical location in relation to Europe and other 
continents; a coherent GC.:C common market; and strong regional political 
.• ability. Technology-intensive industries could expect to benefit from 
preferential finance carrying substantial subsidy (assuming in Saudi 
Arabia that capital investment exceeded USS 260,000 in order to qualify 
for an industrial licence) and infrastructural subsidy through industrial 
estates. Most importantly, fiscal incentives even outside the free zones 
are exceptionally favourable, with no income or company taxes for 
national companies and foreign companies combining i11 joint ventures 
able to secure 5- or 10-year tax holidays in di fferenl countries and a 
range of other privileges. What is significant i11 that, de~.pite these evident 
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advantages, not a great deal or development (except in Bahrain) has taken 
place so far in these directions, as OJ:'posed lo conventional import
substituting industry. 

A constraint here may be information, relating to both markets and 
technology. A widespread comment among those involved in industrial 
promotion in the Persian Gulf States, whether in Ministries of Industry, 
Chambers or Commerce or financial institutions, is that a particular 
weakness among local entrepreneurs relates to awareness or markets. With 
reference first of all to GCC export market information, the deficiencies 
here are made obvious by the existing duplication of plants, and 
consequent widespread excess capacity in GCC manufacturing. If this is 
the situation with respect to national and GCC markets, it will clearly be 
even more problematic in relation to overseas markets, for new departures 
in GCC production and for small- and medium-scale rnterprises. 

In addition to market information, technical information is 
frequently needed. It is particularly difficult for a small entrepreneur, 
especially, to obtain information on technology and the range of 
equipment available, and it is not efficient for each individual to 
undertake such a search, where the information may be important to a 
number or individuals at different times. At present, it may be necessary 
for an entrepreneur to approach a number of different embassies in order 
to obtain and compare alternatives. 

For evident reasons, private sector entrepreneurs in the GCC, who 
may well have the finance required, have difficulty in identifying product 
opportunities, and will frequently be interested in entering a new business 
as a joint venture in collaboration with an established overseas 
manufacturer. Conversely, because of the laws -:onstraining foreign 
participation in national ventures, foreign entrepreneurs will need to find 
local partners or sponsors. Communication in either direction will not be 
an easy matter, in the absence of any facilitating mechanism, and the 
formation of bu.,iness partnerships even in the most favourable 
circumstances is obviously a delicate proposi!ion. Establishing a pool of 
local industrialists interested in such collaboration needs a degree of 
organization, in which clearly local Chambers of Commerce (or 
manufacturers' associations if such exist) should be involved. 

Technology-intensive industries may also be capital-using, because 
of the rapid obsolescence of technology and products, requiring constant 
reinveMment in research and development (R&D) and marketing 
organization. Persian Gulf States might find that the best use of their 
cheap capital would be to encourage particular categories of industry to 
become established in lhe area, with major support in R&D, togelher with 
technical training, rather lhan dispersing this rather widely and 
indiscriminately in industrial subsidies in the form of lax bene1its, 
preferential finance and subsidized infrastructure. 
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La planification gouvemementale dans une industrie petroliere 
de petite dimension : facteurs limitant les efforts du Qatar 

en matiere de diversification de l'industrie 

Robert E. Looney 

L'objectif de !'article est d'evaluer les efforts deployes ace jour par 
le Qatar en matiere d'industrialisation. L'auteur y evoque essentie'.lement 
Jes incidences de la politique des pouvoirs publics sur la diversification de 
l'industrie dans le pays. Aux fins de bien suivre le processus 
d'industrialisation du pays, une evaluation comparative et quantitative des 
caracteristiques de I' industrialisation dans 20 pays arabes d' Asie 
occidentale et d'Afrique du Nord a ete entreprise. II ressort de cette 
analyse que de nombreux facteurs qui, pour la plupart, echappent dans 
une large mesure au controle des pouvoirs publics, ont freine le processus 
d'industrialisation. 

L'insurrisance des importations et les effets infiationnistes 
de la devaluation dans les pays en developpement 

Mehdi Shafaeddin 

La devaluation vi!e )'augmentation des recettes en devises et la 
fourniture de biens commercialisables. D'apres !'auteur, l'homogeneite 
entre les importations et les biens produits dans le pays, fondement de 
toute conception classique de la devaluation, est faible, notamment dans 
Jes pays a revenu tres peu clevc. L'auteur analyse !'influence des 
importations sur l'inflation et etudie la mesure dans laquelle une 
devaluation nominate sc transforme en unc evaluation reelle ainsi que la 
contribution dirccte de la devaluation a !'inflation. II etudie par ailleurs 
Jes resultats scatistiqucs conccrnant 58 pays en devcloppcment classes en 
quatre groupes de revenu et ayant procede a une devaluation au cours 
de la period~ 1980-1987. II en deduit que, pour le groupe au plus faible 
revenu et, dans une certaine mesure, pour le groupe qui suit, le rOle de 
l'insuffisance des importations et !'impact de !'inflation .. ur cette mcme 
insuffisance se confirment. Pour lcs dcux autres groupes, ii n'y aurait 
aucune association statistiquc signi ficativc. 
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lnefficacite de la gestion dans la petite industrie 
manufacturiere en Arabie saoudite: un obstacle 

au developpemeot de l'e~onomie 

Bandar Al Hajjar et John Presley 

L'existence d'un "deficit financier" a fait l'objet d'amples recherches 
tant dans les pays developpes que dans les pays en developpement, ce 
deficit etant considere comme le principal obstacle au developpement 
de la petite entreprise. Au-dela de ce "deficit financier", des auteurs 
cherchent a analyser l'ine fficacite de la gestion des petites entreprises et 
presentent dans ce contexte une etude de cas du secteur manufacturier 
en Arabie saoudite au cours des deux dernieres decennies. 

L'etude fait apparaitre l'absence de toute "gestion avertie" dans la 
petite entreprise, laquelle a des incidences sur la demande de financement 
et empeche la petite entreprise de pretendre au financement 
institutionnel. II reste bien entendu que l'inefficacite de la gestion a des 
consequences bicn plus importantes dans la mesure ou elle constitue un 
obstacle a une reeHe contribution de la petite entreprise au processus de 
dcveloppement. 

En conclusion, Jes auteurs passent en revue Jes moyens qui 
permcttraient de pallier l'inefficacite de la gestion en Arabie saoudite. 

La privatisation en Afrique : le cas de 
Sa Republique- U nle de Tanzanle 

John S. Henley et George 8. Assaf 

La privati:<.ation est tout a fait a l'ordrc du jour de la politique de 
nom brc de pays a f ricains. II n 'en demeurc pas moins qne peu de ces pays 
ont fait des progres significatifs dans cc sens. Une des principales raisons 
de eel etat de fait ticnt a )'absence de toute evaluation realiste des 
bcsoins de ces pays et de leur capacite a se lancer dans une vlritable 
entrcprise de privatisation · modalites de )'aide financiere, initiatives 
prises en maticrc de politiqae, promotion des investissements et 
par· dessus tout exploitation des rcssouccs humaines. L'article met en 
evidence tous ccs problcmci; qui touchcnt notamment la relation entre la 
readaptation ct la privatisation et cc, dans le cadre d'unc etude de cas par 
pays. 

Dcpuis 1967, la Rcpubliquc·Unie de Tanzanic suit unc politiquc de 
dcvcloppcmcnt du type socialistc. II s'agit par consequent d'un pays qui 
posscdc un vastc scctcur public ou para·etatiquc ct dam; lcqucl 



l'intervention des pouvoirs publics dans l'cconomie est depuis longtemps 
tres marquee. Le gouvernement envisage aujourd'hui sericuscment 
d'adopter une politique de privatisation qui Jui pcrmettrait de regeocrer 
l'industrie et la transformation des produits de l'agriculture. II reste que 
Jes politiques de liberalisation et de privatisation SC heurtent a l'heure 
actuelle a des difficultcs particulieres. C'est pourquoi Jes auteurs ont 
choisi l'exemple de la Republique-Unie de Taazanic pour faire ressortir 
Jes principaux problemes qui sc posent dans un contexte africain avant 
que la privatisation ne puissc etre serieuscment consideree comme une 
solution politique vi:;"le susceptible de conduire a la readaptation et a la 
regeneration de l'industrie. II importe neanmoins de noter que Jes 
auteurs n'ont pas cherche a ctudier tous Jes problemes que pose le 
processus de privatisation dans la Republique-Unie de Tanzanie. 
L'article ne doit, par consequent, etre considere que comme le point de 
depart d'un examen plus complet des obstacles au:-:quels se heurte la 
privatisation dans ce pays et des possibilites en la matiere. 

La promotion de l'industrie de petite et moyeane dimension 
important de la main-d'oeuvre: politique et perspectins 

dans les Etats du golfe Persique 

Ian Livingstone 

Bien que partie de peu de chose, l'industrie de petite et moyenne 
dimension s'est rapidement developpee dans les Etats du golfe Persique 
essentiellement du fait d'un apport general de richesse et du niveau 
cleve de l'activitc economique resultant de l'existencc de ressources 
petrolieres ainsi que de l'aide apportee par les pouvoirs publics, 
notamment sous la forme d'importantes subventions. L'un des principaux 
obstacles a ce dcveloppement a etc l'insuffisance de la main-d'oeuvre 
autochtone. C'est pourquoi le developpement de l'industrie de petite et 
moyenne dimension dans la region est un cas plutot unique en son genre 
qui souleve divers problcmes touchant les coots et les avantages des pays, 
problcmes ctudics dans l'article. Le devcloppement et la composition 
des entreprises industriclles de petite et moyenne dimension dans les Etats 
du golfc Persiquc y so~t analyses com me les politique.s gouvernemcntales 
ayant trait au financcmeni, aux etablissemcnts industriels, aux 1.0ncs 
franchcs et a l'octroi des licences. 
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Plaalficadoa pben .. eatal ea ••a ecoaoaia Jdrolera peqaria: 
factores qae li•itaa los esf•enos de dinnificadi• 

iad11strial de Qatar 

Robert E. Looney 

El prop6sito de cstc trabajo cs cvaluar los csf ucrzos de 
industrializaci6n rcalizados por Qatar basta la fccba. Examina 
principalmentc el ef ecto de la politica gubernamcntal sobrc la 
diversificaci6n industrial dcl pais. A fin de apreciar en perspectiva cl 
proccso de industrializaci6n de Qatar, se rcaliz6 una cvaluaci6n 
comparativa de los resultados cuantificados de la iadustria.tizaci6n en 20 
Estados irabes de Asia occidental y Africa septentrional. De este aailisis 
se deduce quc mucbos factores, la mayoria de ellos en gran partc fuera dcl 
control gubernamcntal, baa socavado cl proccso de industrializaci6n. 

lasufideada de las iaportadoaes y repernsioaes lafiadoaarias 
de la devalaadon ea los paises ea desarrollo 

Mehdi Sbafaeddin 

La devaluaci6n ticne como objctivo aumentar los ingresos en divisas 
y la oferta de bicnes comerciables. Estc trabajo afirma que la 
bomogeneidad entre las importacioncs y los bicnes producidos 
internamcntc, bip6tesis adoptada tradicionalmcntc para justificar la 
devaluaci6n, es insuficientc, cspccialmente en el caso de pafses de muy 
bajos ingresos. Investiga la influcncia de la insuficicncia de importaciones 
en la inrtaci6n y la mcdida en quc la dcvaluaci6n nominal se convicrte en 
devaluaci6n real, y examina la contribuci6n directa de la devaluaci6n a 
la inrtaci6n. El trabajo analiza los resultados estadfsticos de 58 parses en 
desarrollo, clasificados en cuatro grupos de ingrcsos, que devaluaron sus 
monedas durante cl pcrfodo 1980-1987, para llegar a la conclusi6n de que 
rcspecto del grupo de paises de menores ingrcsos, y en cierta medida el 
grupo siguicnte, sc confirma la realidad de la insuficicnda de las 
importacioncs y su rcpercusi6n inflacionaria. En lo quc rcspccta a los 
olios dos grupos de pafse\, no sc dcscubri6 ninguna relaci6n estadfsti 
signi ficativa. 

12S 
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l•dicie•da em la gestio• de pet111eias e•prnas ••••ract•nras 
ea Ca Arabia Sa•dita: •• obstanlo para el desarrollo eco•o•ico 

Bandar Al Hajjar y John Presle) 

La exislencia de una "insuficiencia financiera" ha sido el foco de 
invesligacion, lanto en las cconomias en dcsarrollo como en las economias 
desarrolladas, por considcrarse como cl principal factor limilativo dcl 
crecimienlo de la pequciia empresa. Esle documenlo busca mas alla de 
esa "insuficiencia financiera" y seiala las deficiencias de gcstion que se 
dan en las pequciias empresas. Efectlia un estudio monografico de las 
pequciias empresas en el sector .manufaclurero de la Arabia Saudila 
duranle los ultimos dos dccenios. 

La cncuesla revela una notable faha de "saber profesional" en la 
gestion de las pequeias cmpresas que rcpercute en las solicitudes de 
financiacion y en la aplitud de los pequeiios empresarios para oblencr 
asislencia de las instituciones financieras. Pero, por supuesto, esas 
dcficiencias de gestion lrascienden de la cueslion financiera, al limitar 
ademas la aplilud de la pequcia empresa para conlribuir al proceso de 
dcsarrollo. 

En conclusion, cl documenlo cxamina la posible forma de rcmcdiar 
esas deficiencias de gesli6n en el conlcxto de la Arabia Saudila. 

La privatizadoa H aa coatexto af'rica•o: el caso de 
la Reptiblica Uaid:a de Taazaaia 

John S. Henley y George 8. Assaf 

La privatizacion figura invariablcmenlc en cl programa de polilicas 
dcclaradas de muchos paiscs africanos. No r1hstante, pocos de cllos ban 
hccho progrcsos significativos en csa direccion. Ello rcsponde 
principalmcnrc a la falta de una cvaluacion rcalista de las ncccsidadcs y 
capacidadcs quc sc rcquicrcn para llcvar a cabo una privatizacion 
cxitma · condicioncs ofrccidas a Htulo de apoyo financicro, iniciativas de 
polilica cconomica complcmcr.tarias, promocion de invcrsioncs y, lo quc 
C!i mas imporlanlc, pcrlcccmn .. n.1c11lo de los rccurso!i humanos. Eslc 
documcnlo pone Jc relieve csla!i cuci;tioncs · C!ipccialmcnlc la rclacion 
cnlrc rchabiliracion y privati1aci6n · en cl con1cx10 concrclo Jc un 
cs1udio monografico rc!ipcclo de un i;olo pai!i. 

I.a Rcpublica Unida de Tan1ania ha !icguido una via de 1fcsarrollo 
sociali!ila dc!idc IW17. Como rci;ul1ado de cllo, cs un pai!i con un scclnr 
publicn/parac!ilalal impotlanlc y quc 1icnc tambicn una larga lradici6n 
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de marcada intcrvcncion cstatal en la cconomia. En la actualidad, el 
Gobicrno csta considcrando scriamcnte la posibilidad de la privatizacion 
como medio de galvanizar la rccupcracion de hi iodustria en general y dcl 
sector de elaboraci6n de productos agropccuarios en particular. No 
obstante, cxistcn actualmentc dificultades cspcciales en lo que rec;pccta a 
las politicas de libcralizaci6n y privatizaci6n. Por consiguieote, sc ha 
clegido a la Republica Uoida de Tanzania para sacar a rclucir las 
principalcs cuestioncs que habran de resolversc en el contcxto africano 
antes de quc pucda considcrarsc scriamcntc la privatizaci6n como opci6n 
politica viable para la rchabilitacioa y la rccupcraci6n de la industria. Es 
importaatc destacar que el documeoto no intcnta cxaminar todas las 
cucstioncs implicadas en el proccso de privatizaci6o de la Rcpublica 
Uaida de Tanzania. Por lo tanto, dcbc cntcndersc quc prepara cl tcrrcno 
para ua examen mas complcto de los obstaculos y oportunidadcs quc 
puede habcr para la privatizacion en csc pais. 

Promocioa de la pequeia J mediaaa iadustria co• maao 
de obra iaportada: politica J perspectins 

de los Estados del Gotro Persico 

Ian Livingstone 

La pcquelia y mcdiana industria de los Estados dcl Golfo Persico 
ha rcgistrado un ritmo de dcsarrollo rapido, aun cuando la base inicial de 
calculo fucra baja, en gran partc como resultado de la afluencia general 
de riqucza y de los clcvados nivclcs de actividad economica generados por 
el recurso pctrolcro, asi como por cl apoyo estatal, que ofrece 
subvenciones importantes. Uno de los principalcs obstaculos ha sido la 
insuficiencia de mano de obra aul6clona. Por lo lanlo, el dcsarrollo de 
una industria pcquena y mcdiana en la region represcnta un caso bastantc 
cxccpcional, y planlea divcrsa.o; cuestiones relalivas a los costos y 
bencficios eventuales para cl rcspcclivo pais, que sc uploran en eslc 
documcnto. Se anali:.r.a cl dcsarrollo y la composici6n de la pequciia y 
mediana induslria en los E.o;lados dcl Golfo Persico, y sc ex.aminan las 
politica!i gubcrnamcntalcs en malcria de financiaci6n, parques induslrialcs 
y zonas francas y conccsion de licencias. 
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